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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and background
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are today a regular feature of many
engineering applications. On the one hand the numerical simulations con-
stitute a fast and cheap alternative to experimental prototypes at the early
stages of design processes. On the other hand they oer a deep insight into
phenomena which are dicultly observable in practice (insight of an oven,
re-entry of space vehicles...). Thereby CFD simulations no longer restrict to
classical aerodynamics such as aircraft design but more and more extend to
a wide range of applications including e.g. chemical reactions, combustion,
acoustics, multi-physics. The tremendous success of CFD over the last decade
was enabled by the fast growing computer power and the development of ef-
cient numerical algorithms. So diverse these applications may seem, they
have one thing in common: most ows of practical interest are turbulent. It
is the unsteady, irregular and seemingly random motion of the eddies that
makes turbulence one of the biggest challenges in CFD. The diculty is not
only caused by the chaotic motion of the ow but also by the wide spectrum
of wavenumbers that have to be taken into account.
Turbulence modelling. To overcome the complexity of turbulent ows a
multitude of methodologies have been proposed in the literature. The most
straightforward and conceptually easiest approach is the Direct Numerical
Simulation (DNS). Following this method all turbulent scales (from the micro-
scopic dissipation range to the large eddies) are simulated and hence no mod-
elling eort is needed. However given the extremely high requirement in terms
of mesh resolution, DNS may be helpful to study some fundamental aspects of
turbulence but remains dicult for most industrial applications at moderate
or high Reynolds numbers. A completely dierent approach is followed by
the class of Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models. Here the eect
on the mean ow of all turbulent scales (from micro- to macroscales) is mod-
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elled, which results in a regular, smooth velocity eld. Today most turbulence
models used in CFD belong to the RANS approach. As a consequence of the
demand for higher accuracy and favored by the growing computer resources
intense research has been devoted over the last decade to the development
of Large Eddy Simulation (LES). Situated between RANS and DNS only the
small turbulent eddies are modelled whereas the large structures are resolved
by the computational mesh. The price to pay is a non-negligible decrease of
the mesh size compared to the one habitually used for RANS computations.
Furthermore, LES simulations are inevitably unsteady. Both factors limit the
use of LES to moderate Reynolds numbers. Because close to a solid wall
the grid requirement of LES becomes comparable to the one of DNS, hybrid
RANS-LES approaches recently have growing success. The idea consists in
taking advantage of the relative strengths of each approach, i.e. the cost-
eectiveness of RANS methods to compute (attached) boundary layers and
the high accuracy of LES for ows in which large-scale unsteadiness is signi-
cant. Since the Detached Eddy Simulation (DES), the rst hybrid RANS-LES
method, several newly developed variants have successively been applied to
the prediction of massively separated ows.
Requirements on modern ow solvers. CFD is no longer used by only
a handful of experts but has become a mainstream tool. Flow solvers should
thus not only by ecient (in terms of memory and CPU time) but above all
the numerical algorithms must be robust, avoiding as far as possible user-
dened control parameters. Furthermore, besides an ecient parallelization
in order to take advantage of modern computer architecture, the request for
\guaranteed mesh convergence" such that results are less dependent on the
engineer becomes more and more important.
A rst example where CFD could (at least partially) replace expensive
and time-consuming wind tunnel experiments is the design of new aircrafts.
Related to the continuously growing cost of kerosene and in order the reach the
stringent guidelines on air pollution, intense research is made in the elds of
fuel consumption and noise emission. Both objectives are closely related to an
accurate wake prediction which is an extremely challenging task in turbulence
modelling. In particular, we generally observe a large spread of the computed
drag estimation. The AIAA drag prediction workshops [106, 113] are good
illustrations, suggesting that the poor quality of the results is caused not only
by shortcomings of the current turbulence models but also by the inaccuracy
of today's second-order methods with currently used grids.
Another example of computations requiring highly accurate schemes are
LES simulations. Since turbulence implies a complex energy transfer between
the large eddies and the dissipation range scales it is of utmost importance that
the numerical scheme preserves the energy. High-order discretization methods
characterized by a small numerical dissipation and dispersion are therefore
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recommended. Similarly wave propagation problems such as aero-acoustics
demand accurate solutions in the fareld and over a long time period. As
weak signals that are often hardly distinguishable from numerical noise have
to be captured, the discretization scheme should ideally be free of dispersion
errors; otherwise information in the high-frequency range will be lost. The
issue of highly accurate methods for aero-acoustic problems has been discussed
by Lighthill [114].
The above examples are certainly not exhaustive but clearly illustrate the
demand for higher accuracy. As will be shown in this thesis and as reported
by other authors, high-order accurate discretization schemes require signif-
icantly less degrees of freedom than low-order methods to reach the same
level of accuracy. For real geometries, the high mesh resolution needed by
today's second-order nite volume schemes causes an excessive computational
cost. Accordingly, there is a consensus that despite impressive results obtained
with current solvers, grid converged solutions are still out of reach for many
applications, e.g. vortex dominated ows. Because high-Reynolds number
ows furthermore imply highly stretched anisotropic meshes, which are hard
to construct on complex geometries, a key feature of future ow solvers is
the possibility to provide accurate results even on poor quality unstructured
meshes.
High-order spatial discretization schemes: DGFEM. On the one hand,
due the increasing complexity of the simulations there is a clear demand for
high-order accurate methods. On the other hand, nite volume (FV) methods
which are the most popular approach within commercial CFD solvers are at
best second order accurate. Although dierent attempts have been made to
design high-order FV schemes, the increasing stencil size and diculties to
dene stable algorithms on highly stretched unstructured meshes have limited
their application for industrial problems. Other discretization approaches such
as nite dierence (FD) or spectral methods are quite ecient computation-
ally. In addition, they more easily attain the desired level of accuracy. How-
ever, their inability to handle complex geometries and unstructured meshes
prevented their spread into commercial CFD. Accordingly, FD and spectral
methods generally restrict to rather academic applications. For an extensive
review of high-order methods we refer to [56,179].
Recently, the ADIGMA project [105] has identied two methods showing
the highest potential for ecient high-order discretisations: the discontinuous
Galerkin nite element methods (DGFEM) [140] and the continuous residual
distribution (CRD) schemes [1,46]. This thesis is dedicated to the application
of the discontinuous Galerkin / Interior Penalty (IP) formulation for turbulent
ows.
Despite the success of DGFEM in solving advection problems, the method
was relatively neglected over more than 30 years for diusion problems. The
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breakthrough nally came at the end of the 1990's when the two approaches
were combined in order to extend DGFEM to the Navier-Stokes equations.
Since then, a lot of work has been done to develop a compact and robust
discretization of elliptic operators. In this thesis, the viscous terms are han-
dled using an interior penalty (IP) formulation. As FD and spectral methods,
the DGFEM-IP approach allows to easily reach a high level of accuracy by
simply increasing the order of the polynomial approximation p. Thereby, the
discretization scheme conserves its local character and furthermore naturally
applies to unstructured meshes. Although DG methods have recently been
identied as having the biggest potential for future ow solvers, further re-
search is needed to improve the computational eciency and the robustness
of these schemes. Both issues are faced in this thesis.
1.2 Main achievements of this thesis
This work contributes to the development of a high-order discontinuous Galer-
kin solver for the simulation of compressible, turbulent ows around complex
three-dimensional geometries. Platform for the numerical developments is the
\Argo" software package, a research code which arose from a collaboration
between the Belgian research center Cenaero and the department of Applied
Mechanics and Mathematics (MEMA) at the Universite catholique de Louvain.
Before this thesis, Argo has successively been applied to laminar ows. The
two- and three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations had been implemented
using a DGFEM-IP approach and the discretized system of equations was
solved by a (parallel) Jacobian-free Newton-GMRES solver. Furthermore,
dierent time integration schemes were available for unsteady simulations.
The focus of this work is to extend Argo to turbulent applications. Thereby,
the present thesis analyses for the rst time the use of the interior penalty
discretization to solve a system of RANS equations.
The major part of the eorts has been devoted to Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes methods. To this end the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras tur-
bulence model [165] has been implemented. Thereby, the whole system of
RANS equations is handled as a unique block which enables a quadratic con-
vergence rate at the last stages of the non-linear Newton solver. Although
the DGFEM-IP approach is known for its excellent dispersion and dissipa-
tion properties - and hence probably better suited to more direct turbulence
modelling approaches (e.g. LES or DES) - an advantage over standard FV
methods is also to be expected for RANS models. The reasons to investigate
RANS models are
 they provide satisfying results for a number of applications that are not
subject to ow separation;
 they can be used to generate comparative results for future LES compu-
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tations;
 hybrid approaches such as DES are based on RANS models. Even RANS
and DES are very dierent from a conceptual point of view, Spalart et
al. [163] have shown that a minor modication of the S-A model results
in a hybrid RANS-LES computation.
Stability issues. Whilst high-order accurate discretization schemes require
less degrees of freedom to reach a given level of accuracy, particular care must
be taken especially in the case of turbulent ows. This can be explained by
the sharp gradients (e.g. at the outer boundary layer) on the one hand, and
the coarse meshes typically used by DGFEM on the other hand. Given the
low numerical dissipation of the scheme, Gibbs oscillations may cause the
breakdown of the iterative solving procedure. A major contribution of this
thesis is therefore related to improving the stability of the discrete method.
A rst cause of instabilities is due to the denition of most RANS mod-
els which become unstable as negative values of the turbulent viscosity are
encountered. For that reason, we compare several modications of the S-A
turbulence model to improve the robustness of the high-order RANS solver in
under-resolved mesh regions. Numerical simulations of a turbulent at plate
and a NACA 0012 aerofoil illustrate the inuence of these modications.
Within the same context, we also investigate a hybrid scheme that com-
bines distinct polynomial interpolations of the mean ow equations and the
turbulence model.
Moreover, the coercivity of the interior penalty method is investigated.
Compared to other popular DG formulations like the second Bassi-Rebay
scheme, the simpler IP formulation is computationally less expensive, reducing
by up to 30 % the computational eort to evaluate the non-linear residual.
However, the method suers from the dependency on a seemingly more or less
arbitrary (i.e. \large enough") stability parameter. The latter is probably
one of the main reasons for the relative unpopularity of the IP formulation.
Whereas in the past, nearly optimal values of the penalty parameter have been
derived for a Poisson equation with constant viscosity, we propose a general-
ization of this parameter in order to take into account mesh anisotropy on the
one hand, and large variations of the diusion coecient on the other hand.
Finally, a closer look is taken to the role of the transpose term that intro-
duces a strong coupling between the continuity equation and the turbulence
model. Because this coupling was found to deteriorate the stability of the
method, a modication of the transpose term is proposed in order to make
the IP formulation suitable for RANS applications.
Computational eciency. One of the major drawbacks of DGFEM is the
computational cost. In the past, Argo used an approximate Jacobian ma-
trix for the BILU preconditioner of the GMRES solver. Despite a satisfying
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performance for laminar ows, the simplication turned out to be inadequate
for turbulent computations. We therefore have extended the formerly ap-
proximate linearization of the (laminar) Navier-Stokes equations to the exact
linearization of the coupled RANS system.
Turbulent boundary layer resolution. In use for decades, the mesh re-
quirements for a resolved FV boundary layer computations are well known.
For instance there is a general agreement that the rst node should lie within
the viscous sublayer at y+(1)  1. However, as the polynomial degree p of
the approximation changes, the question arises in which measure this aects
the required mesh size. Based on multiple grid convergence analyses this the-
sis provides clear guidelines on the choice for boundary layer resolution for
practical applications. Besides grid spacings and stretchings as a function of
interpolation order and element type, several other aspects like the eect of
curved boundaries or the optimal position of the interpolation nodes are dis-
cussed. As an example, our numerical studies have shown that a proper choice
of the inner-element nodes allows to improve the accuracy of the computed
shear friction, whilst conserving the total number of unknowns. Given the
close relation between RANS and DES models, these results provide precious
information for future detached eddy simulations.
Large eddy simulation. The last part of this thesis is devoted to large
eddy simulations. Therefore two subgrid scale models - the Smagorinsky and
the WALE model - have been implemented into Argo. Because turbulence
modelling is limited to the small (subgrid) scales, LES is expected to be more
accurate and reliable than RANS models for ows characterized by large,
unsteady structures. A further improvement is achieved by the so called Vari-
ational Multiscale Method (VMS). By introducing an explicit lter operation
this variant provides a much better control of the turbulent viscosity than
standard LES. Since the discretization of the large structures remains consis-
tent with DNS, VMS signicantly improves the accuracy for e.g. ows with
laminar-to-turbulent transition. In addition, because with increasing p each
computing cell contains a large number of degrees of freedom, lters can be
dened elementwise. In contrast to widely used low order methods (nite vol-
ume,...), the ltering conserves thus the local character of the discretization
scheme. Elementwise inversion of a global operator, such as a lter, in addi-
tion to low dispersion and dissipation errors make DGFEM-IP ideally suited
for parallel LES computations.
One objective of this thesis was again to determine the resolution capabil-
ity of high-order polynomials. To this end dierent convergence analyses of
homogeneous isotropic turbulence and the Taylor-Green vortex are performed.
While attention is again focused on resolution requirements, dierent subgrid
lters are compared and the choice of the Smagorinsky constant in the case of
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ltered LES is briey examined.
1.3 Outline
This thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 recalls the general governing equations of compressible tridi-
mensional ows. After a short summary of the Navier-Stokes equations (lam-
inar case), the focus lies on turbulence modelling. The approaches followed in
this work are Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) on the one hand, and
large eddy simulation (LES) on the other. Given the vast literature on turbu-
lence modelling, only the nal set of equations together with the corresponding
turbulence/subgrid scale models are presented. Note that no eort has been
made neither to improve existing nor to develop new turbulence models. The
aim was rather to adapt these models to the particular features of a high-order
DGFEM discretization.
In the case of the RANS system turbulence closure is achieved using the
one-equation Spalart-Allmaras (S-A) model. Given the stability issues caused
by negative values of the S-A variable, several modications of the model are
discussed.
For the LES computations the static Smagorinsky model and the WALE
model have been tested. After a short description of these models, two basic
lters needed for the variational multiscale approach are introduced. Both
lters rely on a polynomial projection between distinct function spaces and
are thus well suited for the DGFEM discretization.
Whilst chapter 2 is devoted to the physical aspects of turbulence modelling,
chapter 3 focuses on the spatial discretization. Starting with a brief overview
of the historical evolution of discontinuous Galerkin methods, their princi-
pal advantages/drawbacks are compared to standard discretization schemes.
Being at the origin of all numerical developments realized within this thesis,
the IP-DGFEM formulation is derived in details. A major contribution are
the stability and performance improvements achieved by i) a modication of
the transpose term and ii) several new proposals for the penalty parameter.
Dierent numerical examples illustrate these ndings.
Time integration and the resolution of (non-linear) systems of (dieren-
tial) equations are the subject of chapter 4. Whereas large eddy simulations
are inevitably time-dependent, most RANS applications (and all examples
treated here) aim for a steady solution. In the rst part of this chapter dif-
ferent explicit and implicit time integration schemes which are used for our
LES computations are shortly described. The most important are the Euler,
the Runge-Kutta and the three-point backward schemes. Next iterative al-
gorithms to solve the (steady) RANS system are outlined in the second part
of the chapter. In this work we have used the available matrix-free Newton-
GMRES solver. The latter was found to be highly ecient for large systems
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of equations and is commonly used in CFD. In order to obtain an optimal
order of convergence and to increase the stability of the iterative scheme, the
Navier-Stokes equations and turbulence model are solved simultaneously as a
single block. Although the Newton-GMRES solver does not require the explicit
construction of the Jacobian matrix, at least an approximate linearisation is
needed for preconditioning. Taking into account the particularities of the IP
discretization which behaves as a structured method inside each computing
cell, the Jacobian can be build by adding precomputed parametric subblocks
with on-the-y calculated weights. Thereby the large number of unknowns per
element leads to computationally extremely ecient matrix-vector operations.
Finally the inuence of an approximate linearization and of a frozen Jacobian
are investigated.
In contrast to the previous chapters which discuss dierent numerical as-
pects related to either turbulence modelling, spatial discretization or solving
procedures, chapter 5 and chapter 6 present several RANS applications. In
chapter 5 we focus on turbulent boundary layer resolution. The principal aim
is to provide detailed information on the allowable element height in function
of e.g. element type and polynomial order. Further topics of interest are the
inuence of curved boundary representation, the role of the penalty parameter
or the optimal position of the interpolation nodes. To this end, multiple con-
vergence studies are performed for the ow along a turbulent at plate and a
NACA 0012 aerofoil. In chapter 6 we consider two more complex applications,
namely the turbulent ow around the L1T2 three-element aerofoil at take-o
conguration as well as a 3D highly loaded compressor cascade. On the one
hand these examples are considered as validation test cases for our RANS
model, on the other hand they demonstrate the applicability of the high-order
RANS solver to \industrial" applications.
In chapter 7 two large eddy simulations of the Taylor-Green vortex and
the decay of homogeneous isotropic turbulence are presented. This last chap-
ter should be regarded as a rst step towards the use of discontinuous Galerkin
methods for large eddy simulations. Besides a validation study for the Smagorin-
sky and the WALE subgrid scale model, the resolution requirements of resolved
LES are determined. Furthermore, dierent subgrid lters are compared and
the choice of the Smagorinsky constant in case of ltered LES is briey exam-
ined.
Finally, the conclusions of this thesis and perspectives for future work are
summarized in chapter 8.
Chapter 2
Governing equations
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This chapter presents the general governing equations of compressible tridi-
mensional laminar and turbulent ows. It begins with a brief review of the
Navier-Stokes equations which are recalled in section 2.2.
Next, the concept of turbulence modelling is introduced in section 2.3.
After a short summary of Reynolds and Favre averaging in section 2.3.1, the
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations are derived and the main
corresponding closure assumptions are discussed (see section 2.3.2).
In section 2.3.3 the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras (S-A) turbulence model
is presented. Stability issues related to negative values of the turbulence work-
ing variable are considered and dierent modications to the Spalart-Allmaras
model are proposed in section 2.3.4.
Finally the concept of the Variational MultiScale method (VMS), a variant
of standard Large Eddy Simulation (LES), is introduced in section 2.4, and
the related SGS turbulence models and ltering techniques are presented in
section 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, respectively.
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2.1 The turbulence problem
While in principle the compressible Navier-Stokes equations (see section 2.2)
govern both, laminar and turbulent ows, the \turbulence problem" remains
one of the most challenging research elds in Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) [138, 167, 182]. The diculty in simulating turbulent ows resides in
the wide spectrum of length and time scales that are involved. According to
Kolmogorov [101] the ratio between the energy-bearing scales l (largest ed-
dies often referred to as integral scale) and the Kolmogorov microscales  is
l
  Re
3=4
t where Ret = k
1=2l= denotes the turbulent Reynolds number with
k the turbulent energy and  the kinematic viscosity. A rough estimate of the
grid requirements indicates that approximately O(Re3=4t ) grid cells are neces-
sary per space direction to resolve all turbulent scales properly. As turbulence
is mainly a three-dimensional, unsteady phenomenon, the total computational
cost roughly scales as  Re3t . Clearly, the requirements for the Direct Numer-
ical Simulation (DNS) of aerodynamic ows at moderate and high1 Reynolds
numbers exceeds by far current computer resources.
To overcome the prohibitive high cost of DNS, dierent approaches based
on statistical methods have been proposed to take into account turbulent ef-
fects. The strongly rotational character of the velocity eld and the intrinsic
three-dimensionality, time-dependency and random uctuations make it im-
possible to dene a simple analytic theory. From a mathematical point of
view, turbulence develops as an instability of laminar ows, due to a complex
interaction between non-linear inertial terms and viscous terms. Depending
on the degree of modelling, we distinguish between Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) and Large Eddy Simulation (LES). Although these strategies
are based on dierent concepts, their common feature is to increase the diu-
sivity of the Navier-Stokes equations. Because the principal role of turbulence
is to dissipate kinetic energy, a supplementary viscous term is added to the
Navier-Stokes equations, which generally is computed together with its lam-
inar counterpart. Thereby, the repartition of the turbulent diusion to the
dierent spatial scales is extremely important.
2.2 Compressible Navier-Stokes equations
In this section we recall the Navier-Stokes equations, which describe the con-
servation of mass, momentum and energy of viscous continuum ows. In the
absence of body forces and volume supply of energy, these equations can be
written in conservative form for a compressible time-dependent ow as follows
@U
@t
+r F c(U) = r Fv(U;rU); (2.1)
1Reynolds numbers of several million are frequently encountered in practical applications
such as airplanes,...
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where U = [; u; v; w; E]T is the vector of conservative variables. Here, 
denotes the density of the uid, u = [u; v; w]T is the velocity vector and E is
the total energy per unit mass which is related to the specic internal energy
e by E = e+ 12kuk2.
A detailed expression of the inviscid ux tensor F c =  F cx;F cy;F cz and
the viscous ux tensor Fv =  Fvx;Fvy;Fvz in x, y and z directions is given by
F cx =
266664
u
u2 + p
uv
uw
(E + p)u
377775 ; F cy =
266664
v
uv
v2 + p
vw
(E + p)v
377775 ; F cz =
266664
w
uw
vw
w2 + p
(E + p)w
377775 (2.2)
and
Fvx =
266664
0
xx
xy
xz
uxx + vxy + wxz + qx
377775 ; Fvy =
266664
0
yx
yy
yz
uyx + vyy + wyz + qy
377775 ;
Fvz =
266664
0
zx
zy
zz
uzx + vzy + wzz + qz
377775 ; (2.3)
with p the static pressure, q the heat ux and  the stress tensor. As the
conservation laws (2.1) solely are not sucient to describe the behaviour of
the uid, additional constitutive equations are necessary.
In this work, the thermally perfect gas assumption is made and the static
pressure can be determined by the equation of state which reads
p = RT; (2.4)
where T is the temperature and R the specic gas constant. R has a unique
value for every gas and is related to the universal gas constant R = 8:314472
J=molK by the relation R =
R
M , where M denotes the molar mass of the gas.
Furthermore, the specic internal energy e and the specic internal enthalpy
h are homogeneous functions of the temperature
de = cvdT and dh = cpdT: (2.5)
cp and cv are the specic heat capacities at constant pressure and constant
volume respectively. They are related to the specic gas constant R and the
ratio of specic heats , or adiabatic exponent, by
R = cp   cv; (2.6)
 =
cp
cv
: (2.7)
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In our applications, calorically perfect gases are considered, which means that
cp and cv are constant, so that (2.5) can be rewritten as
e = cvT; h = cpT: (2.8)
For air at low speeds and ambiant temperatures,  equals 1.4. Combining the
expressions (2.4) and (2.8), the static pressure can be expressed in terms of
the conservative variables U
p = (   1)

E   1
2
kuk2


: (2.9)
Since this work is restricted to Newtonian uids for which Stokes' hypoth-
esis is valid, the stress tensor  appearing in the viscous (diusive) uxes Fv
is symmetric and can be written as a linear function of the velocity gradients
ij = 

@ui
@xj
+
@uj
@xi
  2
3
@uk
@xk
ij

(2.10)
with  the dynamic viscosity and ij the Kronecker delta. For completeness,
it should be mentioned that the variation of  as a function of temperature
can be described by the semi-empirical formula of Sutherland
(T )
0
=

T
T0
 3
2 T0 + S
T + S
; (2.11)
where the subscript \0" denotes a reference state and S is a constant which de-
pends on the gas under consideration. However, in all computations presented
in this work, a constant dynamic viscosity will be assumed.
Finally, the heat ux q which appears in the energy equation is modelled
according to Fourier's law
qj =   @T
@xj
: (2.12)
Based on empiricism, the thermal conductivity  can be linked to the dynamic
viscosity through the non-dimensional Prandtl number Pr =
cp
 . For gases,
it hardly varies with a change in temperature and as we are mainly interested
in air ows, a constant Prandtl number of 0:72 is assumed. This value also
applies to many other gases.
2.3 Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations and
closure models
2.3.1 Reynolds and Favre averaging
The concept of averaging to describe incompressible ows has been introduced
for the rst time by Reynolds [142] in 1895. Given the diculty to characterize
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a turbulent ow at all points in time and space, he proposed to decompose
every quantity (x; t) into a mean (x) and a uctuating part 0(x; t), i.e.
 = + 0: (2.13)
Formally, the mean is dened by
 
Z +1
 1
P ()d; (2.14)
where P () is the so-called probability density function and  denotes an
integration variable. The probability that  lies between    12d and  +
1
2d
 is given by P ()d. Similarly to (2.14) any function of  can be
averaged as:
f() 
Z +1
 1
f()P ()d: (2.15)
Finally, the Reynolds equations for an incompressible uid are obtained by
using the Reynolds decomposition (2.13) for all ow variables and by applying
the above averaging to the continuity, momentum and energy equations (2.1).
Whereas for incompressible uids, Reynolds averaging leads to a set of
equations for the mean properties that is formally almost identical to the
Navier-Stokes equations, they take a very complex form for compressible u-
ids. The reason are density uctuations 0 that introduce multiple additional
terms. As these terms must be modelled in function of known quantities, it
is convenient to simplify the problem by using a density-weighted average ~,
known as Favre's average [59], which is dened by
~  

: (2.16)
Similar to (2.13), the decomposition in terms of mean and uctuating parts
now reads
 = ~+ 00; (2.17)
where the double primes denote uctuations with respect to the density-
weighted average. Substituting (2.17) into the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations (2.1), the averaging procedure followed by some mathematical op-
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erations gives
@
@t
+
@
@xi
(~ui) = 0; (2.18a)
@
@t
(~ui) +
@
@xj
(~uj ~ui + pij) =
@
@xj
(ij   u00j u00i ); (2.18b)
@
@t

 ~E +
1
2
u
00
i u
00
i

=   @
@xj

~uj

~E +
p


+ ~uj
1
2
u
00
i u
00
i

+
@
@xj

 qj   u00j h00 + jiu00i   u00j
1
2
u
00
i u
00
i

+
@
@xj
h
~ui

ij   u00i u00j
i
: (2.18c)
This set of equations is called mass-weighted Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations. So far, no modelling assumption has been made, which
means that the system (2.18) is exact. Note also that all variables are \Favre
averaged", except density and pressure which are always expressed as Reynolds
averages.
2.3.2 Closure Approach
Comparing (2.1) and (2.18), we notice ve additional quantities that have been
introduced by the averaging procedure, namely u
00
i u
00
j ,
1
2u
00
i u
00
i , u
00
j h
00 , iju
00
i
and u
00
j
1
2u
00
i u
00
i . As they depend on the turbulent uctuations, these terms
are unknown and the resulting system is not fully specied. To close the set
of RANS equations, auxiliary relationships that model them in terms of the
mean ow variables must be found.
A closer look shows that the continuity equations are formally identical.
As for the momentum equations, one extra term appears. The Reynolds stress
tensor
Rij   u00i u00j =  ]u00i u00j (2.19)
results from the non-linearity of the inviscid uxes (2.2) and causes momentum
transfer between mean ow and turbulent uctuations. It can be interpreted
as an apparent stress through the ow. To relate Rij to known ow properties,
a range of models which can roughly be divided into two categories have been
proposed. The rst group of \rather simple" models is based on the widely
applied Boussinesq hypothesis [16] which states that the Reynolds stress can
be computed as the product of an eddy viscosity t and the mean strain-rate
tensor, i.e.
Rij =  u00i u00j = t

2~sij   2
3
~skkij

  2
3
kij ; (2.20)
with ~sij =
1
2

@~ui
@xj
+
@~uj
@xi

being the mean strain-rate tensor and k  12u
00
i u
00
i
the turbulent kinetic energy per unit volume. The addition of  2k=3 in
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(2.20) guarantees the correct trace of the Reynolds stress, which yields Rii =
 u00i u00i =  2k. A detailed description of how the eddy viscosity is calculated
is given in the next section.
While the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity approximation has successfully been
applied to a wide range of ows - e.g. boundary layer, channel ow, mixing
layer, round jet - it fails for ows with sudden changes in the mean strain-
rate. The reason is the intrinsic hypothesis that turbulent eddies act on the
momentum in almost the same manner as laminar viscous stresses caused by
molecular interactions. However in a simple laminar shear ow, molecular time
scales related to the mean free path are signicantly shorter than shear time
scales. Hence, any variation in the molecular interactions is instantaneously
felt by the laminar stresses, which justies the denition of a local (laminar)
viscosity.
In contrast, turbulent eddies interact over long distances for which the
mean motion of the ow may change. As a consequence, turbulent and shear
time scales become comparable and the assumption of a local relationship
between Reynolds stresses and mean strain-rate as stated by (2.20) is no longer
justied [54,138]. Furthermore, in many complex ows, turbulent stresses and
mean rate of deformation are not aligned and the underlying assumption of
an isotropic viscosity t fails [175].
To overcome the limitations of the Boussinesq assumption, more sophis-
ticated models known as Reynolds stress models (RSM) have been developed
(e.g. Launder [109]). Instead of a simple algebraic relationship between Rij and
~sij , transport equations for the six independent components of the Reynolds
stress tensor are solved. Thereto, successively higher moments of the Navier-
Stokes equations are written. Because this procedure is of purely mathematical
nature but does not describe any new physical concept, every higher moment
introduces additional unknowns that must be modeled. Given the computa-
tional expense and the stiness of the RSM model, Rodi [145] proposed an
approximation for the \turbulent transport terms" that reduces the model to
a set of algebraic equations. The resulting algebraic stress model (ASM) im-
plicitly determines the Reynolds stresses as a function of the turbulent kinetic
energy k, the dissipation rate  and the mean velocity gradients. The rst ex-
plicit solution has been derived by Pope [137]. Over the years dierent explicit
algebraic stress models (EASM) have been developed by several independent
groups. Despite the intrinsic simplicity of the algebraic formulation, EASM
models can be successful in calculating ows with strong mean rotation, a
feature where turbulent viscosity models fail [138].
Besides the Reynolds stress tensor, closure terms also appear in the energy
equation. In general, for a compressible ow, one must provide models for
four additional quantities: the turbulent kinetic energy k  12u
00
i u
00
i , (i); the
turbulent heat ux vector u
00
j h
00 , (ii); the molecular diusion term iju
00
i , (iii);
and the turbulent transport term u
00
j
1
2u
00
i u
00
i , (iv). According to Wilcox [182],
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the eects of compressibility on the Reynolds-averaged energy equation are
small whenever k  ~h which is the case for most ows up to the supersonic
range. If the turbulent kinetic energy k is not available (e.g. in algebraic mod-
els or some one-equation turbulence models), it is therefore common practice
to simply ignore the terms (i), (iii) and (iv) (e.g. [18,71,107,129]). The same
simplication is made by some researchers using higher-order models. As a
consequence, only two closure approximations are required: for the Reynolds
stress tensor and for the turbulent heat ux vector. In contrast, at hypersonic
speeds, the eects of compressibility become important and models must be
found for all terms (i) to (iv). For further details about the simulation of
hypersonic turbulent ows, we refer to [154].
Neglecting k in (2.20), the Reynolds stress tensor used in this work reads
Rij =  u00i u00j = t

2~sij   2
3
~skkij

: (2.21)
Following the Reynolds analogy, the turbulent heat ux vector is expressed in
terms of the mean temperature gradient as
qtj  u00j h00 =  
tcp
Prt
@ ~T
@xj
; (2.22)
where Prt denotes the turbulent Prandtl number which is supposed to be con-
stant and is set to Prt = 0:9 in the present work. Likewise in a laminar ow,
it is related to the turbulent thermal conductivity t by t = cpt=Prt.
Finally, by substituting (2.21) and (2.22) into (2.18), the RANS equations
applied in this work take the same form as the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations (2.1). The only dierence is that (i) the working variables U now
represent Favre-averaged mean quantities ~U = [; ~u; ~v; ~w; ~E]T ; and (ii)
the laminar stress tensor  and the laminar heat ux q are replaced by
 effij  ij + Rij = (+ t)

2~sij   2
3
~skkij

; (2.23)
qeffj  qj + qtj =   (+ t)
@ ~T
@xj
; (2.24)
respectively. The eective stress tensor and the eective heat ux combine
laminar and turbulent eects. Note that at this point, t and t are still un-
known; their calculation is subject of the following sections.
For the sake of simplicity and to improve the readability of the equations
we henceforth omit the () and (~) notation. All ow variables used in the
following chapters refer to appropriately averaged mean ow quantities.
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2.3.3 One-equation Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model
Within the scope of this thesis, turbulence closure is accomplished by the
Spalart-Allmaras model [164] (referred to as \S-A model" throughout). Based
on empiricism, dimensional analysis and selective dependence on molecular
viscosity, the S-A model was primarily developed for aerodynamic ows like
those around aerofoils and wings. This new model was motivated on the one
hand by the lack of accuracy and the incompleteness of algebraic models,
and on the other hand by the complexity and the numerical stiness of two-
equation models. Unlike early one-equation models which are based on the
turbulent kinetic energy k, and which require an explicit specication of the
length scale, the S-A model describes a single transport equation for the eddy
viscosity t. The mixing length is inherently dened in terms of available vari-
ables, and the model is thus complete. Furthermore, the S-A model involves
only local information which makes it particularly suitable for unstructured
grids. Accurate results have been obtained for attached and mildly separated
aerodynamic ows [30,72,150].
Since its rst publication in 1992, a number of changes to improve the
robustness and convergence properties of the SA-model have been proposed.
These include new constants for the trip term advocated by Spalart and All-
maras [165] (not used here) and a modied source term reported by Ashford [6].
For a detailed description of the SA-model used in this work, we refer to [71].
In the full form of the compressible S-A model, a transport equation for
the intermediate working variable ~ is dened as follows:
@~
@t
+
@(uj ~)
@xj
  1

@
@xj
"
(+ ~)
@( ~ )
@xj
#
= QSA; (2.25)
where the source term is given by
QSA = + cb1(1  ft2)~!~| {z }
production
  

cw1fw   cb1
c2
ft2

~
d
2
| {z }
destruction
+
1

"
cb2
@( ~ )
@xj
@( ~ )
@xj
#
| {z }
diffusion
+ ft1ku  utk2| {z }
transition
: (2.26)
Then, the dynamic turbulent/eddy viscosity t is calculated from ~ via
t = ~fv1; fv1 =
3
3 + c3v1
;  =
~

: (2.27)
The production term is expressed in function of the modied vorticity ~!
~! = !fv3 +
~
c2d
2
fv2; ! =
p
2
ij
ij : (2.28)
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Here, 
ij =
1
2(@ui=@xj   @uj=@xi) represents the rotation tensor, whereas
c denotes the von Karman constant and d the distance to the closest solid
surface. The two additional functions fv2 and fv3 are given by
fv2 =

1 +

cv2
 3
; fv3 =
(1 + )(1  fv2)

: (2.29)
As for the destruction term, the wall function fw is dened as
fw = g

1 + c6w3
g6 + c6w3
1=6
; g = r + cw2(r
6   r); r = ~
~!c2d
2
: (2.30)
Similarly to algebraic models, the mixing length of the S-A model is dened
by lSAm =
p
t=!, and the quantity r can be interpreted as the squared ratio
of the model mixing lenth to the mixing length in the logarithmic region.
The denition of the model is completed by the trip functions
ft1 = ct1gt exp

 ct2 !
2
t
ku  utk2 (d
2 + g2t d
2
t )

;
ft2 = ct3 exp
  ct42 ;
gt = min

0:1;
ku  utk2
!t4xt

(2.31)
which are calibrated to represent laminar-to-turbulent transition at prescribed
positions. Using the trip term requires the a priori knowledge of the transition
points, either by an educated guess, or by experimental measurements. The
trip functions ft1 and ft2 are expressed in terms of the distance to the nearest
transition point dt, the vorticity at the trip point !t and the grid spacing at
this point 4xt. ku   utk2 is the dierence between the velocity at the eld
point and the velocity at the trip (on the wall).
Finally, the closure constants of the model used here are cv1 = 7:1, cv2 =
5:0, cb1 = 0:1355, cb2 = 0:622, cw1 = 3:2391, cw2 = 0:3, cw3 = 2:0, c = 0:41,
 = 2=3, ct1 = 1:0, ct2 = 2:0, ct3 = 1:2 and ct4 = 0:5.
Remarks
Some clarifying remarks are in order.
Laminar-to-turbulent transition. The original S-A model makes use of
a \trip term" to force turbulent transition at a desired location. The major
drawback is that the transition point must be known a priori, which, especially
for complex ows, is generally not the case. As the model is most often
employed for fully turbulent applications, many researchers do not include the
trip term. According to Rumsey [148], even for fully turbulent computations,
a grid dependent transition region can occur if the fareld turbulence level
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is too low (~farfield < 31). The appearance of a laminar region is further
increased by the presence of the ft2 term but has no signicant impact in
practice. Indeed, because the transition region is small, the overall solution
remains globally consistent. In this work, no eort to model/force transition
has been made and we simply omitted the trip term by setting ft1 = ft2 = 0.
For all applications considered here, we let the transition take place due to
numerical reasons.
Compressibility eects. As most turbulence models, the S-A model was ini-
tially developped for incompressible ows. The presented form of the model
shown in (2.25) to (2.30) is a straightforward generalization to compressible
ows. Besides the denition of the production term, it diers from the origi-
nal model in the choice of the working variable ~ = ~ and the denition of
  ~=. Again, we made no eort to improve the model for ows where com-
pressibility eects are highly important - e.g. hypersonic ows, ows with a
signicant heat transfer or ows involving combustion. Probably, another form
would be more suitable for such cases. For example, Spalart [163] proposes
a correction to improve the behaviour of the model in compressible mixing
layers. Alternatively, Catris and Aupoix [29] suggest to replace the diused
quantity by
p
~.
Rotation/Curvature correction. Shur et al. [160] worked out a correction
to take into account system rotation and streamline curvature. A less capable
but far simpler alternate has been proposed by Dacles-Mariani et al. [43].
However, none of these modications is implemented in our code.
2.3.4 Negative ~ modications
Despite the popularity of the S-A model, the discretization of the turbulence
transport equation remains a challenging task. The diculties arise from the
stiness of the source term and the appearance of negative turbulent quantities
~. Whereas the exact solution of (2.25) is such that ~  0, negative values can
occur, wherever the grid resolution is insucient to resolve the turbulent eld.
Often, this is the case in the outer boundary layer where ~ decreases rapidly to
the free-stream value. The sharp gradients in this zone cause Gibbs oscillations
which, if no attention is payed, can deteriorate the iterative convergence, up to
the divergence of the algorithm in some cases. To illustrate this phenomenon,
let us consider the L2-projection of the following piecewise function
f() =
(
 10(   12)3   (   12) if   1    12 ;
0 if 12 <   1
(2.32)
onto Lagrange interpolants of the polynomial order p = 0 to p = 3; see Fig. 2.1.
Expression (2.32) is typical of the viscosity prole at the end of the log-layer.
Characterized by large values inside the boundary layer, ~ rapidly decreases to
the free-stream value which is comparable to the molecular viscosity. Although
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Figure 2.1: L2-projection of the cubic function (2.32) onto Lagrange inter-
polants, shown for the polynomial order p = 0 to p = 3.
the exact function f() is positive for all  in the interval [ 1; 1], the nite
element (FE) approximations partially fall below zero, except for P 0-elements.
Furthermore, regions where f() < 0 become less important, by increasing the
polynomial order p. According to these observations, two strategies can be
pursued to avoid/limit the appearance of negative values of ~.
The rst, consists in using constant ansatz functions, because P 0-elements
are (obviously) better suited to ensure the positivity2. This approach is equiv-
alent to a cell-centered rst-order nite volume (FV) method. For the latter,
many researchers combine a rst-order upwinding of the convective terms in
the turbulence model with a second-order discretization of the Navier-Stokes
equations in order to improve the stability of the scheme. As an example,
Geuzaine used this approach in his thesis [71] with a nite volume method.
The same strategy but based on a nite dierence (FD) discretization has
been followed by Chisholm and Zingg [35].
Whereas a constant reconstruction of the turbulence model seems sucient
in combination with a second-order scheme, we expect that it will lead to poor
results with higher-order interpolants (p  3) 3. The reason is that the latter
are intended for the use with much coarser grids than those encountered for
\standard" FV or FD codes. In order to not spoil the overall accuracy of
the method, we discretize all equations (turbulence model and Navier-Stokes
equations) by the same high-order interpolants. As seen before, this approach
2However, as the derivative of a constant function equals zero, P 0-elements will inevitably
lead to an inconsistent FE discretization for elliptic equations.
3This will be examined in the results chapter.
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helps to reduce the amount of negative ~ but does not guarantee its positivity.
We therefore have to dene a number of modications to handle negative
values of the turbulence variable. These modications are described below.
Eddy viscosity
In order to improve the robustness, there is agreement to neglect negative val-
ues in the momentum equation. A standard change is therefore the denition
of the eddy viscosity t in the following way
t =
(
~fv1 if  > 0;
0 if   0: (2.33)
This modication avoids a blow-up of the momentum equation due to non-
physical negative viscosities. F. Bassi and S. Rebay [11] introduced a similar
denition in the rst DG implementation with the k ! model. In his thesis,
Landmann [107] refers to this approach as \soft limiting".
Modication of the Spalart-Allmaras model
Given the denitions (2.27) and (2.29) it is easy to see that the Spalart-
Allmaras model itself becomes unstable for negative ~. Indeed,
lim
! cv1
fv1 =1;
lim
! cv2
fv2 =1: (2.34)
Furthermore, the function fv3 becomes ill-conditioned in the limit as  ! 0,
i.e.
lim
!0
fv3 = \
0
0
" =
3
cv2
: (2.35)
The behaviour of the S-A model for small turbulent viscosities is displayed in
Fig. 2.2.
Dierent approaches have been proposed in the literature to improve the
robustness of the S-A model.
Clipping. The easiest and most straightforward way to handle negative
viscosities is \clipping". A very intrusive way is proposed by Landmann et
al. [108]: they use a \hard limitation technique" which consists in correct-
ing the solution vector after each time. Thereto, the global minimum of ~ is
computed for every cell. If this minimum undershoots zero, two cases have to
be considered. If the integral cell average h~i is positive, ~ is approximated
by a linear function, that (i) conserves the cell average h~i, and (ii) whose
minimum is limited to zero. Otherwise (if h~i < 0), the cell average is set
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Figure 2.2: Behaviour of the S-A turbulence model for small values of the non-
dimensional working variable  = ~=. The model itself becomes unstable for
negative .
to a small positive value. In this way, Landmann et al. try to improve the
robustness of the code, while keeping the conservativity of the S-A model dis-
cretization. However, this approach clearly interferes with the convergence of
the Spalart-Allmaras equation. Furthermore, for higher polynomial approxi-
mations (p  4), the search of a global minimum proves extremely costly and
may become a dominant part of the overall scheme. A much more subtle, yet
as eective way, is to allow for negative values of ~ but to neglect the negative
values when evaluating the diusive and source term. This second approach
is depicted as \clipped S-A model" in the following.
Tailored diusion. Based on the method used for sub-cell shock cap-
ture [133], Nguyen et al. [125] introduce an articial viscosity for the turbulence
model. Thereto, they compare the total turbulent \energy" E = ~M ~ to the
energy in the high modes EH = ~MH ~. Here, M and MH represent the ele-
ment mass matrix and the mass matrix using only the high Koornwinder [103]
coecients, respectively. If the turbulence variable is found to deviate from a
smooth function, in other words if too much energy is contained in the high
modes, an articial diusion term is activated, which attens the transition
layer to a thickness that can be resolved by the grid. Based on numerical tests,
they found that the energy in the high modes should approximately decay as
(1=p)4, where p denotes the polynomial order of the interpolation.
Modied diusive and source term operators. The major drawback of clip-
ping is that the S-A model is not C1 continuous, which can hamper the con-
vergence to steady state. In his thesis, Oliver [129] describes an alternative
form for the diusive and source term operators to ameliorate the behaviour
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of the model in the presence of negative ~ values. In contrast to clipping,
the new form is continuous and has continuous rst derivatives at ~ = 0. In
the present implementation, we have adapted these modications to the S-A
model described in section 2.3.3. The latter dier in the denition of the pro-
duction term - in particular, the modied vorticity ~! and the functions fv1,
fv2 and fv3. Furthermore, we use the working variable ~ instead of ~ = ~=.
The changes to the turbulence model proposed by Oliver are based on
the \energy" of the working variable ~. We therefore rst rewrite (2.25) in
function of ~
@~
@t
+
@uj~
@xj
=
1


@
@xj

(+ ~)
@~
@xj

+ cb2
@~
@xj
@~
@xj

+(P~  D~); (2.36)
where P~ = cb1~!~ is the production and D~ = cw1fw(~=d)
2 the destruc-
tion term4. Multiplying (2.36) by ~ and taking into account the continuity
equation, the turbulent \energy" e~  12 ~2 can be computed as
@e~
@t
+
@uje~
@xj
=
1


@
@xj


@e~
@xj

+ (cb2~   ) @~
@xj
@~
@xj

+ ~(P~  D~)
(2.37)
with the scalar diusion parameter  =  + ~. We further dene the inte-
grated \energy"E ~ corresponding to negative turbulent quantities as
E ~ (t) =
Z
T 
 e~(x; t) dV (2.38)
with T  = fx 2 T j ~(x; t) < 0g. Bearing in mind that ~j@T  = 0, the
application of the divergence theorem nally leads to
dE ~
dt
=
Z
T 

(cb2~   )

@~
@xj
@~
@xj
+ ~(P~  D~)

dV: (2.39)
According to (2.39), a sucient condition to ensure the decrease in time of
the negative turbulent energy E ~ is(
cb2~    < 0;
~ (P~  D~) < 0:
(2.40)
To satisfy these conditions, the diusion parameter  is re-dened as follows:
 =
(
 (1 + )   0;
 (1 + + 12
2)  < 0:
(2.41)
As for the source term, a slightly amended modication is proposed. Dif-
ferences are due to the denition of fv1, fv2, fv3 and ~!. The idea consists
4Note that we have omitted the ft2 function in the denition of P~ and D~ as it is not
used in this work.
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in modifying (P   D) in such a way that it is positive denite for  < 0
with continuous rst derivatives at  = 0. Starting from the denition of the
production term, one gets
P~ = cb1 ~!~; (2.42)
) @P~
@~

~=0
= cb1

@~!
@~
~+ ~!

~=0
= cb1

!f 0v3

+
fv2
c2d
2
+
~f 0v2
c2d
2

~+ !fv3 +
~fv2
c2d
2

~=0
=
3cb1 !
cv2
(2.43)
with fv1(0) = 0, f
0
v1(0) = 0, fv2(0) = 1, f
0
v2(0) =  3=cv2, fv3(0) = 3=cv2 and
f 0v3(0) =  12=c2v2. We therefore suggest the following modied production
term
P~ =
(
cb1~!~ ~  0;
3 cb1!~
cv2
gn ~ < 0;
(2.44)
where
gn = 1  1000
2
1 + 2
: (2.45)
Note that except a factor 3=cv2 due to a dierent denition of the S-A model,
(2.44) is identical to the expression proposed by Oliver. The function gn is
chosen such that P~ > 0 without aecting the derivative at ~ = 0. However,
for  p1=999 <  < 0, small negative values of P~ must be accepted. In a
similar way, the new destruction term D~ is given by
D~ =
(
cw1fw
~2
d2
~  0;
 cw1 ~2d2 ~ < 0:
(2.46)
It is easily seen that with the denitions (2.41), (2.44) and (2.46) the Spalart-
Allmaras model is continuous and has continuous rst derivatives at ~ = 0.
2.4 Variational MultiScale method
The Variational MultiScale (VMS) method, a variant of the classical Large-
Eddy Simulation (LES), has known a growing interest over the last decade
since it has been proposed in 2000 by Hughes et al. [90{92]. The motivation
for the development of LES/VMS is the need for more accurate methods to
simulate turbulent ows. Although most RANS models (cf. section 2.3) de-
liver satisfying results for ows they have been designed/calibrated for, they
generally fail to accurately predict complex cases involving e.g. ow separa-
tion or laminar-to-turbulent transition. The primary reason is the intrinsic
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assumption that all turbulent scales - from the small dissipation scales to
the large energy containing scales - can be represented by a unique turbulence
model. Whereas this assumption is reasonable for the small eddies, which have
an almost uniform behaviour, large eddies depend on the geometry. Hence,
their simulation by a \general" turbulence model seems at least questionable.
A Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) requires to resolve the small dissipa-
tion-range eddies and hence still exceeds by far the resources of modern super-
computers if industrial applications at moderate or high Reynolds numbers are
considered. The high cost of DNS can be overcome by the use of LES methods.
As the name suggests, the idea consists in cutting the energy spectrum: large,
energy-containing scales are resolved by the computational mesh whilst small
scales are modelled. Because the large eddies contain most of the energy, the
cutting o does not signicantly aect the energy spectrum. This is not true
for the vorticity spectrum, whose primary role is to dissipate energy. To com-
pensate for the absence of small eddies, the dissipation process is controlled
by a turbulence model. The latter is much simpler than corresponding RANS
models, because only the dissipation-range scales have to be modelled.
In practice, the energy spectrum is cut in the inertial range, which is
responsible for the energy transfer from the large to the dissipation scales.
Because the latter are generally at least one order of magnitude smaller than
the largest scales, LES signicantly reduces the cost compared with a DNS
simulation. For instance, increasing the element size by a factor 5 reduces by
125 the number of mesh nodes of a 3D computation [54].
Today, LES has been applied to a wide range of turbulent ows, e.g.
isotropic, free-shear, wall-bounded, separated, rotating, multiphase. For an
overview of the history of LES and its applications we refer to the textbook
of Lesieur et al. [112].
Standard LES formulation. In the standard LES formulation, the sep-
aration of turbulence scales is achieved by applying a low-pass lter to the
Navier-Stokes equations (2.1) yielding the following transport equations for
the resolved elds [120] (assuming ltering commutes with dierentiation):
@
@t
+
@
@xi
(~ui) = 0; (2.47a)
@~ui
@t
+
@
@xj
(~uj ~ui + pij   ~ij) =  
@ sgsij
@xj
+
@
@xj
(ij   ~ij); (2.47b)
@ ~E
@t
+
@
@xj
h
~uj( ~E + p) + ~qj   ~ui~ij
i
=  @q
sgs
j
@xj
  @
@xj
[Ji  Dj   (qj   ~qj)] :
(2.47c)
In a similar way as for the Reynolds equations, Favre's average (cf. equa-
tion (2.17)) has been used to avoid the introduction of additional subgrid terms
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in the continuity equation. Hence, we distinguish between ltered/resolved
quantities () and Favre averaged quantities (~).
The eect of the small/subgrid scales (SGS) on the large/resolved scales
appears on the right-hand side of (2.47). In the present work, only the SGS
stress tensor  sgsij = (guiuj   ~ui~uj) and the SGS heat ux qsgsj = (fuje  
~uj~e) are modelled. Following the results of Vreman et al. [178] for a mixing
layer at Mach numbers in the range of 0.2-0.6, the nonlinearities due to the
diusion terms, i.e. (ij   ~ij), the SGS turbulent diusion Jj = (u^juiui  
~ujguiui)=2 and the SGS viscous diusionDj = ijui ~ij ~ui, are neglected in the
momentum and energy equation. Similarly, we neglect the last term (qj   ~qj)
in (2.47c). Several models for the (remaining) unclosed terms in the energy
equation can be found in [120]. For an extensive overview of compressible
LES, including formulations for e.g. the ltered internal energy or enthalpy
equation, we refer to the textbook of Garnier et al. [63].
It is important to note that although the LES equations (2.47) are formally
similar to the RANS equations (2.18), the concept is quite distinct. Whereas
the lter acts as a local smoother that leaves an irregular, turbulent velocity
eld; the Reynolds average sums over an ensemble, creating a regular smooth
velocity eld [54].
Variational multiscale method. The variational multiscale method [90]
is motivated by the observation that the interaction between turbulent scales
mainly involves eddies having a similar size. In other words, the turbulence
theory assumes that large scales are produced by the main shear. Their energy
is then transferred through the cascade involving successively smaller scales
and nally dissipated in the small scales by viscous eects.
In contrast to the classical LES formulation, where scales are separated
into resolved and unresolved scales by ltering the Navier-Stokes equation, the
VMS method distinguishes three scale groups. The resulting scale separation
is written as
ui = ~ui + ~u
s
i| {z }
resolved
+ u0i|{z}
unresolved
; (2.48)
where ~ui denotes the large resolved scales, ~u
s
i the small resolved scales and u
0
i
the unresolved scales respectively. By splitting the resolved scales, the VMS
method allows to restrict the eect of the unresolved (modelled) scales to the
small eddies. Since energy is extracted only from the small (resolved) eddies,
the large scales are - in contrast to standard LES - not aect by the turbulence
modelling and thus remain consistent with DNS, if an adequate resolution is
achieved by the large-scale space.
To derive the VMS formulation, scales are separated a priori. By substi-
tuting (2.48) into the Navier-Stokes equations and by applying the DG vari-
ational formulation described in chapter 3, two coupled systems are written:
a large-scale equation and a small-scale equation. Thereby, the unresolved
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scales are neglected in the large-scale equation, because their mutual inu-
ence is assumed to be of minor relevance. For a detailed review of the VMS
method applied to incompressible ows we refer to Gravemeier [73] and the
therein cited literature. An extension to compressible ows in a mixed nite
element/nite volume context has been proposed by Koobus and Farhat [102].
In the literature, the following solution strategies for the VMS formulation
are distinguished:
 Explicit solving of the large- and the small-scale equation. Following this
approach, the ow eld is expressed as the sum of two contributions,
which are obtained by separately solving the large-scale and the small-
scale equation. Hence, a coupled system of non-linear equations has
to be solved. Since the residual of the large-scale equation acts as a
\driving force" on the small-scale momentum equation, this formulation
is generally referred to as residual-based VMS, e.g. [14, 19,20,62,74].
 Solving a monolithic system of equations. In this thesis, the large-scale
and the small-scale equation are reunied into a single expression, which
is formally nearly identical to the standard LES formulation, cf. equa-
tion (2.47). The dierence lies in the subgrid viscosity term, which - in
case of VMS - depends only on the smallest resolved scales, leading to the
desired scale separation. Computing the subgrid term  sgsij using ~u
s
i in-
stead of ~ui agrees with the assumption that the unresolved scales should
behave similarly to the smallest resolved scales. The same strategy has
been used in e.g. [21, 53,91,102].
2.4.1 Subgrid-scale modelling
In the present work, the unclosed subgrid terms are modelled based on a
generalization to compressible ows of the eddy-viscosity assumption, cf. sec-
tion 2.3.2. Accordingly, the SGS stress tensor is given as
 sgsij = 2t

~sij   1
3
~sllij

+
1
3
 sgskk ij| {z }
neglected here
: (2.49)
where ~sij is the resolved strain rate tensor. The SGS heat ux vector q
sgs
j is
modelled using the eddy viscosity hypothesis and a turbulent Prandtl number
Prt (cf. section 2.3.2)
qsgsj =
tcp
Prt
@ ~T
@xj
: (2.50)
Two studies have shown that at low Mach numbers neglecting the last term
in (2.49) has either no eect on the LES results (homogeneous isotropic tur-
bulence, Squires [166]) or even leads to a better agreement with DNS (mixing
layer ow, Vreman et al. [177]). The last study furthermore revealed that the
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simulations were less stable if  sgskk was taken into account. For these reasons,
we neglect this term in the present work.
Since the closure problem for the SGS stress tensor (2.49) is by far less
demanding than the closure problem for the Reynolds stress tensor (2.19),
attempts have been made to use dissipative numerical algorithms without any
subgrid model. In the literature, such an approach is commonly known as
implicit LES, e.g. Grinstein et al. [75].
Depending on whether the strain rate tensor ~sij and the eddy viscosity t
are computed using all resolved scales ~u or only the small-resolved scales ~us,
four possible combinations are distinguished (Hughes et al. [90, 91]):
all-all:  sgsij = 2t(~u)

~sij   1
3
~sllij

(2.51a)
small-small:  sgsij = 2t(~u
s)

~ssij  
1
3
~ssllij

(2.51b)
small-all:  sgsij = 2t(~u
s)

~sij   1
3
~sllij

(2.51c)
all-small:  sgsij = 2t(~u)

~ssij  
1
3
~ssllij

(2.51d)
Here, ssij =
1
2

@~usi
@xj
+
@~usj
@xi

denotes the strain rate tensor of the small scale
eld whilst ~sij is the strain rate tensor of the complete LES eld. Deni-
tion (2.51a) corresponds to the standard LES formulation; equation (2.51b)
is obtained using the a priori scale separation of the VMS method. The last
two expressions (2.51c) and (2.51d) are given for completeness only. Hence,
(2.51c) constitutes an improvement over standard LES in laminar regions of
transitional ows, but does not improve the spectral behaviour of the model
- in contrast to (2.51b) [53]. Note also, that according to Vreman [176], the
application of an additional high-pass lter to (2.51b) does not signicantly
change the spectral behaviour of the model, given the low large-scale content
of (2.51b), i.e.
2t(~u
s)

~ssij  
1
3
~ssllij



2t(~u
s)

~ssij  
1
3
~ssllij
s
: (2.52)
The superscript \s" indicates a projection onto the small-scale space. Of
course, the VMS approach does not only apply to the momentum (2.47b) but
also the energy equation (2.47c). Hence, in the current work, the same choice
(all or small) is made for the whole LES system.
In this thesis, two subgrid-scale models have been implemented, namely
the Smagorinsky model and the WALE model.
Smagorinsky model
One of the most popular subgrid-scale models has been proposed by Smagorin-
sky [161]. Based on the hypothesis of local equilibrium between turbulence
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production and dissipation, the eddy viscosity is written as
t = Cs
2j~Ssj with j~Ssj =
q
2~ssij~s
s
ij : (2.53)
The model coecient Cs (Smagorinsky's constant) has been calibrated to
0.027 on isotropic homogeneous turbulence at high Reynolds numbers, cf.
Lilly [115]. Dierent values of Cs are sometimes preferred in order to improve
the behaviour of the model for free-shear and wall-bounded ows, see Lesieur
et al. [112]. The grid spacing used in this work is taken as  = (V )1=3=p,
where V is the cell volume and p denotes the degree of the polynomial inter-
polation of the solution, cf. chapter 3.
Note that (2.53) represents a ltered version of the Smagorinsky model
since only the small-scales are included in the strain rate tensor. Whereas the
ltered model signicantly reduces the over-dissipative behaviour of the orig-
inal model in laminar regions, this is not true in the viscous sublayer. Indeed,
near to the wall, the subgrid shear stress (and the eddy viscosity) should ap-
proach zero as y3. However, the original and the ltered models both lead to
t  O(1), cf. Duponcheel [53]. To cure this problem, early attempts resorted
either to damping functions or to wall models. An alternative approach to
recover the correct near-wall behaviour is the use of the dynamic procedure
proposed by Germano et al. [69]. In addition, the latter also presents the ad-
vantage that the model coecient Cs is no longer to be chosen a priori, but
is computed in the course of the simulation. Within the scope of this thesis,
only \static" subgrid scale models have been tested. The implementation of
the dynamic procedure is subject to future work.
WALE model
Since neither the standard nor the ltered Smagorinsky model lead to the
correct near wall behaviour, we have implemented a second SGS model: the
Wall-adapting local eddy viscosity (WALE) model. In order to provide the
correct scaling of t  O(y3) close to the wall, Nicoud and Ducros [126]
devised the following expression
t = C
2

~S dij(~u
s) ~S dij(~u
s)
3=2

~ssij~s
s
ij
5=2
+

~S dij(~u
s) ~S dij(~u
s)
5=4 : (2.54)
Here, ~S dij(~u
s) denotes the deviatoric part of the square of the velocity gradient
tensor,
~Sij(~u
s) =
1
2

@~usi
@xk
@~usk
@xj
+
@~usj
@xk
@~usk
@xi

= ~ssik~s
s
kj +
~
sik
~
skj ; (2.55)
~
sij =
1
2

@~usi
@xj
@~usj
@xi

is the small scale part of the rotation tensor. In this work,
the model constant is taken as C = 0:25. This value provided good results
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for homogeneous isotropic turbulence at moderate Reynolds numbers and for
a turbulent pipe ow at ReD = 10
4 [126]. Again, the projection onto small
scales guarantees that the model is active only if the LES eld contains high
wavenumbers.
Validation of the numerical model
To validate the numerical implementation of the SGS models, we consider the
following vortex, cf. Bricteux et al. [21]:
!(r) =
 0

r2c
(r2 + r2c )
2
;  (r) =  0
r2
r2 + r2c
; U(r) =
 (r)
2r
: (2.56)
Here,  0 is the total vortex circulation and r0 is the radius corresponding to the
maximum tangential velocity u. Similar vortices are generally encountered as
part of a two-vortex structure that occurs after roll-up of the wake generated by
a wing. Given the simple algebraic expression of the vortex, we can calculate
the analytical expression of the SGS viscosity in order to compare it with the
numerical results. For the Smagorinsky model, one obtains
Smagot
 0
rc

2
=
Cs


r
rc
2

r
rc
2
+ 1
2 : (2.57)
The computed eddy viscosity t and SGS dissipation SGS using a p = 4 inter-
polation of the solution are shown in Fig. 2.3. We observe that the numerical
values for the Smagorinsky model are in perfect agreement with the analytical
expression. Furthermore, a comparison with the results in [21] (cf. FIG. 1 and
FIG. 2 respectively) suggests that the WALE model has also been correctly
implemented.
Despite the simplicity of the algebraic vortex, it clearly illustrates the
over-dissipative behaviour of the standard Smagorinsky and WALE model in
the presence of vortical structures. Indeed, as the ow is laminar, the SGS
model should be inactive. As expected, the application of a high-pass lter
signicantly improves this situation. Although the integrated dissipation is
even slightly higher for the Smagorinsky model [21], the latter leads to a much
smaller peak viscosity. As a consequence, the WALE model suers from a
severe time step restriction, if explicit time integration schemes are used.
2.4.2 Scale separation
Within the DGFEM context (see chapter 3), scale separation can easily be
achieved by a variational projection of the resolved scales ~u onto distinct func-
tion spaces. Furthermore, given the large bandwith of scales included in each
element, if a high-order polynomial approximation is used, the ltering can
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Figure 2.3: Normalized t and SGS proles for an algebraic model vor-
tex. The perfect agreement with the analytical expression suggests that the
Smagorisnky model has been correctly implemented.
be realized on an element level. This constitutes an important advantage over
standard low-order methods implying e.g. cell agglomeration techniques [102].
As the ow eld is ltered locally, no data exchange between neighbouring
computing cells is required. This makes the scale separation suitable for par-
allel computations. In addition, the technique applies as well to structured as
to unstructured meshes.
If a modal basis5 is used, scales can be separated by a simple restriction
of the polynomial approximation to a subset of shape functions associated to
the low/high order modes. This straightforward ltering does not require any
additional operation and is thus computationally very ecient. A more sophis-
ticated technique providing a better control of the resolved spectrum by lter-
ing in the spectral domain is the discrete polynomial transform (DPT). For a
detailed description of DPT lters we refer to Blackburn and Schmidt [15].
If - as in the current work - a nodal basis is used (see section 3.2.1), an in-
terpolant projection is generally preferred because otherwise the solution must
rst be transformed to a modal basis before the DPT lter can be applied.
Following the interpolant projection, scales are separated by projecting the re-
solved eld back and forth to a lower-order polynomial approximation. Within
this thesis, two distinct interpolation lters, namely a Lagrange lter and a
L2-lter, have been implemented, see Fig. 2.4.
Hereafter, we briey describe the projection mechanism used in this thesis.
According to the DGFEM approach the (unltered) resolved scales ~u(x) and
5In the case of a modal basis, the shape/basis functions form a hierarchical set, i.e. each
additional shape function implies progressively higher spatial frequencies.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the ltering via the interpolant projection (p = 5,
q = 3). Complete eld (bold solid line); large resolved scales (solid line);
small-resolved scales (dashed line); high-order interpolation nodes (); low-
order interpolation nodes ().
the large resolved scales ~u(x) are written as
~u(x) =
NX
i=0
upi
p
i (x) and
~u(x) =
NX
i=0
upi
p
i (x): (2.58)
Here, the shape functions i are the Lagrange interpolation polynomials of
degree at most p. upi and u
p
i denote the corresponding expansion weights.
Once the low-pass lter has been applied, the small scales are computed as
~us = ~u  ~u: (2.59)
Lagrange lter. In a rst step, the resolved scales are interpolated by a
polynomial approximation of lower degree q < p, i.e.
~u(x) =
NX
i=0
uqi
q
i (x) with u
q = AMNup: (2.60)
For the nodal Lagrange basis, the projection operator AMN is given by
AMNij = 
p
j (x
q
i ) (2.61)
with xqi the interpolation node corresponding to 
q
i . Equation (2.61) results
from the following property, i(xj) = ij .
In a second step, the low order approximation (2.60) is projected back to
the polynomial space p. The corresponding expansion weights of the large
scales are nally computed as
up = ANMAMNup: (2.62)
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L2-lter. As for the Lagrange lter, the scale separation is realized in two
steps. First, the resolved scales are projected to a lower order polynomial
approximation of degree q. In order to minimize the weighted residual over
the element T , the projection operator is dened asZ
T
 
NX
k=0
upk
p
k(x) 
MX
l=0
uql 
q
l (x)
!
qi (x)dV = 0 i = 0; : : : ;M: (2.63)
In a matrix-vector form, equation (2.63) reads
uq =
 
MMM
 1
MMNup: (2.64)
Similarly to the mass matrix in chapter 4, the matrix operator MMN is given
by
MMNij =
Z
T
qi
p
jdV: (2.65)
Again, the low-order approximation is projected back to the original (com-
plete) function space, leading the the following expansion weights
up =
 
MNN
 1
MNM
 
MMM
 1
MMNup: (2.66)
In Fig. 2.5, the Lagrange and L2 ltering of a sinusoidal eld (p = 5)
are compared. In contrast to the Lagrange interpolation, the L2 lter breaks
the C0 continuity of the low-order eld. However, according to the work of
Blackburn and Schmidt [15], the loss of C0 continuity does not cause problems,
if the ltered eld is used to construct eddy viscosity estimates.
2.5 Conclusions
The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations have been introduced and tur-
bulence closure using the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras model has been pre-
sented. We have seen that a poor mesh resolution leads to negative values of
the turbulence working variable ~ in the outer boundary layer, causing the
instability of the computation.
To overcome this problem dierent modications to the S-A model have
been compared. In particular we have adapted the changes proposed by
Oliver [129] to a dierent version of the S-A model. The aim is to improve the
stability of the method by reducing the undershoots of ~ while conserving the
C1-continuity of the model at ~ = 0. The resulting implementation has been
compared to a simple clipped model similar to but less intrusive than the one
used Landmann et al. [108].
Finally, motivated by the need for more accurate methods to simulate tur-
bulent ows, the basic features of the variational multiscale method VMS have
been presented. Although the Smagorinsky and the WALE SGS turbulence
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(a) Unltered eld (p = 5) (b) Lagrange lter (q = 2)
(c) L2 lter (q = 2)
Figure 2.5: Comparison of ltering methods for a sinusoidal eld (p = 5). In
contrast to the Lagrange interpolation, the L2 ltering breaks the C0 conti-
nuity.
model are similar to standard LES, improved results are expected by a second
scale separation into large resolved and small resolved eddies. In this the-
sis, the SGS ltering is achieved explicitly using either a Lagrange or a L2
projection.
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Given the many attractive numerical properties of the discontinuous Galer-
kin nite element methods (DGFEM), it may surprise that they remained
relatively neglected over more than 30 years since their rst appearance in
the early 1970s. In section 3.1 we briey summarize the evolution of the DG
approach whereby attention will be focused on the comparison of the advan-
tages/drawbacks with regard to other popular discretization schemes. Next
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the main concepts of the discontinuous Galerkin method - and in particu-
lar of the interior penalty discretization - are outlined in section 3.2. The
weak imposition of the boundary conditions associated to the RANS system
is presented in section 3.3. Finally, we discuss some important discretization
aspects of the RANS equations in section 3.4. On the one hand we had to
modify the transpose term in order to ensure the stability of the IP method
in the case of a fully coupled resolution of the RANS system. On the other
hand dierent expressions of the penalty parameter are proposed leading to a
signicant improvement of the nonlinear solver. Several numerical examples
are presented in section 3.5 to illustrate the eect of (i) changes of the S-A
model, and (ii) the denition of the penalty coecient on the robustness of
the interior penalty RANS solver.
3.1 Historical overview
Originally introduced in 1973 by Reed and Hill [140] for solving the neutron
transport equation, the discontinuous Galerkin method has been applied over
the last years to a wide range of problems of practical engineering interest.
A detailed review of the development of the DG method from its beginning
in the early 1970s through the year 2000 is provided by Cockburn et al. [38].
Only the most relevant advances are summarized here.
While the DG method has known a fast growing success for solving (linear)
advection problems, a eld where the continuous (conforming) nite element
method does not work well, its application to elliptic equations is relatively
new. In 1974, one year after the introduction of the DG method, LeSaint
and Raviart [111] studied its mathematical aspects. They were the rst to
provide a priori error estimates of the newly invented method. Assuming that
the exact solution is smooth, they proved a rate of convergence of O(hp) in
the L2-norm for general triangulations. Later, Johnson and Pitkaranta [94]
proved a rate of convergence of O(hp+1=2), while Richter showed that a rate of
O(hp+1) can be achieved in L2, if the characteristic direction is almost aligned
with the grid. The theoretical results for general triangulations have been
conrmed numerically by Peterson [135]. Since then, a number of convergence
proofs assuming less severe conditions on the smoothness of the exact solution
have been proposed.
Given its increasing popularity for solving linear advection problems, the
discontinuous Galerkin method has been extended to non-linear hyperbolic
systems in the beginning of the 1980s. Inspired by the nite volume method,
Chavent and Salzano [31] incorporated for the rst time in 1982 an approxi-
mate Riemann solver into a DG space discretization to handle the discontinu-
ities at cell interfaces.
The breakthrough of the DG method came at the end of the 1980s. Up
to this time, the main diculty was to nd a time discretization that would
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result in a stable, ecient and formally high-order accurate method [38]. To
overcome the limitations of previous DG approaches, Cockburn and Shu in-
troduced, in 1989, the Runge-Kutta Discontinuous Galerkin (RKDG) method.
Initially constructed for the piecewise linear discretization of one-dimensional
scalar equations, the RKDG method has been progressively generalized to a
high-order accurate scheme for multi-dimensional hyperbolic systems. Thereto,
the method combines a DG-space discretization with a high-order accurate ex-
plicit TVD Runge-Kutta scheme and a generalized slope limiter.
Somewhat independent of the development of DG methods for advection
problems, its application to diusion problems received little attention over
many years. The origin of the penalty formulation traces back to the late
1960s when Lions [116] used a penalty formulation to weakly impose Dirichlet
boundary conditions. Based on the observation that the same approach could
be used to weakly enforce inter-element continuity, dierent authors used (in-
terior) penalty (IP) methods in the 1970s to solve elliptic problems, e.g. [7,50].
Probable reasons why the IP methods fell into oblivion in the 1980s are: (i)
they were never proved to perform better than conforming FE methods for
elliptic problems; (ii) the stability of the IP methods depends strongly on the
choice of the penalty parameters [4].
As a consequence of the popularity of the DG methods for advection prob-
lems and given the attractive properties they exhibit (see below), tremen-
dous eorts were made since the 1990s to extend these methods to advection-
diusion equations. Within this context, Bassi and Rebay were one of the rst
to use a mixed formulation to handle diusion operators (rst Bassi-Rebay
(BR1) scheme). In this approach, the problem is reformulated as a system of
rst order PDEs by applying a DG-space discretization to both U and rU
which are considered as independent unknowns [38]. A stabilization of this
approach, the so-called Local Discontinuous Galerkin (LDG) method, was in-
troduced in 1998 by Cockburn and Shu [39]. Since then, several modications
have been proposed to eliminate the additional unknowns, to improve the co-
ercivity and to reduce the stencil of the scheme, e.g. the second Bassi-Rebay
(BR2) scheme [12] or the Compact Discontinuous Galerkin (CDG) method of
Peraire and Persson [130].
In parallel to the appearance of the mixed formulation, we observe a re-
gained interest in the interior penalty methods for solving the Navier-Stokes
equations, e.g. [49,68,77,82]. A comparison between several mixed and penalty
formulations has been provided by Arnold et al. [4].
Whereas in the last decade discontinuous Galerkin methods became quite
popular for solving laminar aerodynamic ows, their application to the RANS
equations is rather new. At the time of this writing, only four examples
were known to the author. Bassi and Rebay [8] considered the BR2 scheme
to discretize the RANS equations coupled with the k   ! turbulence model.
Nguyen, Persson and Peraire [125] used the CDG scheme while turbulence
was described by the S-A model. Landmann [107] applied both LDG and
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BR2 scheme to the discretization of the RANS equations using either the
k   ! or the S-A turbulence model. Oliver [129] examined the application of
the BR2 scheme using three dierent discretizations of the source term of the
S-A model.
The reason for the increasing interest in the discontinuous Galerkin meth-
ods in recent years, is that they inherit the attractive numerical properties
of both nite element and nite volume methods without suering from their
principal limitations [36]:
 High-order accuracy. As in the case of conforming nite element meth-
ods, high-order accurate schemes are easily obtained by increasing the
polynomial order of the interpolants. In contrast, high-order nite vol-
ume or nite dierence methods suer generally from an enlarged com-
putation stencil that deteriorates the eciency and the stability.
 Upwinding. Like nite volume methods, the DG methods oer a natural
way to introduce the necessary upwinding to ensure the convective sta-
bility. Furthermore, in contrast to continuous Galerkin discretizations,
which satisfy only a global mass balance over the whole computational
domain, the DG methods are locally conservative [143]. This makes
them ideally suited for applications where convection is important.
 Hybrid between structured/unstructured method. The method can be
considered as a hybrid between a structured and an unstructured ap-
proach. On the one hand, as the attention is focused on the computa-
tions in an individual element, the DG methods are better suited than
nite dierence schemes to handle unstructured grids and complicated
geometries. On the other hand, each element behaves as a structured
block allowing a computationally ecient implementation using dense
matrix/vector operations.
 Boundary conditions. Boundary conditions are imposed in the same way
as inter-element uxes. Unlike nite dierences no particular numerical
treatment is necessary in order to ensure uniform high-order accuracy.
Note that the weak imposition of boundary conditions generally encoun-
tered with the DG methods is a matter of taste. Indeed, nothing forbids
to impose the boundary conditions strongly as in the case of continuous
nite elements.
 Block-diagonal mass matrix. As a result of the element-wise discon-
tinuous function space, the DG methods are characterized by a block-
diagonal mass matrix. Since the block size is related to the number
of unknowns inside each element, they can be inverted once and for
all. Moreover, the block-diagonal structure of the mass matrix reduces
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p Triangle Quadrilateral Tetrahedron Hexahedron
1 6 4 20 8
2 3 2.25 6.25 3.38
3 2.22 1.78 3.70 2.37
4 1.88 1.56 2.73 1.95
p (p+2)(p+1)
p2
(p+1)2
p2
5(p+1)(p+2)(p+3)
6p3
(p+1)3
p3
Table 3.1: Ratio of the number of unknowns in a discontinuous to the number
of unknowns in a continuous nite element method, assuming structured grids.
In the limit as p!1, the ratio tends to one.
the communications between processors to a strict minimum1. The DG
methods become thus highly parallelizable.
 hp-adaptation. Since no continuity requirement is imposed on neighbour-
ing elements, the DG method provides an easy and ecient way to deal
with adaptation strategies and an arbitrary number of hanging nodes.
In contrast, continuous nite element discretizations allow at most one
hanging node per edge/face, in which case special continuous basis func-
tions have to be used [143]. Furthermore, because the interface jumps
are proportional to the local discretization error, adaptation criteria can
be based on a simple evaluation of the jumps amplitudes.
Although the discontinuous Galerkin nite element approach presents a
lot of attractive properties, it has its drawbacks, like any other numerical
methods. Currently, the main disadvantages of high-order DG schemes are
related to the robustness and the computational eciency.
 Increased number of unknowns. Since neighbouring elements do not
share common degrees of freedom at their interface, the discontinuous
discretization leads, for an identical number of elements, to a larger
number of variables than a FE method using continuous basis functions.
Table 3.1 illustrates the additional computational eort of the DG meth-
ods for some commonly used two- and three-dimensional elements as a
function of the polynomial order p. Note that the computational surplus
decreases for increasing p. It follows that for low-order polynomial de-
grees such as commonly used by continuous FE methods, the DG meth-
ods seem inecient [32]. Compared to classical nite volume methods,
high-order DG approximations require the solution of signicantly more
discrete equations [105].
1As we will see later, the bandwidth of the global matrix principally depends on the
discretization of the viscous terms.
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 Discretization of elliptic operators. In contrast to the continuous FE
methods, where second order spacial terms (diusion) are handled rather
easily, their discretization becomes more complex if discontinuous test
functions are utilized. While mixed methods considerably enlarge the
number of unknowns, the choice of the somewhat arbitrary penalty pa-
rameter strongly inuences the stability of the penalty methods. Al-
though this choice can be automated by the use of lifting operators, the
latter are quite expensive and signicantly increase the computational
cost of the method. The discretization of the viscous terms is discussed
in details in section 3.2.3.
3.2 The Discontinuous Galerkin-space discretization
In this section, we introduce the basic concept of the Discontinuous Galerkin
method. Thereto, we consider a general system of convection-diusion-source
equations:
@U
@t
+L(U;rU) = S(U;rU); (3.1)
with
L(U;rU) = r F c(U) r Fv(U;rU); (3.2)
where U is the conservative state vector2. The operator L regroups the con-
vective (inviscid) and diusive (viscous) uxes dened in chapter 2, F c and
Fv, respectively. S represents the source term. The equations are dened on
the domain 
  Rd (with d = 2 or 3), and appropriate boundary conditions
are prescribed on its boundary @
.
3.2.1 The weak formulation
To discretize in space, we proceed as follows. First, we dene a tessellation
T of the domain 
 into a nite number of non-overlapping elements T . In
2D, we usually choose triangles or quadrilaterals as (discretization) elements.
In 3D, T can be e.g. tetrahedra, hexahedra or prisms. By multiplying (3.1)
by an arbitrary, smooth \test" or \weighting" function v and integrating over
the domain 
, we obtain the weighted residual formulationZ


v
@U
@t
d
+
Z


v (L(U;rU)  S(U;rU)) d

=
X
T2T
Z
T
v
@U
@t
d
+
X
T2T
Z
T
v (L(U;rU)  S(U;rU)) d

= 0: (3.3)
2In the case of the Navier-Stokes equations, the conservative state vector reads U =
[; u; v; w; E]T . If the S-A model is considered, we have U = [; u; v; w; E; ~]T .
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Figure 3.1: Discontinuous approximation on elements T1 and T2.
Next, in order to derive a discrete analogous of (3.3), we replace the smooth
weighting function v by vh 2 vh and the exact solution U(x; t) by uh 2
uh, where 
v
h and 
u
h denote appropriate function spaces supported by the
elements T of the tessellation. In this work, a standard nite element method
that uses the same function space h for both, the approximate solution and
the weighting functions, is considered. Thereto, we dene on each element a
set of linearly independent (scalar) shape functions Ti , such that
uh(x; t)jT =
NX
i=1
Ui(t)
T
i (x);
vh(x)jT =
NX
i=1
Vi
T
i (x) 8x 2 T; (3.4)
where the expansion weights Ui(t) and Vi are the degrees of freedom of the
numerical solution and of the test function. N denotes the number of shape
functions.
A particularity of the Discontinuous Galerkin method is that no global
continuity is required for uh and vh. In contrast to the continuous nite
element method, the discrete solution is continuous only inside the elements
but discontinuous at the interfaces; as illustrated by Fig. 3.1. Hence, we
have very few limitations on the shape functions i. Note that computational
eciency is the only reason why in practice we choose shape functions having
a local support, i.e.
Ti (x) =
(
Ti (x) if x 2 T ,
0 otherwise.
(3.5)
Otherwise, not only the shape functions dened on T but also those dened
on other elements would have to be taken into account in the evaluation of the
volume integrals. To avoid confusion, the superscript T indicating the element
on which Ti is dened, is dropped for the remainder of this thesis.
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Furthermore, it is perfectly possible to dene distinct shape functions im
not only with respect to the interpolation point i but also with respect to
the physical variable m. Such an approach is for instance used in the case
of incompressible ows where the pressure is discretized by a function space
which is one order lower than the one of the remaining variables. For sim-
plicity we introduce the discontinuous Galerkin method assuming, without
loss of generality, that the same shape functions are used for all equations, i.e.
im = i 8m. The generalization to distinct function spaces is straightforward.
In this work, a Lagrangian function space is used. Denoting by Pp the
space of polynomials of order p, we seek an approximation uh(; t) 2 p with
p  fv 2 [L2(
)]Nv : vjT  fT 2 [Pp(Tref )]Nv ;8T 2 T g; (3.6)
such that X
T2T
Z
T
vh
@uh
@t
d
+Rh(uh;vh) = 0; 8vh 2 p; (3.7)
where
Rh(uh;vh) = Rh;I(uh;vh) +Rh;V (uh;vh) +Rh;S(uh;vh): (3.8)
Here, Rh;I , Rh;V andRh;S denote the discretization of the inviscid, the viscous
and the source term, respectively. Furthermore, fT denes a smooth bijective
mapping, i.e. the relation between the local coordinate system in the reference
space  and the global (physical) coordinates x = x(). Nv is the length of
the state vector and L2(
) represents the space of functions which are square-
integrable over 
.
Note that equation (3.7) must be satised for all elements T 2 T and for
every weighting function vhjT 2 p. As vhjT is a linear combination of the
shape functions i (having a local support only), (3.7) denes a system of N
equations for each elementZ
T
i
@uh
@t
d
+RhjT (uh; i) = 0; i = 1; : : : N; 8T 2 T : (3.9)
Notations
Before looking in detail at the discretization of the dierent terms, we rst
introduce some notations that are used in the remainder of this chapter.
Let T be an element of the tessellation T of the domain 
, we use @T
to denote the edges / faces of T . Furthermore, we dene the union   of the
boundaries of the elements T , i.e.
  =
[
T2T
@T; (3.10)
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as well as the union of the interior faces  0 =   n @
. Finally, the notation
()  and ()+ refers to the left and right states at the interface between two
neighbouring elements T  and T+ and n is the unit normal vector pointing
from + to  .
Local mapping
As stated in the introduction one feature of the nite element method is that
the computation is focused on individual elements. This allows not only to
easily handle complex geometries but also signicantly improves the compu-
tational eciency. Since the direct integration in the physical space would
be by far too costly, a widespread approach is to dene a local coordinate
system in each element. The assembly of all individual contributions to the
global system is achieved by the mapping. The mapping describes the relation
between the global (physical) coordinates x(x; y; z) and the local (reference)
coordinates (; ; ). It can be written as
x() =
X
i
^i()Xi: (3.11)
In this work, the geometry is represented using a nodal Lagrange basis (cf.
section 3.2.1) for the geometric interpolants ^i().
Fig. 3.2 illustrates the ane transformation between local and global coor-
dinate systems in the case of a forth order quadrangle and a third order trian-
gle. For instance, we map each (possibly curved) quadrangle onto a canonical
square taken as (; ) 2 [ 1; 1] [ 1; 1].
The Jacobian of the transformation is
J =
@(x; y; z)
@(; ; )
=
24@x @y @z@x @y @z
@x @y @z
35 : (3.12)
Accordingly, the solution gradient in physical space is computed by a simple
application of the chain rule
rU =
X
i
Uiri  rx
=
X
i
Uiri  J 1: (3.13)
Obviously, in order to conserve the global accuracy, high order methods
need a high order representation of the boundaries. Otherwise the discrete
solution will resolve exactly the physics of the polygonal boundary surface
causing entropy production or local drops in density; see Fig. 3.3. This not
only deteriorates the accuracy but also aects the stability of the method
if the density is reduced to values close to zero in some grid points. Bassi
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Figure 3.2: Mapping between reference space  and physical space x().
Figure 3.3: Entropy production induced by discontinuities of the surface nor-
mals in the case of a polygonal boundary representation.
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and Rebay [10] were one of the rst to show the sensitivity of high-order DG
methods to the boundary representation.
We should however note that a simple increase of the polynomial order q
of the geometric basis functions ^ may not always lead to the expected results.
Studying a circular channel ow Oliver [128] observed a drop of the order of
accuracy when using q = 3 instead of q = 2 for the geometry representation.
He suspected oscillations in the geometry interpolation at the origin of this
phenomenon. An appealing alternative to more standard Lagrange interpola-
tions would therefore be the use of Bezier splines (see Luo et al. [118]) since
they are less prone to oscillations [87].
Finally, we should remember that the basis functions are dened on the
canonical element. Accordingly, except in the case of straight elements, poly-
nomials of order p in the reference space lead to an approximate solution uh
of order less than p in the physical space.
Function space
To solve the interpolation problem (3.4) we set up a nodal Lagrange basis on
each element3. Accordingly, the shape function i() in (3.5) is a polynomial
of degree p which satises the following relations
i(j) =
(
1 if j = i;
0 if j 6= i;
1  i; j  N; (3.14)
with i the control or interpolation point associated to i. In this work we
use standard interpolation points which are uniformly spaced in the reference
element; cf. Fig. 3.2 and 3.4. In 1D, an explicit expression for the Lagrange
basis functions is given by
i() =
Y
0jN
j 6=i
(   j)
(i   j) : (3.15)
An appealing property of the resulting \closed" Lagrangian interpolation
formula is the ecient evaluation of face integrals since only basis functions
associated to control points belonging to this face have to be considered [87].
Fig. 3.4 illustrates this property in the case of p = 2 Lagrangian interpolants
dened on the canonical square. If we consider for instance the edge e :  =
 1, we notice that only 1, 2 and 3 are active, whilst all the other shape
functions, whose corresponding control point is not located on e, are identically
zero on e. It follows that on e, the discrete solution (3.4) restricts to
ueh(; t) =
3X
i=1
Ui(t)i(): (3.16)
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Figure 3.4: Lagrangian interpolation of degree p = 2 on a canonical square.
The only shape functions that are not identically zero on any edge e are those
associated to an interpolation point located on e. This property allows a very
ecient evaluation of face integrals.
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The two main disadvantages of the present Lagrange basis are
 Poor interpolation quality for large p. This behaviour known as Runge's
phenomenon is related to the largely oscillatory character (usually near
the edges of the element) of high-order polynomials when using equally
spaced control points4. A possible remedy to improve the interpolation
quality for high-order polynomials would be the use of (i) a dierent net
of interpolation points in order to minimize the Runge's phenomenon
(e.g. Tchebyche nodes), or (ii) a modal basis of orthogonal polynomi-
als (e.g. Legendre or Gram interpolation). For an overview of polyno-
mial interpolation methods we refer to Dahlquist et al. [45]. We should
however mention that for polynomials up to degree p  4 as used in
this work, Lagrangian shape functions provide an excellent interpolation
quality.
 Absence of a hierarchical order. Contrary to the family of modal bases,
the Lagrangian shape functions do not form a hierarchical set. As a
consequence, if one wants to increase the order of the polynomial ap-
proximation one can not simply add new functions to the existing ba-
sis. Since changing the polynomial degree aects each shape function,
the whole basis must be redened. Compared to modal bases the La-
grangian interpolation is thus less suited for p-adaptation, p-ltering or
p-multigrid acceleration techniques. Note that p-ltering is particularly
useful in LES because it allows an inexpensive elementwise separation
of the ow scales.
Numerical integration: Gauss quadrature
All integrals are computed numerically by means of Gauss quadrature per-
formed in the reference element. To illustrate the numerical integration, we
consider the diusive volume term (3.60) discussed further in this chapter (cf.
section 3.2.3). Approximating the integral over element T by a weighted sum,
we obtain
Z
T
ri Fvm d
 
NqX
q=1
wq
 
jJT j
dX
k=1
dX
l=1
@i
@l
@l
@xk
Fvm
!
q
; (3.17)
3Remember that the shape functions i are not directly dened in the physical coordinate
system but in the reference space associated to the canonical element.
4Let f(x) = 1=(1 + 25x2) on the interval x 2 [ 1; 1] and pn(x) a polynomial of order n.
By exploring the error of polynomial interpolations, Runge [151] has found that when using
equally spaced interpolation points, the error dierence jf(x)  pn(x)j grows without bound
as n!1.
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where wq and q dene the weight and position of the q-th quadrature point
respectively. Nq represents the number
5 of quadrature points and jJT j is the
determinant of the mapping Jacobian.
To preserve the accuracy of the DG discretization, the integration order
O must be chosen depending on (i) the polynomial degree p of the discrete
solution uh, (ii) the (possible) non-linearity of the state equations and (iii) the
grid curvature. Note that in the case of curved elements the inverse of the
mapping Jacobian J 1  @l=@xk is a rational function. As a consequence the
quadrature formula (3.17) does not allow to compute the exact integral. A
handbook of practical integration rules for various element types is provided
by Solin et al. [162].
In practice for laminar ows on straight meshes we choose the number of
quadrature points such as to exactly integrate a polynomial of order
O  2p+ 1 (laminar case): (3.18)
In this way the quadrature formula should not deteriorate the performance of
the DG method. Indeed, considering a polynomial interpolation of degree p,
we have for the inertia term in equation (3.7)
  U   hp +O(hp+1)   hp +O(hp+1) = h2p +O(h2p+1) (3.19)
with h a measure of the local mesh size. Similarly, if we assume that the
leading term of the convective ux F c is proportional to the state vector U,
the discretization error of the convective volume term is given by
r F c(U)   hp 1 +O(hp)   hp +O(hp+1) = h2p 1 +O(h2p) (3.20)
while for the viscous6 (volume) term the error is proportional to O(h2p 1).
It follows that by imposing O = 2p + 1 the truncation error of the Gauss
quadrature is one order of magnitude lower than the discretization error.
It turned however out according to our numerical experiments that the
above integration rule is insucient in the case of turbulent ows, even when
straight meshes are used. On the one hand, the source term of the Spalart-
Allmaras turbulence model is a highly non-linear function of the solution vec-
tor, on the other hand, the diusive stress tensor is scaled by the eddy viscosity.
The latter is a rational function of the S-A working variable ~. As a conse-
quence we suggest to use an integration rule that allows to exactly integrate
a polynomial of degree
O  3p (turbulent case): (3.21)
5In 1D, Nq quadrature points are required to exactly integrate a polynomial of degree
p = Nq   1.
6Since in this work only Newtonian uids are considered, the viscous ux vector is a
linear function of the velocity gradients. Assuming that the density varies slowly, we have
Fv(U;rU) = hp 1 +O(hp).
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3.2.2 Discretization of the inviscid term
Considering a generic element T , the discretization of the inviscid term reads,
after integration by parts,
Rh;I jT (uh; i) 
Z
T
i (r F c(uh)) d

=
I
@T
iF c(uh)  n dS  
Z
T
ri F c(uh)d
: (3.22)
In contrast to continuous nite element methods, where the discrete solution
is single-valued at the interface between two neighbouring elements T  and
T+, the DG formulation requires no global continuity. As a consequence, the
ux vector F c(uh) takes dierent values depending on whether u h or u+h is
considered. Thus, as in the case of nite volume methods, the discretization
of the inviscid ux leads to a Riemann problem7. To ensure the information
transfer between adjacent elements, which otherwise would be completely de-
coupled, we have to introduce a numerical ux function H(u h ;u+h ;n) which
depends on both, the left and the right state. This function determines the
accuracy and the robustness of the scheme. However, according to numerical
experiments of Cockburn [36], the choice of the numerical ux becomes less
important as the polynomial order p of the shape functions is increased. This
is to be expected, since the solution jump across cell interfaces is directly re-
lated to the integral of the residual over these cells [37]. In other words, if
the dierential equations are well approximated by the function space p, the
jumps are small and H(u h ;u+h ;n) tends to the exact ux (provided that the
numerical ux function is consistent).
Roe's approximate Riemann solver [146], the preference of choice in this
work, is presented in the next section.
Finally, by summing (3.22) over all elements of the domain, the global
residual of the inviscid term is given by
Rh;I(uh; i) =
X
b2@Tn@

I
b
iH(u h ;u+h ;n) dS +
X
b2@T\@

I
b
iHb(u h ;ub;n) dS
 
X
T2T
Z
T
ri F c(uh) d
; (3.23)
where the superscript b refers to appropriate boundary values dened in sec-
tion 3.3. Note that, given the local support of the shape functions i, (3.23)
7We call a Riemann problem the initial-value problem for a hyperbolic system of con-
servation laws, i.e. @u=@t + @F(u)=@x = 0, presenting a single discontinuity dened by
u(x; 0)  uL(x < 0), u(x; 0)  uR(x > 0).
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can alternatively be written as
Rh;I(uh; i) =
I
 0
(+i    i )H(u h ;u+h ;n) dS +
I
@

 i Hb(u h ;ub;n) dS
 
X
T2T
Z
T
ri F c(uh) d
: (3.24)
Roe ux dierence splitting
Henceforth, we summarize some of the basic features of Roe's approximate
Riemann solver, one of the most popular advection schemes.
As shown previously, the discretization of the three-dimensional Euler
equations leads to a Riemann problem along the direction normal to the cell
interface. Denoting by  the local coordinate in this direction, the Euler equa-
tions along  written in quasi-linear form are given by
@U
@t
+
0@ 3X
j=1
@F cxj
@U
nj
1A
| {z }
An(U)
@U
@
= 0; (3.25)
where An(U) is the projected Jacobian matrix. Because solving the exact
(non-linear) equations (3.25) is very expensive since iterative methods are
generally required, Roe's idea consists in computing the exact solution to an
approximate (linearized) Riemann problem, i.e.
@U
@t
+ ~An(UL;UR)  @U
@
= 0: (3.26)
Thereto, the Jacobian matrix An(U) is replaced by a specially constructed
constant matrix ~An(UL;UR) whose value depends on the left and the right
states at the interface. To ensure the monotonicity of the scheme, the numer-
ical normal ux H(UL;UR;n) must be Lipschitz continuous, consistent and
monotone. These requirements are fullled, if the linearized Jacobian matrix
satises the following properties:
1. ~An(UL;UR) has real eigenvalues ~k and linearly independent eigenvec-
tors ~rk. This condition preserves the hyperbolic nature of the linearized
Euler equations.
2. The linearized Jacobian ~An is consistent with the exact Jacobian, i.e.
~An(U;U) = An(U):
3. Conservation across discontinuities
F cn(UL) F cn(UR) = ~An(UL  UR):
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Henceforth,  represents the dierence between right and left states. Denoting
by ~ = diag(~k) the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and by ~R the matrix
of right eigenvectors rk, the numerical normal inviscid ux through the cell
interface is calculated from
H(UL;UR;n) = 1
2
[F cn(UL) +F cn(UR)]| {z }
central scheme
  1
2
j ~AnjU| {z }
dissipation
; (3.27)
with
j ~Anj = ~Rj ~j ~R 1: (3.28)
From (3.27) it follows that Roe's ux formula is equivalent to a central scheme
plus an articial dissipation term (e.g. Delanaye [47] for the amount of dissi-
pation introduced in the case of a 1D advection equation).
It has been shown [89] that the linearized Jacobian can be expressed as
~An(UL;UR) = An( ~U); (3.29)
where ~U(UL;UR) represent appropriate Roe-averaged values. For the 3D
Euler equations, these values are
~ =
p
LR; (3.30a)
~u =
p
LuL +
p
RuRp
L + R
; (3.30b)
~v =
p
LvL +
p
RvRp
L + R
; (3.30c)
~w =
p
LwL +
p
RwRp
L + R
; (3.30d)
~H =
p
LHL +
p
RHRp
L + R
: (3.30e)
For detailed information about the construction of ~A and the properties of
the Roe ux we refer to [89].
Numerical implementation of the RANS equations
In order to achieve a Newton-type convergence at the last stage of the time
integration, the turbulence model is solved together with the main ow equa-
tions in a strong coupled way. Thereto, Geuzaine [71] proposes in his thesis an
extension of Roe's approximate Riemann solver to take into account the turbu-
lence model. However, motivated by the following considerations a simplied
implementation of Roe's solver has been adopted in this work.
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1. As stated previously, the choice of the numerical ux becomes less im-
portant as the polynomial order of the shape functions is increased; see
Cockburn [36].
2. To improve the robustness of nite volume methods, it is common prac-
tice to increase the numerical dissipation, by using a constant recon-
struction for the turbulence model, while higher order reconstructions
are used for the mean ow equations (e.g. [71, 139]). Since we use the
same approximation for all variables, including the turbulence working
variable, a slightly increased dissipation by means of a simpler ux func-
tion for the turbulence model might be benecial for the stability of the
method. Furthermore, as it will be seen in chapter 5, the interpolation
of the S-A turbulence model has only a negligible eect on the overall
accuracy, even for coarse meshes, which justies the above approach.
3. Given the relative high complexity of the Roe solver and in order to take
full advantage of the C++ object-oriented programming, it is preferable
to reuse as much as possible existing routines/code segments.
Argo, the code developed within this thesis, is written in modern C++. A
natural way to handle multiple conservation laws such as Euler, Navier-Stokes,
RANS equations... consists in dening a basic class which provides a number
of general functions (e.g. initialization of common variables, nite-dierence
implementation of Jacobian functions...). All conservation laws are derived
from this basic class. Moreover, the class of RANS equations inherits the class
of the Navier-Stokes system.
If one wants to treat the whole set of RANS equations as one single block
to solve the Riemann problem, the entire Roe solver (and its linearization)
must be rewritten for each new turbulence model. This would make the im-
plementation of new models quite complex, especially since dierent routines
are required for 2D and 3D computations.
In this work, we have opted for a simplied method, which consists in
separating main ow variables and turbulence model for the evaluation of the
inviscid term. Henceforth, we denote by
H(UL;UR;n) =
24HNS: : : : :
HSA
35 (3.31)
the complete numerical inviscid ux vector, whereas HNS = [H;Hu;Hv;
Hw;HET and HSA represent the ux vectors for the Euler/Navier-Stokes
equations and the Spalart-Allmaras model, respectively.
The computation of the numerical inviscid ux occurs in two stages. In
a rst step, we simply neglect the presence of a turbulence model and HNS
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is computed by applying a \standard" Roe solver to the Euler equations.
Thereto, the normal inviscid ux
F cn(U) =
2666666664
u
u2 + p
uv
uw
(E + p)u
: : : : : : : : : :
u~
3777777775
nx +
2666666664
v
uv
v2 + p
vw
(E + p)v
: : : : : : : : : :
v~
3777777775
ny +
2666666664
w
uw
vw
w2 + p
(E + p)w
: : : : : : : : : :
w~
3777777775
nz =
24F c;NSn: : : : : :
F c;SAn
35
(3.32)
has been restricted to F c;NSn in the Roe ux formula (3.27).
Now, based on the numerical ux obtained for the continuity equation H,
a simple upwind scheme is used, in a second step, to discretize the advective
term of the turbulence model. The latter is calculated from
HSA(UL;UR;n) =
(
~ 
 H H  0;
~+
+
H H < 0: (3.33)
3.2.3 Discretization of the viscous term
In contrast to the convective ux, the viscosity of the Spalart-Allmaras model
depends not only on the solution U but also on the gradient rU of the solu-
tion. Consequently, the divergence of the viscous ux introduces second order
derivatives into the governing equations, that cannot be handled directly in
a weak formulation using a discontinuous function space [9]. This makes the
discretization of the viscous term much more challenging than the construc-
tion of a DGFEM scheme for hyperbolic equations. An overview of various
DGFEM approaches for elliptic problems can be found in Arnold et al. [4].
The rst approach to solve elliptic equations using DGFEM goes back on a
generalization of Nitsche's method [127] in the 1970's. The idea of this penalty
approach consists in handling connections between elements in the same weak
manner as Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Later, a dierent strategy has become popular leading to several new dis-
cretization schemes. In a rst step, appropriate auxiliary variables are dened
in order to rewrite the second order partial dierential equation into a system
of rst order equations. The coupled system is then discretized by apply-
ing the Galerkin variational formulation, together with the introduction of
suitable numerical ux functions. The resulting discrete form is commonly
referred to as ux or mixed formulation. However, given the high memory re-
quirements due to the additional degrees of freedom, especially for an implicit
time scheme, it is generally preferable to eliminate the auxiliary variables in
order to reduce the size of the underlying system. This can be achieved by
lifting operators, cf. [4, 8, 9], and leads to the so-called primal formulation.
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The properties of the resulting DGFEM scheme highly depend on the def-
inition of the lifting operator. In particular, the use of global lifting operators
can lead to suboptimal convergence rates for piecewise polynomial approxima-
tions of odd order [8, 39]. Furthermore, some lifting operators are unsuitable
for purely elliptic problems. It is also worth noting that the computation of
the lifting operators presents a non negligible cost. Indeed, for a non-linear
problem, up to 30 % of the computational eort to evaluate the non-linear
residual is related to the lifting operator [84].
In this work, we have opted for the family of Interior Penalty (IP) meth-
ods. As it will be seen later in this section, the IP-DGFEM has a local support,
implying only direct neighbours. This allows a very ecient parallelization of
the method and makes it particularly appealing for large scale CFD applica-
tions. In addition, the IP method denes an explicit expression of the lifting
operator, which compared to the second Bassi-Rebay scheme (BR2) [8] con-
siderably reduces the computational eort.
As stated previously, the starting point in order to adopt a similar tech-
nique as for the discretization of the convective term is to reformulate problem
(3.1)-(3.2) as a system of rst order PDE8
 = D(U)rU; (3.34)
r   = RHS; (3.35)
with the auxiliary variables9  2 RNv
d, Nv denoting the length of the state
vector and d is the number of space dimensions (d  3 in practice). Further-
more, we have introduced the following rst order expansion of the diusive
ux Fv with respect to the solution gradients:
Fvk;m(U;rU) =
NvX
n=1
dX
l=1
Dklmn(U)
@Un
@xl
; m = 1 : : : Nv; (3.36)
D(U)  @Fv(U;rU)=@rU; (3.37)
where k and l denotes space directions and the subscript m refers to the
m-th equation of the underlying system. Note that (3.36) is exact, because
in the particular case of a Newtonian uid, Fv is a linear function of the
velocity gradients. RHS (\right-hand side") groups all remaining terms of the
governing equations such as time dependency, inviscid and source terms. Their
discretization will be discussed in another section. To improve the readability
of the formulae, we henceforth use the Einstein summation convention.
8Although the IP method has initially been introduced in the primal form, the use of the
mixed formulation has become quite popular because it facilitates a comparison with other
discretization schemes.
9Note that in the remainder of this section,  and  denote auxiliary variables which will
be eliminated later; and should not be confused with the stress tensor introduced in chapter 2.
We have conserved this notation because it is the standard notation in the literature.
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An alternative approach to the system (3.34)-(3.35) would be to rewrite
the model problem in function of rU 2 RNv
d, resulting in the following rst
order system
 = rU;
r  (D) = RHS; (3.38)
with
rU =
26666664
@x @y @z
@xu @yu @zu
@xv @yv @zv
@xw @yw @zw
@xE @yE @zE
@x~ @y ~ @z ~
37777775 : (3.39)
For DGFEM schemes based on the system (3.38) we refer to [8, 9, 107].
The next step in order to derive a discretization of the viscous term consists
in applying the Galerkin variational formulation to the coupled system (3.34)
and (3.35). Thereto, in addition to the scalar10 shape functions i 2 p
already introduced in section 3.2.1, a vector function space h is dened as
p  f 2 L2(
) j   fT 2 Pp(Tref );8T 2 T g;
h  f 2 [L2(
)]d j   fT 2 [Pp(Tref )]d;8T 2 T g: (3.40)
Multiplying (3.34) with  2 h and (3.35) with i 2 p respectively, and
summing over all elements, we obtain after integration by partsZ


hm   d
 =
X
T2T
I
@T
u^hnD
kl
mnknl dS  
Z
T
uhn
@
@xl

Dklmnk

d


;
(3.41)Z


ir  hm d
 =
X
T2T
I
@T
i^hm  n dS  
Z
T
ri  hm d


= RHS:
(3.42)
Here, similarly to the inviscid numerical ux H(; ; ) in section 3.2.2, u^h and
^h represent appropriate vector and tensor numerical uxes, respectively. For
clarity and in order to avoid confusion with tensor products, we prefer an
index notation.
A common way to write the discretization of the viscous term in a compact
form is to use jump JK, and average hi operators. Let q be a scalar and ' a
10Whereas p represents a vector space that contains the discrete solution uh, we use 
p
to denote the scalar space formed by the shape functions i.
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vector, these operators are dened as
JqK = q+n+ + q n ; hqi = (q+ + q )=2;J'K = '+ 
 n+ +'  
 n ; h'i = ('+ +' )=2: (3.43)
Furthermore, a straightforward computation shows thatX
T2T
I
@T
qT'T  n dS =
I
 
JqK  h'i dS + I
 0
hqi J'K dS: (3.44)
A new integration by part of the volume integrals in (3.41) and (3.42), followed
by the application of the above identity (3.44) leads toZ


hm   d
 =
X
T2T
Z
T
kD
kl
mn
@uhn
@xl
d
+
I
@T
(u^hn   uhn)Dklmnknl dS

=
X
T2T
Z
T
kD
kl
mn
@uhn
@xl
d
+
I
 
Ju^hn   uhnK  DDklmnkE dS
+
I
 0
hu^hn   uhni JDklmnkK dS; (3.45)Z


ir  hm d
 =  
X
T2T
Z
T
ri  hm d
+
I
 
JiK  h^hmi dS
+
I
 0
hii J^hmK dS: (3.46)
If we assume that appropriate numerical uxes have been dened for u^h and
^h, system (3.45)-(3.46) can be solved using a two-step method. First, at
the beginning of each time step, the auxiliary variables h are computed from
(3.45). This can be done very eciently, thanks to the block diagonal structure
of the mass matrix. The updated gradients are then used to solve the main
ow equations (3.46).
Due to the absence of privileged propagation directions for elliptic opera-
tors, a natural choice consists in dening the numerical ux functions as the
average between the two interface states, i.e. u^h = huhi and ^h = hhi. The
resulting central scheme is known in literature as the rst Bassi-Rebay (BR1)
scheme [9]. The large amount of degrees of freedom, suboptimal convergence
for odd order polynomials and its ill-posedness for purely elliptic problems are
the principal drawbacks of this method. To overcome these limitations, Cock-
burn and Shu [39] proposed in 1998 a generalization of the BR1 approach,
the Local Discontinuous Galerkin (LDG) method. Here, the numerical uxes
do not only depend on the averages hi but also on the interface jumps JK.
For detailed information on these schemes, we refer to the cited literature. A
comparison between various DGFEM approaches including stability analysis
and error estimates can be found in Arnold et al. [4].
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As already mentioned, the major drawback of the BR1 and LDG ap-
proaches is their important memory requirement due to the additional de-
grees of freedom. It is therefore common practice to eliminate the auxiliary
variables. This can be achieved by integrating by parts the volume integralR
T ri hm d
 in (3.46), taking  = ri and substituting (3.45) into (3.46).
The resulting discrete form for the m-th equation of the viscous term then
reads:
Rh;Vm(uh; i) =  
X
T2T
Z
T
@i
@xk
Dklmn
@uhn
@xl
d

 
I
 
Ju^hn   uhnK Dklmn@i@xl

  JiK  h^hmi  dS
 
I
 0

hu^hn   uhni JDklmn@i@xl K  hii J^hmK

dS: (3.47)
In the literature, (3.47) is commonly known as primal formulation.
To complete the denition of the discrete scheme, we must specify the re-
maining numerical uxes. In this work, we have chosen an Interior Penalty
method. The properties of this family of DGFEM approaches have been stud-
ied extensively by Georgoulis [68] for a convection-diusion-reaction equation,
and by Hartmann and Houston [82{84] in the case of the compressible Navier-
Stokes equations. For an edge @T 2  0 which lies inside the domain 
, we
take
u^h = huhi and ^hm = hFvm(uh;ruh)i   JuhmK; (3.48)
while for boundary edges @T 2 @
 we write
u^h = u
b
h(u
 
h ) and ^hm = Fv;bm (u h ;ru h )  Jubhm   u hmK: (3.49)
where the superscript b refers to boundary values, and  is a penalty weighting
function.
Finally, by substituting the numerical uxes (3.48) and (3.49) into (3.47),
the IP-DGFEM formulation of the viscous term is: nd uh 2 p such that
8m, 8i
Rh;Vm(uh; i) =  
X
T2T
Z
T
ri Fvm d
+
I
 0
JuhmKJiK dS
+
I
 0
JiKk Dklmn@uhn@xl

dS + 
I
 0
JuhnKk Dklnm@i@xl

dS
+DBD +DBN +DBP: (3.50)
Here, DBD, DBN and DBP denote appropriate boundary terms that will
be further discussed in section 3.3. The sign of the 4th term is determined by
, which equals 1 for the Symmetric (SIPDG) and -1 for the Non-Symmetric
Interior Penalty Discontinuous Galerkin Method (NIPDG).
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3.2.4 Discretization of the source term
The source term is discretized using a straightforward test function weighted
approach. Multiplying the source term by the test function and integrating
over the domain, we get
Rh;S(uh; i) =
X
T2T
Z
T
iS(uh;ruh) d
: (3.51)
In his thesis, Oliver [129] refers to this method as \standard weighting ap-
proach". He has shown that, contrary to the BR2 [8] and LDG [39] scheme,
where an auxiliary variable is solved for the state gradients ruh, formula-
tion (3.51) leads to an adjoint inconsistent discretization, see section 3.2.5.
Note however that adjoint consistency can be obtained by including additional
interface terms, which are derived from the source operator.
3.2.5 Properties of the interior penalty method
Before summarizing the main features of the presented interior penalty method,
some denitions currently used within the discontinuous Galerkin context are
in order. The denitions given here are reproduced from [78, 129, 143] and
transcribed to our notations.
Denitions
To introduce the concept of consistency/adjoint consistency, we consider the
non-linear steady problem
R(u) = 0 in 
, B(u) = g on @
; u 2 V ; (3.52)
on the open bounded domain 
  Rd with boundary @
, where R is a non-
linear dierential operator, and B is a boundary operator. V denotes an
appropriate function space.
Then, let Vh be a discrete function space on a tessellation T of 
 and
consider a general discontinuous Galerkin approximation of the primal prob-
lem (3.52): nd uh 2 Vh such that
Rh(uh;vh) = 0 8vh 2 Vh; (3.53)
where Rh : Vh  Vh ! R is a semi-linear form derived from the weak formu-
lation of (3.52).
Denition 1 The discretization (3.53) dened by the semi-linear form, Rh,
is said to be consistent if the exact solution u to the primal problem (3.52)
satises following equation:
Rh(u;v) = 0 8v 2 V : (3.54)
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Next, let J() : V ! R be a general functional of interest
J(u) =
Z


j
(u) d
+
I
@

j (u) dS; (3.55)
where in the context of aerodynamic applications, the boundary target func-
tional j (u) typically represents the lift or drag coecient, whereas j
(u)
denes weighted mean-values, such as the mean density/energy inside 
.
Furthermore, let Jh() : Vh ! R be the discrete version of the functional
of interest (3.55), with the Frechet derivative given by
J 0h[uh](vh) =
Z


j0
[uh]vh d
+
I
@

j0 [uh]vh dS: (3.56)
Here, 0 denotes the Frechet derivative and the square bracket [] indicates
the state about which linearization is evaluated. Similarly, we denote by
R0h[uh](vh;wh) the Frechet derivative of the discrete primal problem. Then,
the discrete adjoint/dual problem is dened by: nd wh 2 Vh such that
R0h[uh](vh;wh) = J
0
h[uh](vh); 8vh 2 Vh: (3.57)
Denition 2 The discretization dened by the semi-linear form Rh and the
target functional Jh is said to be adjoint/dual consistent if the exact solution
w of the continuous adjoint problem satises the following equation:
R0h[u](v;w) = J
0
h[u](v); 8v 2 V : (3.58)
Consistency and adjoint consistency play an important role to ensure opti-
mal accuracy of a discontinuous Galerkin method. Indeed, it has been shown
(see e.g. Hartmann and Houston [84])that an adjoint inconsistent discretiza-
tion such as the non-symmetric interior penalty method (NIPDG) leads to
suboptimal convergence rates if the error is measured in terms of:
 the L2-norm of the primal solution11;
 the adjoint target functional (e.g. wall friction, lift/drag coecients,...).
Harriman et al. [76, 77] were amongst the rst who studied the inuence
of adjoint consistency on the accuracy of DG discretizations of elliptic PDEs.
According to them, the suboptimal convergence is caused by a lack of smooth-
ness of the adjoint problem. Later, an adjoint consistency analysis of the in-
terior penalty DG discretization of the compressible Euler equations has been
realized by Lu [117] who demonstrated the impact of adjoint consistent bound-
ary conditions, and Hartmann [78, 80] who provided a general framework for
analyzing adjoint consistency of DG discretizations. This analysis has been
extended to the compressible Navier-Stokes equations in [83, 84]. Recently,
Oliver [129] proposed an adjoint consistent discretization of the Reynolds-
averaged Navier-Stokes equations.
11For even polynomial degrees p, the convergence rate in L2-norm was found to be one
order lower than the optimal rate of O(hp+1).
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Denition 3 A numerical ux function (see section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3) is said
to be conservative, if it is single-valued at the inter element boundaries.
Denition 4 A bilinear form Rh dened on a normed linear space V with
norm kkV is said to be coercive if there is a positive constant  such that [143]
8u 2 V; kuk2V  Rh(u; u): (3.59)
Summary
Gathering the discretization of the inviscid, viscous and source terms given
by (3.23), (3.50) and (3.51) respectively, the interior penalty discontinuous
Galerkin method used in this works reads: nd uh 2 p such that 8m, 8i
rim =  
X
T2T
Z
T
rj F cmd
| {z }
CV
 
X
T2T
Z
T
ri Fvm d
| {z }
DV
 
X
T2T
Z
T
iSm d
| {z }
SV
+
I
 0
JiKHm(u h ;u+h ;n) dS| {z }
CI
+
I
 0
JiKk Dklmn@uhn@xl

dS| {z }
DI
+
I
 0
JuhmKJiK dS| {z }
DP
+
I
 0
JuhnKk Dklnm@i@xl

dS| {z }
DT
+ CBD +DBD +DBN +DBP: (3.60)
Here, CV , DV and SV denote the volume terms for the convective, diusive
and source uxes, respectively. The Dirichlet boundary terms for the convec-
tive (CBD), the diusive (DBD) and the penalty terms (DBP ) are found
using the same formulation as for internal faces (CI, DI, DP ), and imposing
the boundary conditions by providing an appropriate external state ub. Neu-
mann boundary conditions (DBN) are imposed by correcting the diusive
ux. The boundary specication is discussed in more details in section 3.3.
The sign of the transpose term is determined by , which equals 1 for the
Symmetric (SIPDG) and -1 for the Non-Symmetric Interior Penalty Discon-
tinuous Galerkin Method (NIPDG).
We conclude this section with a summary of the most important properties
of the presented IP-DGFEM approach:
 An approximate Riemann problem providing the necessary upwinding to
ensure the convective stability is solved for the inviscid interface term,
whereas the impact of the choice of a particular Riemann ux Hm de-
creases rapidly as the polynomial order of the interpolant is increased.
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 The diusive interface uxes are discretized using a central scheme ex-
plicitly stabilized by the transpose term DT (if  =  1) and the penalty
term DP . Note that if the latter is omitted, the method is referred to as
Baumann-Oden [13] approach, which is known to be only weakly stable.
 From (3.60) it is easily seen that the IP-DGFEM has a local support, im-
plying only direct neighbours. This allows a very ecient parallelization
of the method. Furthermore, all interface terms are dened explicitly,
which reduces the computational eort by about 30% compared to the
BR2 scheme. Both properties make the interior penalty approach par-
ticularly attractive for large CFD applications.
 The SIPDG as well as the NIPDG variant are both consistent and of
optimal order O(hp) if measured in H1-norm. However, while the pre-
sented SIPDG scheme is adjoint consistent without the source term, the
NIPDG method leads to an adjoint inconsistent discretization. This lack
of adjoint consistency results in a suboptimal order of convergence O(hp)
when the error is measured in terms of the L2-norm for even polynomial
degrees p. For odd p, both variants achieve the optimal convergence rate
of O(hp+1) in L2-norm. Similarly, if measured in terms of target func-
tionals J(), a so-called error doubling O(h2p) has been observed with
the symmetric SIPDG method. In contrast to this, the target functionals
behave like O(hp) in case of the NIPDG variant [79].
 In this work, jumps of the state variables between neighbouring elements
are penalized by the scalar weighting function  dened as
 = CIP

h
; (3.61)
with  the maximum viscosity at the interface, h a measure of the local
mesh size (cf. section 3.4.2) and CIP a positive \constant", that depends
on the interpolation order p, the dimension d and the element type. For
stability reasons this parameter must be chosen suciently large. Note
that for very large values of CIP the DG method tends to behave like a
standard conforming nite element method. This super-penality [4,144]
allows the NIPDG to recover optimal order of convergence for even poly-
nomial degrees because the consistency error can be driven down to an
arbitrarily small value. However, a large penalty parameter signicantly
increases the condition number of the stiness matrix, which in our ex-
perience increases the computing time and, in some cases, prevents the
algorithm converging to machine accuracy.
3.3 Boundary conditions
In order to obtain a well-posed problem, the Navier-Stokes/RANS equations
must be completed by additional restraints prescribed on the boundary @
.
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A particular feature of the discontinuous Galerkin methods is that boundary
uxes are handled in exactly the same weak manner as inter-element uxes.
Thus, no particular mathematical treatment is necessary to ensure high-order
accuracy close to the boundaries. This constitutes an important advantage
over nite dierence schemes when complex geometries are considered.
From a practical point of view, the inviscid ow boundary conditions are
weakly imposed via the Riemann solver. Similarly, Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions for the diusive and penalty terms are found by dening an appropriate
external state and applying the same formulation as for internal faces. Neu-
mann boundary conditions are prescribed by correcting the diusive ux.
As for internal cells, a local outward pointing normal vector is considered.
This implies that the left state u h refers to values inside the domain, while
ubh(u
 
h ;uBC) and u
+
h (u
 
h ;uBC) denote user dened external states. The latter
are function of the interior values u h and the known physical boundary data
uBC . As we separately treat inviscid and viscous boundary terms, dierent
(but compatible) exterior boundary states may be dened for each of them.
In the following, ubh refers to the exterior state of the convective uxes, while
we use u+h for the diusive and penalty terms. Details about dierent types
of boundary conditions implemented in our code are given below.
Fareld boundary conditions: U1. Assuming that the boundary is lo-
cated suciently far from the obstacle, this boundary condition prescribes
user dened free stream values
ubh = [1; u1; v1; w1; E1; ~1]
T (3.62)
for the whole state vector. To ensure the well-posedness of the problem12, the
inviscid normal ux is computed using a Riemann solver F c;bn =H(u h ;ubh). In
addition, the viscous terms are handled by extrapolating the solution for the
evaluation of the penalty term, i.e. u+h = u
 
h () JuhK = 0, and by enforcing
Fv;bn = 0.
Subsonic inow: Tt, pt, , , ~1. According to the theory of character-
istics only one characteristic wave leaves the computational domain, whereas
all the remaining are incoming waves. It follows that in the case of convection-
dominated three-dimensional RANS-SA equations ve quantities must be spec-
ied at subsonic inow boundaries. In this work, we use a classical approach
which consists in imposing the total temperature Tt, the total pressure pt, the
inow angles of the velocity  and , and the turbulence working variable
~1. This choice is particularly interesting for internal ows such as turbo-
machinery applications because it corresponds to available physical quanti-
ties. Next, the information is combined with the velocity magnitude, extrap-
12For a hyperbolic system of equations, the number of boundary conditions to be imposed
is equal to the number of waves entering the domain.
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olated/reconstructed from the interior values, in order to dene an external
state ubh. Then, the inviscid ux F c;bn is given by
F c;bn =H(u h ;ubh); (3.63)
while for the viscous terms, we impose
u+h = u
 
h () JuhK = 0 and Fv;bn = 0: (3.64)
Subsonic outow: p1. Under the assumption of a locally Euler ow, only
one physical boundary condition is required at a subsonic outlet. A widespread
choice also followed in this work is to specify the static pressure p1 while the
density, the velocity and turbulent viscosity are extrapolated. Combining
these quantities with the outow pressure, we dene the following boundary
state
ubh =
h
 ; u ; v ; w ; Eb; ~ 
iT
; (3.65)
with the total boundary energy computed as
Eb =
p1
   1 +
1
2
ku k2
 
: (3.66)
Then, the inviscid ux F c;bn is given by the Riemann solver
F c;bn =H(u h ;ubh); (3.67)
while for the viscous terms, we impose
u+h = u
 
h () JuhK = 0 and Fv;bn = 0: (3.68)
Isothermal, adiabatic wall. As in the case of subsonic inlet/outlet bound-
ary conditions, we seperately treat the inviscid and the viscous boundary
terms. While the advective uxes are chosen to ensure the impermeability
of the wall, the no-slip condition is imposed through the diusive terms.
Let uw = [uw; vw; ww]
T be the wall velocity, the no-penetration condition
is satised if the normal convection velocity through the boundary face is zero,
i.e.
(u    uw)  n = 0: (3.69)
This can be achieved imposing a velocity eld that is symmetric with respect
to the boundary face and resulting in the following boundary state vector,
ubh =
26666664
 
u    2nx [(u     uw)  n]
v    2ny [(u     uw)  n]
w    2nz [(u     uw)  n]
E 
0
37777775 : (3.70)
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Then, the inviscid ux F c;bn is given by the Riemann solver F c;bn =H(u h ;ubh).
Taking into account the viscous eects, an additional \no-slip" boundary
condition expressing the adherence of the uid particles to the wall, i.e. u =
uw, must be satised. Furthermore, zero eddy viscosity at the wall and a
thermal condition have to be enforced. In this regard, we distinguish between
adiabatic and isothermal walls.
 Adiabatic wall. First, Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed through
the penalty term providing an appropriate right state vector u+h ,
u+h =

 ;  uw;  vw;  ww; E+; 0
T
; (3.71)
where the density is extrapolated from the interior value and where the
turbulence working variable ~ is set to zero. The total energy is given
by
E+ = E    1
2
ku k2
 
+
1
2
 kuwk2: (3.72)
The viscous direct and transpose terms are evaluated based on the left
state u h , i.e. Fv;bn (u h ;ru h ) and DT (u h )  ru h , respectively. An al-
ternative approach would be to use the right state u+h or the average
state


u h ;u
+
h

. However, in our experience, there are only negligible
dierences between these implementations.
Next, the Neumann type adiabatic condition requiring a zero heat trans-
fer is imposed by correcting the viscous ux of the energy equation. The
resulting diusive ux is computed as
Fv;bn (u h ;ru h ) =
h
0;  xknk; 
 
yknk; 
 
zknk; 0; (+ ~
 )=r(~=) k nk
iT
;
(3.73)
with ij the viscous stress tensor introduced in section 2.2 (2.3.2) for the
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations.
 Isothermal wall. At isothermal walls, instead of requiring zero heat
transfer, a prescribed wall temperature Tw is applied, resulting in the
following right state vector
u+h =

+; +uw; 
+vw; 
+ww; E
+; 0
T
: (3.74)
Here, the density at the wall + is computed assuming a perfect gas
while the total energy is taken from the interior data, i.e.
+ =
p 
RTw
E+ = E    1
2
ku k2
 
+
1
2
+kuwk2: (3.75)
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Then, Dirichlet boundary conditions are again enforced through the
penalty term, whereas in contrast to the adiabatic wall, no Neumann
boundary condition has to be imposed. Thus, the viscous ux is given
by
Fv;bn (u h ;ru h ): (3.76)
Symmetry plane. As the name implies, this boundary condition requires
the ow state to be symmetric about the boundary face. This is achieved by
(i) enforcing the ow to be tangent to the plane and (ii) ensuring that the
uxes normal to the boundary vanish. Similarly to impermeable walls, the
boundary state is calculated with twice the normal velocity,
ubh = u
+
h =
26666664
 
u    2nx (u   n)
v    2ny (u   n)
w    2nz (u   n)
E 
~ 
37777775 : (3.77)
Then, the numerical uxes are computed as
F c;bn =H(u h ;ubh) and Fv;bn = 0: (3.78)
The latter condition ensures that the ow gradients vanish in the boundary
normal direction.
Adaptive wall function. CFD simulations constitute today a standard de-
sign tool for many engineering applications. However, the important computa-
tional cost of three-dimensional simulations and in particular their application
in optimization processes requires the development of fast algorithms.
A huge part of the computational eort needed for wall bounded viscous
ows is due to the strong gradients close to the wall requiring a large number of
computational cells to resolve the boundary layer. For instance, to perform the
simulation of a turbulent ow using a nite volume method, the rst grid point
o the wall must lie within the viscous sublayer, at about y+(1)  1. Thus,
assuming a typical grid stretching of 1.15, around 40 grid cells are generally
needed in the wall normal direction [95]. Although the mesh resolution can
be reduced by increasing the polynomial order of the shape functions (see
chapter 5), the high cost still remains a limiting factor in many large scale
industrial CFD applications. Similarly, the automatic generation of highly
curved meshes around complex geometries as needed by the DGFEM method
is anything other than trivial.
One approach to circumvent the high cost of CFD simulations is based on
the almost universal character of the ow close to the wall in quasi-equilibrium
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boundary layers. In fact, if an appropriate scaling is used, the velocity pro-
les collapse into a single curve in regions without (i) laminar-to-turbulent
transition, (ii) strong (adverse) pressure gradients and (iii) separation or reat-
tachment. This allows under many ow conditions and without a signicant
loss in accuracy to replace the original problem by decomposing the computa-
tional domain into two fully overlapping regions [171]. While the global ow
problem based on the RANS equations is solved in the outer domain, a sim-
plied one-dimensional model is used in the near-wall region. In practice, this
can be done by a simple change of the boundary condition. Instead of the no-
slip condition (cf. section 3.3), the wall-shear stress and the no-penetration at
the wall are prescribed on  w. Since the ow prole in the vicinity of the wall
is modeled, signicantly coarser meshes can be used.
It is worth noting that the computational eciency of wall functions is not
only due to the smaller number of grid nodes, but also to the larger time steps
allowed by the increased height of the elements close to the wall.
While the rst wall functions provided accurate results only inside the
log-layer, their range of validity has progressively been extended to the entire
near-wall region. This new family of wall functions is commonly known as
adaptive or low y+ wall functions.
In this work, we have implemented an adaptive wall function method sim-
ilar to the one presented by Knopp [100]. Assuming a quasi-equilibrium ow,
derivatives in the streamwise direction are negligible and the ow variables
only depend on the coordinate y (measured in the wall normal direction).
Then the starting point in the development of any wall function is to write
the turbulence variables in non-dimensional form scaling them by the wall
shear stress w = (@u=@y)w = u
2
 . In plus units, the ow variables are
dened as
y+ =
yu

; u+ =
u
u
; + =
t

; (3.79)
where u is the so-called friction velocity.
To improve the accuracy of the model over the entire boundary layer (from
the log-layer down to the viscous sublayer), the presented method combines
Spalding's (inverse) formula
F 1Sp;N  y+ = u+ + exp( 5:2)
 
exp(u+) 
NX
n=0
(u+)n
n!
!
(3.80)
with Reichardt's law [141] of the wall
FRei(y
+)  u+ = ln(1 + 0:4y
+)

+ 7:8

1  exp(  y
+
11:0
)  y
+
11:0
exp(  y
+
3:0
)

:
(3.81)
The latter is blended with the classical log-law Flog  u+ = ln(y+)=+ 5:1,
F logRei(y
+) = (1  b)FRei + bFlog; b = tanh(arg4); arg = y+=27; (3.82)
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where  denotes the von Karmann constant  = 0:41. The nal expression of
the wall function is then dened by
FSA = (1  )FSp;5 + F logRei;  = tanh(arg3); arg = y+=24: (3.83)
Because the wall distance y is determined by the height of the rst cell
layer, and u is taken as the slip velocity at the boundary (y = 0), the wall
function (3.83) denes an implicit expression for the wall shear stress. To solve
this non-linear equation we proceed in several steps:
 First, starting from an initial guess for the friction velocity u0 , we use
a Newton method to seek u;Rei as solution of the blended law of Re-
ichardt (3.82), i.e. u=u = F
log
Rei(yu=):
 Next, using u;Rei as new \initial" guess, we seek u;Sp as solution of
Spalding's inverse formula (3.80), i.e. yu= = F
 1
Sp;5(u=u ).
 We then set  = (u;Sp) and compute the combined friction velocity
u = (1  )u;Sp + u;Rei.
 Finally, we compute the wall shear stress as w = u2 .
A Dirichlet boundary condition for the turbulence working variable ~ of
the S-A model can be dened as follows. Given an estimation of the eddy
viscosity t computed as
t

=  exp( 5:5)  exp(u+)  1  u+   0:5(u+)2 ; (3.84)
we seek ~ as solution of
t = fv1(~=): (3.85)
Finally, the numerical uxes are computed in the following way. As in
the case of a symmetry plane the boundary state for the convective term is
extrapolated from interior data (cf. equation (3.77)). The inviscid ux is then
computed by the Riemann solver while the viscous ux is prescribed by the
Neumann boundary condition
Fv;bn =
26666664
0
 wut=kutk
 wvt=kutk
 wwt=kutk
0
(+ ~ )=r(~=) k nk
37777775 : (3.86)
with ut = [ut; vt; wt]
T the wall tangential velocity. The velocity proles and
shear friction distributions obtained with the combined Reichardt-Spalding
wall law are presented in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Shear friction distribution and velocity proles for the turbulent
at plate using the combined Reichardt-Spalding law of the wall, p = 4. y+
indicates the height of the rst grid cell.
3.4 Discretization aspects of the Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations
As shown in chapter 2, in spite of the popularity of the Spalart-Allmaras model
the development of a robust RANS solver remains a challenging task, and
many variants to resolve the issues have been proposed. While in section 2.3.4
dierent attempts to improve the intrinsic stability of the S-A model have
been compared, this section focuses on the particular discretization aspects of
the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations.
3.4.1 The transpose term
Whereas in general a fully coupled RANS solver signicantly reduces the num-
ber of Newton iterations, we found that - in combination with the IP formula-
tion - the strong coupling between Navier-Stokes equations and SA turbulence
model deteriorates the stability of the solver. In contrast to what could be
expected, the breakdown of the solver was not caused by Gibbs oscillations of
the turbulent viscosity (usually encountered in the under resolved regions of
the outer boundary layer). The instabilities are rather related to (unphysical)
negative values of the density which systematically appeared in the vicinity
of the leading and the trailing edge. A detailed analysis traced the transpose
term DT to be at the origin of this phenomenon.
Since similar issues were not encountered for laminar computations, we
concluded that they are linked to the diusive terms that the turbulence model
adds to the continuity equation via the transpose term. As all equations are
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solved together, it seems that the rapid increase of t during the start-up may
result in negative densities at some interpolation points. A similar eect has
been observed for the coupling between the continuity and the energy equa-
tion. This second instability can be explained by the relationship between
the thermal conductivity and the eddy viscosity. To remedy this problem, we
propose to partially decouple the continuity equation by neglecting certain en-
tries of the transpose term. Indeed, the latter constitutes the only place in the
discrete continuity equation where the turbulence variable appears explicitly.
In order to clarify the origin of the coupling, we rst rewrite the transpose
term as a matrix-vector product of the projected 4th order diusive tensor
Dklnm (cf. Equ. (3.37)) and the interface jump of the solution vector JuhK.
DTim  
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dX
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(3.87)
Taking into account the denition of the diusive uxes (2.3) and (3.37), the
contribution of the transpose term to the continuity equation is, in 2D, given
by
DTi = 
+ t

2666664
0
( 43unx   vny)@i@x + (23vnx   uny)@i@y
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(3.88)
with
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(3.89)
Note that (3.88) simply corresponds to the rst line of the transpose term
evaluated at the average state huhi. In the case of the velocity and the total
energy, a density weighted average is calculated as hui  u +u+
 ++ and hEi 
E +E+
 ++ . t represents the turbulent heat conductivity calculated as t =
tcp=Prt (cf. section 2.3.2). Prt is the turbulent Prandtl number.
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Since instabilities mainly appeared in the vicinity of the leading or the
trailing edge where adiabatic wall boundary conditions are imposed, we next
investigate their inuence on (3.88). Denoting by  w  @
 the subset of
solid wall boundaries, the following Dirichlet conditions are prescribed on  w:
+ =  , u+ = 0, E+ = E    0:5ku k2 and ~+ = 0. Substituting these
expressions in (3.88) and (3.89), and taking into account that u   u+ = 0 on
 w, one immediately remarks that the terms related to the momentum (and
continuity) equation are negligible compared to the contribution of the energy
equation or the turbulence model. Hence the transpose term simplies to
DTi    k
cv
E

nx
@i
@x
+ ny
@i
@y

E+   E 
   
2
2

nx
@i
@x
+ ny
@i
@y

~+   ~  ; on  w: (3.90)
Note that (3.90) is exact if the diusive tensor is computed using the right
state u+h . However, we did not observe any inuence on the stability in the
case the diusive tensor is evaluated based on the left u h , the right u
+
h or the
average huhi state.
In section 3.4.2 we will see that the penalty term plays an important role
for the stability of the diusive operator. In particular, it must be chosen large
enough in order to ensure the coercivity of the SIPDG method. However, close
to the boundaries the transpose term DTi does not vanish and, since JK = 0
on  w, it is not counterbalanced by the penalty term. Furthermore, one should
bear in mind that coercivity only guarantees the boundedness of the solution
but does not forbid negative values of . We therefore propose the following
modication which consists in neglecting the components (1,Nv) and (1,Nv-1)
of the projected diusive tensor:
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This hypothesis is equivalent to consider that the diusive uxes of the energy
equation and the turbulence model do not depend on the gradient of , i.e.
DklNv 1;1 = 0; D
kl
Nv1 =
@Fv;SAk
@

@
@xl
 = 0; 8k;8l: (3.92)
As we were not able to get converged results with the original (full) transpose
term, all applications shown in this thesis have been computed with the new
proposal (3.91).
Hartmann [82] and Dolejs [49] both applied the interior penalty method
to the laminar Navier-Stokes equations. Whereas no particular treatment of
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the transpose term has been reported by Hartmann, similar stability issues as
in the turbulent case have been encountered by Dolejs. Instead of neglecting
some components of the transpose diusive tensor, he proposes to replace
@1
@xl
by @
@xl
in (3.87). For completeness, it should be mentioned that with
denition (3.91), the method is strictly speaking no longer symmetric nor
anti-symmetric. That means that in contrast to the original IP formulation,
the direct and the transpose diusive term no longer satisfy the following
property: DIim =  DTmi.
3.4.2 The penalty term
The numerical properties of the interior penalty method are closely related to
the denition of the penalty parameter . On the one hand, the coercivity and
hence the stability of the SIPDG method is only guaranteed for suciently
large . On the other hand, Castillo [28] proved that the conditioning number
of the resulting set of equations grows linearly with . Its denition is hence
of utmost importance.
Based on the work of Warburton and Hesthaven [180], Shahbazi [158] has
derived an explicit expression for  leading to optimal values for the Pois-
son equation (assuming a constant viscosity parameter ) on simplex meshes.
Epshteyn et al. [57] generalized this denition providing scaling rules in case of
variable and anisotropic viscosity, whilst recently Hartmann and Houston [84]
considered matrix penalties. Instead of the scalar weighting function (3.61),
they proposed a matrix variant (transcribed to our notation)
(uh) = C

IP
p2
h
hD(uh)i (3.93)
scaled by the average of the diusive Jacobian tensor (cf. section (3.2.3)) and
with CIP a constant of around 10-20. Contrary to (3.61), where all compo-
nents of the systems are scaled by the same value, the matrix penalty (3.93)
introduces a tailored jump penalization thereby leading to a superior conver-
gence rate - compared to the standard (scalar) IP method - for some appli-
cations [84]. A very similar approach but with the Jacobian tensor evaluated
at the average of the numerical solution, i.e. D(huhi) instead of hD(uh)i, has
been considered by Gassner et al. [64].
In [52] we have discussed the inuence of the scaling length h on the stabil-
ity of the RANS equations. Very recently we have extended Shahbazi's analysis
to provide optimal scalar values which account not only for mesh anisotropy
and hybrid meshes [52], but also for highly variable viscosity; see Drosson and
Hillewaert [51]. Both issues are encountered in turbulent (boundary layer)
computations.
In the present section we briey summarize the main ndings of the stabil-
ity analysis presented in [51]. For a detailed description, we refer to the cited
literature.
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Starting point of the coercivity analysis. To simplify the discussion, we
will consider a simple Poisson problem with variable viscosity 
r(ru) = S: (3.94)
As the discretization of the source term S is independent of the IP formula-
tion, it will be neglected here. Furthermore, only the symmetric case ( = 1)
is considered because the NIPDG method ( =  1) trivially satises the co-
ercivity condition [143]. By applying the IP formulation (3.60) to (3.94) and
using Young's inequality13, the bilinear form a(; ) of the Poisson problem can
be written as
a(uh; uh) 
X
T
Z
T
 (ruh)2 dV  
X
F
1
F
Z
F
hruhi2 dS
+
X
F
(F   F )
Z
F
JuhK2dS 8uh 2 p; (3.95)
with F a positive yet undened constant (see equation (8) in [51]). Next, to
derive a lower bound of the bilinear form the following trace inverse inequality
is introduced Z
F
u2hdS  CT;F(q)
A(F )
V(T )
Z
T
u2hdV; 8uh 2 q: (3.96)
Here CT;F(q) is a coecient that depends on the polynomial degree q of the
discrete solution and on the canonical type of face F and element T in the
reference space. A(F ) denotes the \area" of face F and V(T ) the \volume"
of element T . In a recent work Hillewaert et al. [86] propose sharp values
of CT;F(q) for any type of element present in unstructured hybrid meshes.
Thereby, they generalize previous results of Warburton and Hesthaven [180]
for Lagrangian interpolation on simplices.
Based on (3.95) and (3.96) six dierent variants of the penalty parameter
have been investigated, resulting from two choices for the length scale and
three for the viscosity scale.
Choice of the length scale. Assuming a constant viscosity  and using
the trace inverse inequality followed by some mathematical manipulations, one
nds [51]
a(uh; uh) 
X
F
(F   F )
Z
F
JuhK2dS
+
X
T
Z
T
 (ruh)2
0BB@1  X
F2T
F 62@

CT;F(p)
2F
A(F )
V(T )  
X
F2T
F2@

CT;F(p)
F
A(F )
V(T )
1CCA dV:
(3.97)
13Young's inequality: 8 > 0; 8a; b 2 R; 2ab  a2 + b2=.
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A straightforward generalization of Shahbazi's proposal to hybrid meshes shows
that a(; ) is coercive, by choosing
F > F > max
T3F
0@X
g2T
CT;g(p)
2
A(g)
V(T )
1A ; F 62 @
 (3.98)
for internal faces, whilst the penalty parameter should be twice as large for
boundary faces. g is a local index running on the faces of the element and
g denotes the corresponding canonical element. Since (3.98) is roughly pro-
portional to the inverse of the element radius, we refer to this denition as
\minimum radius". Furthermore, as F is similar for all faces of the element,
this choice is useful in case of (nearly) isotropic elements.
In case of the highly anisotropic meshes as encountered in turbulent (bound-
ary layer) computations, the following choice might be more appropriate
F > F > max
T3F


CT;F(p)
2NT
A(F )
V(T )

; F 62 @
: (3.99)
where NT is the number of faces of the element T . The resulting penalty
parameter is inversely proportional to the element \height" normal to the face
and enhances thus the penalty contribution in the wall normal direction for
boundary layer meshes. We refer to this choice as \distance to the opposing
node". It is easy to check that both denitions respect the coercivity condition.
Choice of the viscosity scale. The basic idea of turbulence modelling is
to simulate the eect of the small scales by increasing the eective viscosity.
As a consequence, the latter can - in contrast to most laminar computations
- no longer be considered constant, and the question arises which value we
should use for the viscosity scale. Because this analysis is independent of the
choice of the length scale, the anisotropic variant is preferred here as it leads
to the most simple expression.
In a recent study [51] we have compared three dierent denitions of the
viscosity scale. These are:
 Facewise maximum viscosity
F > F > max
T3F

~MF
CT;F(p)
2NT
A(F )
V(T )

; F 62 @
; (3.100)
 Facewise relative viscosity
F > F > max
T3F

M2F
mT
CT;F(p)
2NT
A(F )
V(T )

; F 62 @
; (3.101)
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 Elementwise maximum viscosity
F > F > max
T3F

MT
CT;F(p+ q)
2NT
A(F )
V(T )

; F 62 @
: (3.102)
Here MF  maxF () and MT  maxT () are the maximum viscosity on face
F and inside element T , respectively, whilst mT = minT () is the minimum
viscosity inside element T . The (~) indicates an average related viscosity, i.e.
~MF  maxF (hi) = maxF ((  + +)=2).
The rst denition (3.100) is a naive extension of the constant viscosity
case. It is the standard choice in this thesis and except mentioned dierently
all presented numerical applications are performed using this choice. The
second proposition (3.101) is similar to the one of Epshteyn and Riviere [57,
143]. However, a sharper bound is obtained by using the recent trace inverse
inequalities. It is further referred to as the maxMin scale. Finally, the third
proposal (3.102) results from the observation that the (RANS) eddy viscosity
t is bounded by the S-A variable ~.
From Equ. (2.27) it is easily seen that for any positive value of the inter-
mediate variable ~, an upper bound of the eddy viscosity t is given by
jtj  j~j; 8~ > 0: (3.103)
Hence, Z
F
(ruh)2dS  CT;F(p+ q)A(F )V(T )
Z
T
(ruh)2dV: (3.104)
Inequality (3.103) is illustrated in Fig. 3.6 and has an important consequence
on the choice of the penalty parameter. Note that for ~ < 0, Equ. (3.103) is no
longer satised since fv1() ! 1 as  !  cv1. However, for negative values
of ~ the turbulence model itself becomes unstable and several modications
have been discussed in chapter 2 to avoid ~ < 0. In turn, ~ varies with
the order p of the interpolation space, since ~ is one of the variables. Hence
choosing q = p in equation (3.102) is an adequate and strictly stable choice,
although it becomes rather conservative when approaching the boundary; see
Fig. 3.6. Although our standard choice, the facewise maximum scale, does not
guarantee the coercivity of the bilinear form, it leads to satisfying results -
in terms of stability and non-linear convergence - for most applications. In
contrast, both the maxMin and the elementwise scale respect the coercivity
condition.
3.4.3 Wall distance
As can be seen from equations (2.27) to (2.30) the Spalart-Allmaras model
requires the knowledge of the distance to the nearest wall. Since the inte-
gration of the dierent terms in (3.60) is performed numerically, this implies
to determine the smallest wall distance for each Gaussian quadrature point.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between the (non-dimensional) eddy viscosity t= =
fv1 and the Spalart-Allmaras variable ~= for dierent values of . Note
that jtj < j~j; 8  0. In particular, t ! ~ as !1.
In practice, the computation of these distances occurs in two stages at the
beginning of the simulation.
Let Q be a point whose distance to  w, the union of all (solid) walls, must
be calculated. We rst identify the nearest element to Q lying on  w. Thereto,
we discretize each boundary element by a certain number14 of points. Next, the
nearest point P belonging to the boundary is searched using the Approximate
Nearest Neighbour Searching (ANN) library [123]. This open source library
employs a couple of dierent tree algorithms allowing to eciently process
very large data sets.
Since the use of high-order polynomial approximations goes most of the
time together with the use of coarse meshes, the nearest neighbour search may
result in an inaccurate estimation of the wall distance; see Fig. 3.7 (case 2).
To improve the accuracy, the exact distance is computed in a second step by
projecting the query point Q on the previously identied element. Denoting by
(; ) the local coordinates in the reference space associated to the boundary
element, the projection algorithm reads: Minimize the objective function
d(; ) = (xP (; )  xQ)2 + (yP (; )  yQ)2 + (zP (; )  zQ)2 ; (3.105)
subject to the linear constraints
 1  ;   1 (quadrangle) (3.106)
or
0  ; 0  ; and   1   (triangle). (3.107)
14A compromise between a suciently accurate representation of the boundary elements
on the one hand and the size of the resulting data set on the other hand must be found.
Indeed, the search of the nearest neighbour could identify the wrong element, if the number of
boundary points is insucient. Furthermore, the better the estimation of the wall distance,
the faster the ensuing projection algorithm. In practice, we represent each element by 10
points per space direction.
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Here, the constraints (3.106) and (3.107) express that the projection P must
lie inside the element. The optimization problem (3.105) to (3.107) can be
solved very eciently using a quasi-Newton method. In this work, we build
an approximate Hessian matrix that neglects the curvature @2x=@2 of the
boundary elements. The resulting algorithm leads to the exact distance in
only one iteration in the case of straight boundary elements.
Figure 3.7: Minimum wall distance: '' query quadrature point Q, '' element
vertex, '' auxiliary discretization points, '' orthogonal projection. Espe-
cially if the quadrature point Q is located close to the wall, a simple nearest
neighbour search leads to a very inaccurate wall distance.
According to our experience the Spalart-Allmaras model turned out to be
extremely sensitive to the accuracy of the computed wall distance. Thus, es-
pecially for three-dimensional simulations small uctuations in the distances
close to the wall are amplied by the model and result in an inaccurate esti-
mation of the skin friction. Other quantities such as the velocity, pressure...
seem however less aected.
The impact of the wall distance on the computed ow elds is illustrated by
the NACA 0012 aerofoil; Fig. 3.8. Thereto, we extrude the two-dimensional
prole by 4 layers in the spanwise direction, imposing symmetry boundary
conditions on z-plans. Since the resulting stationary ow is two-dimensional,
no uctuation should be observed in the spanwise direction. However, Fig. 3.8
shows a situation that we typically observed if the wall projection is solved
with an insucient accuracy. While the pressure coecient (Fig. 3.8(a)) is
perfectly homogeneous in z-direction, the skin friction (Fig. 3.8(b)) oscillates
inside elements. Note that in the present case, the norm of the non-linear
residual vector has been reduced by a factor 10 9. Finally, this example
clearly demonstrates the importance of the boundary representation, since
oscillations in the (curved) boundary elements have a similar eect than an
inaccurate computation of the wall distance.
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(a) Pressure coecient Cp
(b) Friction coecient Cf
Figure 3.8: NACA 0012 aerofoil (Re = 1:86 106, M1 = 0:3,  = 4). While
almost no inuence on the pressure distribution is observed, an inaccurate
computation of the wall distance strongly aects the skin friction.
3.5 Numerical results: Robustness of the RANS
solver
In the remainder of this section, dierent numerical examples are presented
to investigate the robustness of the interior penalty RANS solver. The fo-
cus of the rst part (section 3.5.1) lies on the inherent stability of the S-A
model. Thereto, two versions of the S-A model are compared in terms of
predicted eddy viscosity and algorithm stability. The corresponding results
have been submitted for publication in Drosson et al. [52]. In the second part
(section 3.5.2), the role of the penalty coecient is analysed in greater detail.
In particular, three choices of the viscosity scale and two choices of the length
scale are discussed. Finally, we consider a hybrid discretization of the RANS
system in section 3.5.3.
3.5.1 Clipped versus modied S-A model
Henceforth, we compare the two versions of the S-A turbulence model, i.e. the
\clipped" and the \modied" one15, by means of two standard test cases: a at
plate (Rex = 5  106 (at x = 1), M1 = 0:2) with zero pressure gradient and
a NACA 0012 aerofoil at zero incidence (Re = 1:85 106, M1 = 0:3). While
15The \modied" S-A turbulence model refers to the changes proposed by Oliver resumed
in section 2.3.4.
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Figure 3.9: Mixed structured/unstructured NACA 0012 grid,  = 0 ( 2080
elements). The boundary layer is discretized by several layers of double sided
4th order curved quadrangles.
the present section only focuses on the eect of the changes to the turbulence
model, both ows are studied in more details in chapter 5.
The system of RANS equations is solved using a Jacobian-free Newton-
Krylov solver with ILU(1) preconditioner. The denition of the penalty length
scale h (see section 3.2.3) is based on either the \distance to the opposing node"
or the quotient V(T )=A(@T ) referred to as \minimum radius", where V(T ) is
the area / volume of element T and A(@T ) is the circumference of element
T . As for the viscosity scale, all computations have been performed using the
facewise denition which constitutes the default choice in this thesis. The
inuence of the viscosity scale is subject of the next section.
All results shown here are computed with p = 4 polynomials for the ow
over the at plate and p = 2 polynomials for the NACA 0012 aerofoil. Fur-
thermore, the simulations are accelerated by an order sequencing: we rst
start wit P 1-elements. Once the residual has converged by a factor 10 6, the
solution is projected onto P 2 and eventually P 3 and P 4 function spaces.
The computation of the ow around the NACA 0012 aerofoil is performed
on a hybrid C-type mesh extending to 30 chord lengths. The mesh is composed
of 2080 elements with 2 23 elements on the chord. Grid points are clustered
near the ends of the aerofoil. The boundary layer is discretized by several
layers of double sided 4th order curved quandrangles; see Fig. 3.9.
For the at plate, the analysis is made on a relatively ne unstructured
grid (744 triangles) as well as on two coarse structured grids composed of 204
/ 408 quadrangles / triangles, respectively. The height of the rst cell o the
wall is set to y+(1) = 16. The larger cell size is possible due to the high-order
interpolation compared to classical FV methods where y+(1)  1 is required.
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Case Grid Penalty CPU time (sec) Gain (%)
Clipped Modied
Flat plate
Quads OppNod 36 40 -11.8
Quads MinRad 35 37 -7.5
Triangles OppNod 34 39 -13.8
Triangles MinRad n.c. n.c. -
Unstructured OppNod 307 347 -13.0
NACA0012 Hybrid OppNod 244 252 -3.4
Hybrid MinRad 180 196 -9.0
Table 3.2: Summary of the setups used for the comparison between \clipped"
and \modied" S-A turbulence model. The results are computed with p = 4
polynomials for the ow over the at plate and p = 2 polynomials for the
NACA 0012 foil. The penalty parameter is based on a facewise denition of
the viscosity scale. (\n.c." indicates that the computation did not converge.)
The setups used for the comparison between the clipped and the modied
S-A turbulence model are summarized in table 3.2 which also lists the compu-
tational cost (in seconds) necessary to decrease the non-linear residual norm
by 10 orders of magnitude. The corresponding timings were obtained on a
single Intel core i7-960 processor (3.20 GHz).
Eect on the computed solution
Before analysing the stability of the resulting RANS-SA systems, we rst
concentrate on the eect on the Spalart-Allmaras working variable ~ on the
one hand, and on the remaining ow variables (, u,...) on the other hand.
Fig. 3.10 compares the regions of negative turbulent viscosity in the bound-
ary layer of the at plate using either the modied or the clipped S-A model.
For representation purposes, the results are scaled by a factor 40 in the vertical
direction. We rst observe that negative values of ~ are found only in the outer
boundary layer, where the grid resolution is insucient to resolve the sharp
gradients of the viscosity prole. Although both models predict negative val-
ues of the turbulence working variable, these undershoots are reduced by the
modications (2.41) to (2.46) described in the previous section, whereby the
amount depends on the grid resolution. For ne meshes, nearly no dierence
is observed between the two models. This is not surprising since the Gibbs
oscillations tend to disappear as the mesh is rened. Moreover, the proles
of the non-dimensional turbulent viscosity  = ~= (see Fig. 3.11) show that
the changes to the turbulence model have only a local impact. Except at the
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interface between boundary layer and free stream both proles are identical.
Most important, at least from an engineering point of view, is to know
whether the two models lead to similar mean ow solutions. According to the
at plate computations, the modications do not inuence the solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations, neither the direct variables (density, momentum,...),
see Fig. 3.12(a), nor the derived elds (skin friction, pressure coecient,...); see
Fig. 3.12(b). These observations are conrmed by the ow around the NACA
aerofoil and can be explained by the following two arguments: (i) the very
local impact of the modications, and (ii) a certain insensitivity of the ow
solution to the accuracy of the turbulence model. The latter will be examined
further in chapter 5.
Eect on the stability
Regarding the results in table 3.2, we notice that despite the changes intended
to improve the behaviour of the S-A model,
 clipping is approximately 10% faster than the \modied" model;
 both models diverged for the at plate computation on the triangular
grid with a penalty coecient based on the \minimum radius".
Even though these observations may surprise at rst glance, at least a partial
explanation can be given looking to the convergence histories of the at plate
and the NACA aerofoil shown in Fig. 3.13. Remember that one of the aims
of the modications is to conserve the C1-continuity of the model at ~ = 0
in order to not hamper the convergence to steady state. However, the new
denition of the diusion and the source terms results in a huge increase of the
residual in elements with negative viscosity. Since the CFL number is related
to the residual norm by an exponential law, a higher residual leads to smaller
time steps and as a consequence increases the computing time. Conversely,
even in the case of ill-conditioned unstructured meshes, we did not observe
any disturbing impact of the clipping procedure, neither on the non-linear
convergence nor on the iterative linear solver.
Even worse, since the whole set of RANS-SA equations is solved as a single
coupled system, the sudden increase of the turbulence model residual strongly
perturbs the remaining ow variables. It follows according to our numerical
experiments that the modications proposed by Oliver slightly reduce the
stability of the method, although they should ensure a decrease in time of the
negative turbulent energy.
Given the non-linear character of the RANS equations, it is hard to ex-
plain the exact mechanisms leading to the breakdown of the computation in
some cases. Though, a second factor that may inuence the stability of the
algorithm is the precision with which the (linear) Newton system is solved.
The standard convergence criterion for the iterative linear solver used in this
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(a) Clipped S-A model (b) Modied S-A model
(c) Clipped S-A model (d) Modied S-A model
Figure 3.10: Regions of negative turbulent viscosity  = ~=(100) for a at
plate (Rex = 5  106 at x=1, M1 = 0:2) using P 4-elements: top, structured
quadrangular grid ((4 + 13)  12 elements); bottom, unstructured triangular
grid (744 elements). For representation purposes, the results are scaled by a
factor 40 in the y-direction. As expected, the \modied S-A model" reduces
the regions where  has signicant negative values.
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Figure 3.11: Non-dimensional viscosity proles at station x = 0:55 for the ow
over the at plate (Rex = 5  106 at x=1, M1 = 0:2) computed with p=4
polynomials on a coarse structured grid ((4 + 13)  12 quadrangles). Both
versions of the S-A turbulence model lead to identical viscosity proles except
in the outer boundary layer.
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(b) Skin friction
Figure 3.12: Comparison between the clipped and the modied S-A model for
the ow over the at plate (Rex = 5 106 at x=1, M1 = 0:2) computed with
p = 4 polynomials on a coarse structured quadrangular grid, h  distance
to the opposing node. Both versions of the turbulence model lead to nearly
identical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations.
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(b) NACA 0012 (Re = 1:85  106, M1 =
0:3,  = 0): p=2 computed on a coarse
hybrid grid
Figure 3.13: Comparison between the clipped and the modied S-A turbu-
lence model: convergence histories, distance to the opposing node. The huge
increase of the residual observed for the modied S-A model leads to smaller
time steps and hence can increase the total computing time.
work requires a reduction by one order of magnitude of the residual norm16.
While most of the time this tolerance leads to satisfying results, it may be
insucient if the turbulence working variable drops below zero. Indeed, be-
cause the residual is much higher for elements with a negative viscosity, the
reduction in the largest component of the residual can be sucient to achieve
the linear convergence tolerance whereas the small components of the residual
can even have increased [35].
To illustrate the impact of the linear convergence tolerance kR0k=kRk
(with R the residual vector17 of the linearized problem), we compute the ow
over the at plate using the modied S-A model and imposing a higher CFL
number. The latter is necessary because for small CFL values, all compu-
tations remain stable. As illustrated by Fig. 3.14, the instabilities generally
appear during the rst Newton iterations, which are characterized by a fast
growing of the turbulence working variable. We furthermore see that solving
the Newton system more accurately can, at least in the present case, avoid the
breakdown of the computation. In practice however, it may be very dicult
to meet such severe linear convergence requirements for large, ill-conditioned
problems. A much better and even more stable approach in order to avoid
\oversolving" would be to simply reduce the CFL number. Even worth in
terms of memory and CPU resources is the use of direct solvers such as the
Gauss method. Although the total number of Newton iterations has been re-
16For details about the iterative solution of the time dependent PDEs we refer to chapter 4.
17The subscript \0" refers to the rst iteration of the linear solver.
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Figure 3.14: Impact of the linear convergence tolerance kR0k=kRk on the
stability of the modied S-A model for the ow over the at plate (Rex =
5  106 at x=1, M1 = 0:2) computed with p = 4 polynomials on a coarse
structured grid, h  distance to the opposing node.
duced by  25%, the computing time has more than doubled; see Fig. 3.14.
Finally, since the instabilities are strongly related to the grid resolution, it
sometimes proves advantageous to start the computation on P 2- (rather than
P 1-) elements. Although this slows down the calculation on ne meshes, it
may avoid the breakdown on very coarse or highly curved meshes.
We end the comparison between the clipped and the modied S-A model
with a few words about the inuence of the penalty coecient. The latter will
be further discussed in section 3.5.2. Regarding the results in table 3.2, we
notice that with a scaling length h based on the \minimum radius" compu-
tations are (i) generally faster but (ii) sometimes less stable than by choosing
the \distance to the opposing node". Instabilities appeared especially in com-
bination with the modied S-A model. The second observation may surprise
because - as seen in section 3.4.2 - both denitions lead to a coercive dis-
cretization of the RANS-SA system. The stabilizing eect of choosing the
distance to the opposing node can probably be explained as follows. Given
the strong anisotropy of the meshes currently used in the boundary layer, this
choice leads to a more stringent jump penalization in the wall normal direction.
However, it is in this direction where the sharpest ow gradients are observed.
Hence, depending on the aspect ratio of the grid, the penalty coecient on
faces parallel to the wall can be several orders of magnitude higher than with
the \minimum radius". In contrast to this, as the ow changes slowly in the
streamline direction, smaller penalty coecients on faces perpendicular to the
streamlines should only have a minor impact on the algorithm stability.
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3.5.2 Inuence of the penalty coecient
In the following we shortly summarize the main numerical results presented
in [51]. The rst example is a simple Poisson equation with a prescribed (vari-
able) viscosity. Next the method is applied to the system of RANS equations.
The considered test cases are a turbulent at pate with zero pressure gradient
and a NACA 0012 aerofoil at an incidence angle of  = 3:59. Both applica-
tions are studied in detail in chapter 5. As the inuence of the length scale h
has already been discussed in section 3.5.1, we will focus here on the choice of
the viscosity scale. The aim is to determine the best strategy for the penalty
parameter  to ensure the stability during the iterative solving procedure. The
transient is generally characterized by large interface jumps, especially when
the calculation is accelerated by an order sequencing procedure. For the ele-
mentwise denition of the viscosity, we will assume that the t is satisfactorily
approximated in p.
Poisson equation with variable viscosity
The rst application consists of a Poisson equation to be solved on the rect-
angular domain [0; 100]  [0; 1]. The method of manufactured solutions, i.e.
using an appropriate value of the source term, is used to provide the reference
solution
u(x; y) = sin(2x=100) sin(2y): (3.108)
The computational domain is discretized by 50 quadrilaterals with a mean
aspect ratio of 200. The exact solution and the mesh are shown in Fig. 3.15.
(a) Exact solution (b) Quadrilateral mesh
Figure 3.15: The computational domain [0; 100]  [0; 1] used for the Poisson
problem is partitioned into 50 quadrilaterals. For visualization purposes the
mesh is scaled by a factor 100 in the y-direction. The mean aspect ratio of
the grid cells equals 200.
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Constant viscosity. To emphasize the eect of the length scale we rst
consider a Poisson problem with unit viscosity. The stability of the method
is analyzed by computing for each polynomial orders p = 1 : : : 4, the L2-norm
of the nodal error versus the penalty parameter. Since the three denitions
of the viscosity scale are equivalent in case of a constant viscosity, only the
facewise scale is considered here. A systematic variation of  indicates that
the six critical values  proposed in section 3.4.2 yield a stable solution; see
Fig. 3.16. (Whereas for  > , the nodal error remains almost constant, a
small variation of the penalty parameter causes a large variation of u if  < .)
Despite of the high aspect ratio of the grid cells, almost no dierence is
found between the isotropic and the (new) anisotropic choice of the length
scale. In particular both formulations lead to a penalty parameter that is
approximately two times larger than the critical stable value observed in prac-
tice.
(a) Isotropic (b) Anisotropic
Figure 3.16: Inuence of the penalty parameter on the L2-norm of the nodal
error for dierent interpolation orders 1  p  4 in case of a Poisson equation
with constant viscosity parameter. The computational domain is partitioned
into 50 quadrilaterals with a mean aspect ratio of 200.
Variable viscosity. Whereas the previous paragraph was dedicated to a
Poisson problem with constant viscosity, we now investigate the eect of strong
variations of the diusivity parameter. The latter is characteristic of turbu-
lent boundary layers where the eddy viscosity rapidly reaches values that are
several orders of magnitude higher than the molecular viscosity. In the re-
mainder of this section, the following polynomial expression of the viscosity
will be considered
(x; y) = 1 + 1000
h x
100
q
+ yq
i
:
with q = 1, 2 or 4. Since q is known, the elementwise formulation can be based
on the exact polynomial order of the viscosity. Furthermore the source term
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S(x; y) is adapted in order to conserve the same analytic solution as for the
Poisson problem with unit viscosity; cf. Equ. (3.108).
Calculating the L2-norm of the nodal error against the penalty parame-
ter a similar situation as for the Poisson problem with constant viscosity is
observed; see Fig. 3.17, 3.18 and 3.19. In particular, all formulations yield a
stable discretization if  > =2, and this almost independently of the order
q of the viscosity. It is worth noting that although the (naive) facewise scale
does not formally guarantee coercivity, it denes a very sharp bound of the
penalty parameter, that furthermore is close to the maxMin formulation. One
reason is probably the smoothness of the imposed viscosity that is continuous
through the entire domain. Moreover, the viscosity does not include any Gibbs
oscillations (with possibly negative values) as currently encountered for RANS
computations in the underresolved regions of the outer boundary layer. For
the same reason it might be not surprising that the elementwise scale results
in the most conservative estimation of . This is particularly true if a high
order viscosity (q = 4) is combined with low p.
(a) Facewise, isotropic (b) MaxMin, isotropic (c) Elementwise, isotropic
(d) Facewise, anisotropic (e) MaxMin, anisotropic (f) Elementwise, anisotropic
Figure 3.17: Inuence of the penalty parameter on the L2-norm of the nodal
error for dierent interpolation orders 1  p  4 for a Poisson equation with
linear viscosity parameter, (x; y) = 1+1000((x=100)+y). The computational
domain is partitioned into 50 quadrilaterals with a mean aspect ratio of 200.
Although the previous results suggest that the anisotropic length scale
does not result in a sharper denition of the penalty parameter, it apparently
produces less sti discretizations. In fact, we found that compared to the
isotropic length scale, it reduces the number of GMRES iterations required to
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(a) Facewise, isotropic (b) MaxMin, isotropic (c) Elementwise, isotropic
(d) Facewise, anisotropic (e) MaxMin, anisotropic (f) Elementwise, anisotropic
Figure 3.18: Inuence of the penalty parameter on the L2-norm of the nodal
error for dierent interpolation orders 1  p  4 for a Poisson equation with
quadratic viscosity parameter, (x; y) = 1+1000((x=100)2+ y2). The compu-
tational domain is partitioned into 50 quadrilaterals with a mean aspect ratio
of 200.
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(a) Facewise, isotropic (b) MaxMin, isotropic (c) Elementwise, isotropic
(d) Facewise, anisotropic (e) MaxMin, anisotropic (f) Elementwise, anisotropic
Figure 3.19: Inuence of the penalty parameter on the L2-norm of the nodal
error for dierent interpolation orders 1  p  4 for a Poisson equation with
4th order viscosity parameter, (x; y) = 1+1000((x=100)4+ y4). The compu-
tational domain is partitioned into 50 quadrilaterals with a mean aspect ratio
of 200.
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solve the linearized system; see Fig. 3.20. Thereby, the higher the aspect ratio
of the grid cells, the higher the inuence on the stiness.
(a) Mean aspect ratio of 200 (b) Mean aspect ratio of 320
Figure 3.20: Inuence of the length scale on the stiness of the discretization
for a Poisson problem with 4th order viscosity.
RANS system
As shown in Fig. 3.21(a), no signicant dierence was found between our
standard facewise and the new elementwise denition of  for the turbulent at
plate computations on very resolved meshes. Similarly, the choice of the length
scale has almost no inuence on the convergence. However, the situation
changes if the mesh resolution is reduced. In this case, the new elementwise
denition clearly outperforms the other ones. Whilst in the absence of a
sequencing procedure, all simulations remain stable, the standard and the
maxMin denition often diverge during the start-up with p = 1 polynomials.
Furthermore, as already observed in chapter 2 the length scale denition for
anisotropic meshes also seems to improve the stability of the non-linear solver.
Note that all computations presented in Fig. 3.21 are resolved with regard to
the skin friction and the velocity prole; see section 5.1.
The dierences between the three denitions of  are even more drastic if
we consider the ow around the NACA 0012 aerofoil. Again we have chosen
a large grid normal spacing (y+(1)  50) which - although coarse - was found
delivering acceptable results by a mesh convergence study in section 5.3.
In contrast to the turbulent at plate, where by a systematic variation
of  its value was shown to be nearly optimal, the facewise and the maxMin
denition of  lead to a breakdown of the computation, if large o-wall spacings
are used. The only way to avoid the breakdown is then to increase the penalty
parameter by a factor of at least 2, if p = 4 polynomials are used, and by a
factor even higher (15 to 20), if the computation is initialized with p = 2
polynomials. It is worth noting that even with a signicant reduction of the
CFL number, converged results could not be obtained. The only alternative
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Figure 3.21: Non-linear convergence histories for the ow over the turbulent
at plate (Rex = 5 106 at x = 1m, M = 0:2) on a quadrilateral mesh using
p = 4. \rad" and \dist" refer to the element radius (isotropic meshes) and the
distance to the opposing node (anisotropic meshes) respectively.
to the increase of  is the use of ner grids presenting a smaller element height,
e.g. y+  20. In contrast, the elementwise denition is always stable.
Convergence histories of the NACA aerofoil for dierent initial values of
the eddy viscosity are displayed in Fig. 3.22. Especially for a high initial value
of the turbulent viscosity t, the new denition of  spectacularly reduces
the number of non-linear iterations. In contrast, the maxMin scale - although
formally coercive - is clearly not very stable. As it is proportional to the ratio of
the square of the maximum to the minimum value, the maxMin scale is highly
sensitive to spatial and transient variations of t. For RANS computations
where the eddy viscosity is currently 1000 higher than the molecular viscosity
this dependency is troublesome.
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(a) Initial eddy viscosity: t= = 500
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(b) Initial eddy viscosity: t= = 5000
Figure 3.22: Convergence histories for the ow around the NACA 0012 aero-
foil (Rec = 1:86  106, M = 0:3) on a hybrid mesh using 3rd order curved
quadrilaterals in the boundary layer (y+(1)  50), p = 4.
3.5.3 Low-order interpolation of the Spalart-Allmaras variable
In the remainder of this section we aim to answer the following questions:
 Can a hybrid discretization improve the robustness of the DG-IP solver?
 How does a low-order interpolation of the SA variable inuence the over-
all accuracy of the method?
Although the previous examples have been computed using the same polyno-
mials of degree p for all state variables, this is not required by the IP formula-
tion. The hybrid discretization is obtained by reducing the polynomial order
of the turbulence model discretization pSA while keeping unchanged the high-
order interpolation pNS of the continuity, momentum and energy equations.
A similar approach is commonly utilized within the context of nite volume
methods, where a constant reconstruction of the turbulence model is combined
with a linear or quadratic discretization of the remaining equations. However,
in contrast to standard nite volume schemes, the presented high-order DG
method allows the use of signicantly coarser meshes, calling into question the
accuracy obtained with a reduced order turbulence variable.
To analyse the eect of the hybrid discretization, we again compute the
ow around the at plate. The employed coarse grid has a wall normal spacing
of the rst layer equal to y+(1) = 64. The main ow equations are interpo-
lated using P 4-elements while the interpolation order pSA of the SA model is
progressively reduced. As will be seen in section 5.1.1, the corresponding 5th
order accurate DGM discretization is suciently resolved on this grid.
The resulting turbulent viscosity proles for the standard (\homogeneous")
and the hybrid discretization are compared in Fig. 3.23. In contrast to what
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of the non-dimensional viscosity proles  = t=
(y+(1) = 64). The dotted vertical lines represent the mesh. To facilitate the
comparison, all results have been non-dimensionalized by the same friction ve-
locity, i.e. u (p = 4). Left : All equations are discretized by the same function
space. As the viscosity peak is mainly represented by three elements only, im-
portant dierences are observed between 1st, 2nd and 4th order polynomials.
Right : Given a suciently high interpolation of the Navier-Stokes equations
(here, pNS = 4), the interpolation order pSA of the turbulence variable has
only little eect.
could be expected intuitively, the hybrid discretization does almost not aect
the maximum value of the SA variable. The latter is nearly unchanged and
principally depends on the interpolation order pNS of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. The same observation holds for the spread of the computed boundary
layer. It is therefore not surprising that except close to the leading edge, all
formulations lead to nearly identical skin friction distributions; see Fig. 3.24.
These results are conrmed by P 3-elements on a ner grid (y+(1) = 32), not
presented here.
Nevertheless, some remarks are in order. It is worth noting that we were
not able to get converged results on grid E combining pSA = 2 with pNS = 4.
This can probably be explained by an important undershoot at the outer
boundary layer as observed for a linear interpolation of the turbulence vari-
able. Remember that without special treatment, the SA model becomes un-
stable in the limit as  = t= !  cv2 =  5. Thus, we may conclude
from the above considerations that the use of higher-order interpolations of
the Spalart-Allmaras variable seems not indispensable to guarantee an overall
high-order accuracy but is strongly recommended for stability reasons. In a
future work, these results should be conrmed for more complex ow situa-
tions. Furthermore, these results may be very specic to the Spalart-Allmaras
model.
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Figure 3.24: Eect of low-order interpolations of the Spalart-Allmaras vari-
able on the computed skin friction Cf for the at plate (Rex = 5  106 at
x=1, M1 = 0:2) using P 4-elements to discretize the Navier-Stokes equations.
Despite the important o-wall spacing (y+(1) = 64), the interpolation order
of the turbulence model has only little impact on the overall accuracy.
3.6 Concluding remarks
In this chapter the basic features of the interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin
approach have been introduced. Although this method presents many attrac-
tive properties, it was found to be unstable if the system of RANS equations
is solved in a fully coupled way. A coupled resolution is however desired in
order to reach a Newton type convergence at the end of the iterative solving
procedure. Indeed, Burgess and Mavriplis [25] have shown in a recent study
that a decoupled model results in a signicant deterioration of the non-linear
convergence and even can prevent the solver to reach machine accuracy.
To overcome the stability issues dierent approaches have been considered.
The rst is related to the denition of the S-A model which becomes unstable
for negative values of the turbulent viscosity. It turns out that while changes
of the diusive and the source term allow to reduce the regions of negative
~, they hardly aect the computed solution. However, despite the loss of C1-
continuity the clipped model was found to be approximately 10% faster and
even slightly more stable than the modied model.
The second type of stability improvements is related to the interior penalty
formulation. First, we propose a modication of the transpose term, that par-
tially decouples the continuity equation from the S-A turbulence model. Ac-
cording to our numerical experiments this modication signicantly improves
the stability of the RANS solver, whilst still allowing a quadratic convergence
rate.
Another factor of paramount importance for the performance and the sta-
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bility of the IP method is the penalty parameter . Using recent sharp trace
inverse inequalities we have compared six dierent denitions of  - resulting
from two choices of the length scale and three choices of the viscosity scale.
Whilst the length scale was found to have a minor inuence, the anisotropic
denition always outperformed the isotropic one, in case dierences were ob-
served. In contrast, the numerical applications have shown that the eciency
of the IP method is highly sensitive to the choice of the viscosity scale. On
the one hand, the naive facewise choice does not guarantee the coercivity. It
performs well on overresolved meshes but (often) fails if the mesh resolution is
reduced. On the other hand, the maxMin and the elementwise denitions are
both formally coercive. By including the recent trace inverse inequalities, the
former choice is a sharper variant of the proposal of Epshteyn [57]. However,
its extremely high sensitivity to local and transient variations of the viscosity
makes the maxMin scale unsuitable for RANS computations. Conversely, by
accounting - at least approximately - for the variation of the viscosity, the
newly proposed elementwise scale proved to be much more robust, as it only
depends on the maximum value.
Finally, we have considered a hybrid discretization of the RANS system.
According to the numerical tests for a at plate the use of higher-order interpo-
lations of the Spalart-Allmaras variable seems not indispensable to guarantee
an overall high-order accuracy but is strongly recommended for stability rea-
sons.
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Chapter 4
Time integration and iterative
solution methods
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In chapter 3 we have introduced and discussed the spatial discretization of
the Navier-Stokes / RANS equations with the Discontinuous Galerkin method.
So far however, we have left aside the question of how to advance in time the
resulting system of ordinary dierential equations. This is the subject of the
present chapter.
In the rst part of this chapter (section 4.1), we briey summarize the
most important time integration schemes currently used within this thesis.
Although explicit schemes such as the backward Euler or the Runge-Kutta
method are easy to implement and highly parallelizable, they suer from severe
time step restrictions. These restrictions are overcome by the use of implicit
schemes, at the cost, however, of an increased computational complexity. In
particular, the solution of a large system of equations is required at each time
step. In this work, the solution is based on a matrix-free Newton-Krylov
method.
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In the second part (section 4.2), we focus on iterative algorithms to solve
the linear system of equations arising from the Newton linearization. After a
review of the main features of the GMRES solver in section 4.2.1, two widely
used preconditioning techniques are considered in section 4.2.2, namely the
block Jacobi and the incomplete LU-factorization (ILU).
Finally, the implementation of the Jacobian matrix is presented in sec-
tion 4.3. Furthermore, dierent aspects to enhance the eciency of the Jacobian-
free Newton-GMRES solver are discussed in section 4.3.1.
Note that as well the mentioned time integration schemes as the in-house
developed iterative solvers were already available in Argo. The main contri-
bution of this chapter consists in extending a formerly approximate lineariza-
tion of the (laminar) Navier-Stokes equations to the exact linarization of the
coupled RANS system. The resulting improvement of the iterative solver is
illustrated by several numerical examples.
4.1 Time integration
In chapter 3 we have derived the so-called semi-discrete problem associated
to the Discontinuous Galerkin formulation. Recalling equations (3.7) to (3.9),
the following expressionZ
T
i
@uh
@t
d
+RhjT (uh; i) = 0 (4.1)
must hold for every cell T 2 T and for every shape function i 2 p (i =
1; : : : ; N). Taking into account the denition (3.4) of the discrete solution uh,
equation (4.1) can be written as a system of ordinary (rst order) dierential
equations in time, i.e.
M
@U
@t
= R(U); (4.2)
with U(t) = [U1(t);U2(t); : : : ;Uk(t); : : :]
T the global vector of degrees of free-
dom,M the (global) mass matrix operator and R the vector residual function.
Uk(t) denotes the degrees of freedom associated to the k-th element.
Due to the local support of the shape functions, the global mass matrix
has a block-diagonal structure with block size n = NNv
1. Furthermore,
assuming that the unknowns are organized by grouping physical variables, i.e.
Uk = [
k
1; : : : ; 
k
N
; uk1; : : : ; u
k
N
; : : : ; ~k1; : : : ; ~
k
N
]T , each entry of the global
matrix has itself a block-diagonal structure and is composed of Nv element
mass matricesMT of size NN. The element mass matrices are computed
in the reference space as
(MT )ij =
Z
TRef
ij jJT j ddd; 1  i; j  N; (4.3)
1N and Nv denote the number of shape functions and the length of the state vector,
respectively (cf. section 3.2.1).
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with J the mapping Jacobian dened in section 3.2.1. Given the relative
small block size, the mass matrix can easily be inverted once and for all at
the beginning of the computation. It is worth noting that in the case of
straight sided elements, JT is constant and the element mass matrix simplies
to (MT )ij = jJT j
R
ij ddd = jJT jMij . As a consequence, the paramet-
ric matrixM has to be inverted only once.
Equation (4.2) denes the time-continuous Discontinuous Galerkin prob-
lem. To integrate (4.2) by marching in time from an initial solution U(0) =
U0, a variety of time discretization schemes have been proposed in the lit-
erature. The choice of the appropriate discretization scheme depends on the
dynamics of the problem under consideration. On the one hand, for fast dy-
namic problems requiring an accurate time integration, the time step is often
constraint by the physics and hence, explicit schemes are most adapted. On
the other hand, if the ow changes slowly in time, numerical constraints on
the stability become the limiting factor and implicit schemes providing an en-
hanced stability are generally preferred. Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 present the
basic features of the currently used explicit and implicit integration schemes
that are available in Argo.
4.1.1 Explicit time integration schemes
As their name implies, since the right-hand-side of equation (4.2) is evaluated
at the previous/old time level tn = nt, these discretization schemes provide
an explicit expression of the unknowns Un+1 at the new time level tn+1. Here,
t is the time step and the superscript n denotes the time level.
The two explicit time discretization schemes implemented in DGArgo are
the explicit Euler scheme
M
Un+1  Un
t
= R(Un)
=)Un+1 = Un +tM 1R(Un) (4.4)
and the (explicit) m-stage Runge-Kutta (RK) scheme which can be written
ki =M
 1R(Un + itki 1); with k0 =M 1R(Un);
U(0) = Un;
U(i) = U(i 1) + itki 1  i  m;
Un+1 = U(m): (4.5)
The superscript enclosed in parentheses indicates the RK stage; i and i
are the RK stage coecients. The initial aim of the Runge-Kutta method
was to develop a high-order time accurate discretization scheme by combining
the solution vectors at several intermediate RK stages between tn and tn+1.
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Over the last decades a variety of RK coecients have been proposed optimiz-
ing either the time accuracy, the stability or the convergence to steady state
(cf. [58, 93,168,169]).
The main advantages of explicit schemes are the straightforward implemen-
tation, the low storage requirements and the high parallelization eciency
since data exchanges between neighbouring domains is reduced to a strict
minimum. Unfortunately the computational time step of explicit schemes is
limited by the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) stability condition [40]. Due
to this severe restriction explicit schemes are most of the time inappropriate
for wall bounded ows or steady state computations. Therefore, all RANS
computations in this thesis are carried out using an implicit time integration
method.
4.1.2 Implicit time integration schemes
The implicit time integration schemes are based on the following two-parameter
family
M
t

(1 + ')Un+1 +
1
'  1U
n + 'Un 1

= #R(Un+1) + (1  #)R(Un):
(4.6)
As can be seen from (4.6) the right-hand-side combines residual vectors taken
at the previous but also at the new time level. The latter is necessary in order
to overcome the time step limitation of explicit schemes (see Dahlquist [44]).
Choosing ' = 0 and # = 1, the above expression simplies to the implicit
Euler scheme
M
Un+1  Un
t
= R(Un+1) (4.7)
which is rst order accurate in time. If time accuracy is important, selecting
' = 1=2 and # = 1 results in the so-called three point backward scheme
M
3
2U
n+1   2Un + 12Un 1
t
= R(Un+1): (4.8)
The latter is widely used for unsteady viscous computations because of its
accuracy2and its robustness. Note that neither (4.7) nor (4.8) require the
storage of the residual vector R at previous time levels.
Newton's method
Whatever the choice of the implicit scheme a large system of non-linear (alge-
braic) equations has to be solved at each time level n. A classical algorithm
2The three point backward scheme is second order accurate in time.
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to solve these systems is Newton's method. Thereto, we linearize the residual
around the global vector of degrees of freedom
R(U(k))  R(U(k 1)) + @R
@U
(k 1) U(k)  U(k 1) : (4.9)
The superscript enclosed in parentheses indicates the Newton step.
Starting from an initial estimate U(0) = Un given by the previous time
level, the iterative Newton method for the implicit Euler scheme can be written
U(0) = Un;
M
t
  @R
@U

| {z }
A
U(k)| {z }
x
= R(U(k 1))  M
t

U(k 1)  Un

| {z }
b
;
U(k) = U(k 1) +U(k); k = 1; : : :m;
Un+1 = U(m); (4.10)
where A is the Jacobian matrix of the time dependent system (4.7), including
contributions of both the spatial and the temporal discretization. m denotes
the number of (non-linear) Newton iterations.
An appealing property of Newton's method is the quadratic convergence
to the exact solution, provided a suciently good initial guess. However, the
major drawback of algorithm (4.10) is the necessity to solve a linear system
of equations at each Newton iteration, which makes the method expensive for
large applications. Before summarizing in section 4.2 how we solve this system
in practice, some remarks allowing to signicantly reduce the computational
cost for steady state computations are in order.
Steady state computations: inexact Newton's method
Inexact Newton methods constitute one of the most eective tools for solving
systems of non-linear equations. In the previous section we have seen that a
considerable part of the computational eort of Newton's method results from
solving the linearized Newton equation. However, if we are only interested in
the stationary solution, time accuracy is not required and the question arises
to which level of accuracy the non-linear equations (4.7) or (4.8) must be
solved. Especially at the beginning of the computation when the iterate is
still far from steady ow conditions, the exact solving of the non-linear system
seems questionable.
Considering a general system of non-linear equations F(x) = 0, Dembo,
Eisenstat and Steighaug [48] were among the rst to analyze the convergence of
inexact Newton methods. In particular they have proved that these methods
are locally convergent provided that
k @F@x

k
xk + F(xk)k
kF(xk)k  k; (4.11)
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where the forcing term k is a constant smaller than unity. Furthermore, they
have studied the order of convergence in terms of k. Since then, several au-
thors have proposed criteria to determine the forcing term in order to improve
the eciency and the robustness of inexact Newton methods, e.g. [3,48,55,131].
Note that in some cases (see [157, 172]), oversolving (k ) the linearized
Navier-Stokes equations in early iterations may cause inadequate Newton up-
dates which even deteriorate the (global) convergence.
In practice we proceed as follows:
 time-dependent ows. Several Newton iterations must be performed at
each time level until a sucient drop in the norm of the residual vector
is achieved. However, since the computational time step is small, the old
time level provides a good initial guess. Hence Newton's method gener-
ally converges in a few iterations only. Furthermore, a small time step
improves the conditioning number of the linear system which reduces
the cost of solving this system (see section 4.2).
 stationary ow. Since time accuracy is not required, we use an implicit
Euler scheme and only one Newton iteration is performed per time level.
This approach is commonly used in the literature, e.g. [18,107,110,136].
Why we solve time-dependent equations for stationary ows. Assume one
wants to perform a steady state computation. Why not simply discard the
temporal derivative in (4.2) and apply Newton's method directly to the sta-
tionary equation R(U) = 0? The reasons we prefer to keep a \pseudo-time
dependency" are the following: (i) globalization, to ensure the convergence
of Newton's method, the initial iterate must lie in the vicinity of the ex-
pected root; (ii) stability, the underrelaxation introduced by the time stepping
avoids non-physical intermediate states; (iii) improved conditioning, the tem-
poral termM=t enforces the diagonal dominance of the corresponding linear
system [88].
Moreover, the convergence of the method to the stationary solution is ac-
celerated by local time-stepping. Therefore, we choose for each computing cell
Tk the maximum allowable time step k such that a constant CFL number
is maintained across the domain.
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4.1.3 Choice of the time step size
For stationary computations, a local time step k is determined for each
computing cell Tk based on the following relations
nk =
CFLn
c + v
;
c =
4f1(p)Umax
h
;
v =
3df1(p)jCIP jmax
h2
: (4.12)
As illustrated by the above expressions (4.12), the time step includes contri-
butions from the convective c and the viscous v terms. Umax and max
denote the maximum wave speed and the maximum viscosity, respectively; h
is a measure of the element size and d represents the number of space dimen-
sions. Furthermore, we take into account the dependency of the characteristic
length on the interpolation order p by the function f1(p) = 1=3p
2 + 7=6p+ 1.
For time-dependent computations, a global time step n is dened as the
minimum time step of all computing cells, i.e.
n = min
k
(nk ): (4.13)
In order to reach a quadratic convergence at the last Newton iterations,
the CFL number is progressively increased according an exponential law
CFLn = max
 
CFL0
 
kR^0k2
kR^n 1k2
!
; CFL1
!
; (4.14)
where R^n denotes the residual vector at time level n including contributions
of the spatial and the temporal discretization. CFL0, CFL1 and  are user
dened control parameters. Typical3 values for steady RANS computations
are CFL0  100, CFL1  108 and  2 [0:5; 1:5]. For a comparison of dier-
ent CFL evolution strategies namely \predetermined", \residual-based" and
\locally optimal" strategies we refer to the thesis of B. Pollul [136]. Numerical
experiments carried out by Pollul have however shown that there is no clear
winner among the dierent strategies.
To improve the robustness of the RANS equations, several strategies in-
tended to prevent the appearance of negative values of the Spalart-Allmaras
working variable have been proposed in the literature (cf. chapter 2). In par-
ticular Spalart and Allmaras [165] suggested to modify the Jacobian matrix
3Because of the important storage requirement of ILU preconditioners in the case of three-
dimensional computations, we had to use a block-Jacobi preconditioner instead. Given the
poor conditioning of the resulting linear system, we limited the maximum CFL number to
CFL1  105.
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of the turbulence model. The principal drawbacks of this approach are the
signicant deterioration of the Newton method and its incompatibility with
a matrix-free Krylov solver, see section 4.2. For these reasons we did not
implement this approach in our code.
Based on the observation that the rst Newton iterations are the most crit-
ical for the stability, we generally limit the CFL number during the start-up of
the computation. Thereto, a second set with smaller CFL control parameters
is dened4. After the turbulence model is \fully" active (which is supposed to
happen if the residual norm has decreased by  2 to 3 orders of magnitude)
Newton type convergence is achieved using a second set of larger CFL param-
eters. A similar approach has been reported by Chisholm [34] and Chisholm
and Zingg [35].
In contrast to Chisholm who denes a dierent time step for the turbu-
lence model, we use the same (local) time step to integrate simultaneously the
Navier-Stokes equations and the turbulence model.
If nonetheless the computations breaks down5, the time integration from
level n   1 to level n is automatically repeated with a CFL number divided
by two. This can be done several times till convergence is reached. The
restart turned out to be useful especially during the start-up for complex three-
dimensional ows, where a \good choice" of CFL parameters can sometimes
be quite tricky.
4.2 Iterative methods for solving linear systems
In the previous section we have seen that a linear system of equations has to
be solved at each Newton iteration. The present section outlines how we solve
this system in practice.
Given the large number of degrees of freedom, direct solution methods such
as Gaussian elimination are by far too costly for \real world applications", as
well in terms of storage requirements as in terms of CPU time6. In these cases,
iterative projection techniques based on Krylov subspaces are currently con-
sidered to be the most ecient methods for solving large linear systems [152].
4.2.1 Jacobian-free GMRES
A popular method for solving sparse linear systemsAx = b which is applicable
to non-symmetric matrices is the Generalized Minimum RESidual (GMRES)
4During the start up, we typically limit the CFL number to values between 103 and 104
while  2 [0:5; 0:7].
5The breakdown test simply veries if the L2-norm of the residual vector is a positive,
real number.
6Approximately O(n3) operations are needed to solve a system of n equations by Gaussian
elimination.
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algorithm [153]. It is the method of choice in this thesis.
As for any Krylov subspace method, we seek an approximate solution
xm 2 x0 +Km such that the Petrov-Galerkin condition is satised
Axm   b ? Lm; A 2 Rnn: (4.15)
The Krylov subspaces Km and Lm (of dimension m) are characterized as
Km(A;v) = spanfv;Av;A2v; : : : ;Am 1vg; and Lm = AKm (4.16)
with v = R^0=kR^0k 2 Rn. The size of the Krylov subspaces is increased by
one at each iteration step m and an orthogonal basis is built using Arnoldi's
method [5]. For detailed information about practical implementation issues
we refer to [152].
Probably the most important drawback of the GMRES algorithm is its
high memory requirement since all previous basis vectors have to be stored.
Furthermore, the computational cost of the projection method increases with
the size of the Krylov subspace. This renders the algorithm impractical for
large m. To overcome these limitations, a common remedy consists in restart-
ing the algorithm after m iterations. However, a well known diculty of the
restarted GMRES(m) algorithm is that it can stagnate when the matrix is
not positive denite [152].
Alternative Lanczos-based methods such as the stabilized Bi-Conjugate
Gradient algorithm (BICGSTAB) [174] have the signicant advantage to not
require the storage of the entire Krylov subspace. Unfortunately, there are
more potential situations causing the breakdown of these algorithms. Com-
parative studies [124] have shown that there is no clear winner between the
various iterative methods for solving linear systems and that the \best choice"
is problem dependent.
A signicant part of the memory requirement of the iterative solver is re-
lated to the storage of the Jacobian matrixA which is large for DGFEM. Based
on the observation that to construct the Krylov subspace Km only matrix-
vector products of the Jacobian are needed (but not individual elements of
the Jacobian), these products are commonly formed using a Jacobian-free ap-
proach. A rst order Taylor series expansion leads to
A  v  R^(U+ v)  R^(U)

; (4.17)
where  denotes a small perturbation parameter. The choice of this parameter
results from a compromise between an accurate approximation of the deriva-
tive on the one hand and (numerical) round-o errors on the other hand. In
practice we take
 =
p
 
kUk2
kvk2 ; (4.18)
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where  is the relative round-o error associated to double precision [88].
The convergence properties of the resulting Jacobian-free GMRES method
have been studied in [22{24]. For a general review of existing Jacobian-free
Newton-Krylov solvers we refer to the paper of Knoll and Keyes [97]. Here,
we just want to remember that the Jacobian-free approach (4.17) is known to
suer from convergence/stability problems in the presence of (i) sharp non-
linear solution structures (e.g. shocks) and (ii) discontinuities in the non-linear
residual function (e.g. clipping7) [97].
4.2.2 Preconditioning techniques
The reliability and the robustness of iterative Krylov solvers highly depends
on the conditioning of the linear system. As a consequence, the performance of
the linear solver is often more aected by the preconditioning technique than
by the choice of a particular Krylov method, e.g., GMRES, BICGSTAB [152].
The aim of preconditioning is to improve the convergence of the linear
solver by clustering the eigenvalues of the iterative matrix, were a compromise
must be found between the additional computational cost of the preconditioner
and the acceleration of the Krylov method. In the present work, we use a
right preconditioning8 technique which transforms the original linear system
Ax = b into
(AP)y = b and x = Py: (4.19)
Note that in practice it is not necessary to explicitly compute the intermediate
variable y. Details about the implementation of preconditioned linear solvers
can be found in [152].
In principal, any (simple) operator/iterative method P can be used as a
preconditioner, provided that
Px  A 1x: (4.20)
In other words, the preconditioner P should approximate A 1, while being
reasonably cheap to compute. Remark that since at least an approximation
of the Jacobian is needed to precondition the linear system, the resulting
\Jacobian-free GMRES" solver is strictly speaking no longer Jacobian-free.
The two preconditioners used within this work are the block Jacobi and the
BILU preconditioner.
7However, for the test cases examined in this thesis, no convergence problems related to
the clipping of the turbulence model have been observed, cf. chapter 2.
8Alternative approaches are the left preconditioning (PA)x = Pb and the double-sided
preconditioning (P1AP2)(P
 1
2 x) = P1b. While right-preconditioned GMRES results in a
solution vector which minimizes the norm of the residual vector kR^k, left-preconditioning
minimizes kPR^k. For most practical applications no signicant dierence is however ob-
served between left and right preconditioning, except when P is ill-conditioned, see [152].
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The block Jacobi or block-diagonal preconditioner can be written setting
all blocks except the diagonal blocks to zero, i.e.
Pij =
(
(Aij)
 1 if i = j;
0 otherwise:
(4.21)
It is computationally cheap and except of the diagonal blocks no further stor-
age is required. Since it performs poorly for general problems, e.g. [132, 134],
we use this preconditioner mainly for time dependent applications or three-
dimensional problems where the storage of the Jacobian becomes the limiting
factor.
The BILU preconditioner is based on a block incomplete lower-upper fac-
torization of the Jacobian leading to a well invertible matrix, i.e. ~AILU =
~L ~U  A. The preconditioner is then computed as P = ( ~AILU ) 1 = ~U 1~L 1.
Starting point for the approximate factorization is a Gaussian elimination
where some o-diagonal blocks are dropped according to a predened ll-in
strategy. The resulting algorithm is commonly known as BILU(p); p denoting
the level of ll-in [152]. In particular, for the BILU(0) preconditioner, only
those blocks initially present in the sparsity pattern of A are allowed during
the approximate factorization. A better control of the addition of new (o-
diagonal) entries is provided by the BILU(p,) approach, where p and  are
the number of new entries per row and a threshold respectively.
Despite the relative high cost of factorization and inversion, block incom-
plete factorizations are considered to be among the most ecient precondi-
tioning techniques. The reason is the signicant reduction of the number of
Krylov iterations compared to e.g. Jacobi preconditioned solvers. The main
disadvantage of BILU is its large memory footprint which becomes the lim-
iting factor for three-dimensional applications using high-order polynomials.
For two-dimensional applications we usually prefer a BILU(1) preconditioner,
while for three-dimensional computations with low order polynomials (p  2)
BILU(0) provides a good compromise between storage requirements and pre-
conditioning quality.
Finally, since the eciency of the preconditioner is strongly inuenced by
the ordering of the unknowns, we use the Reverse Cuthill-McKey reordering
algorithm [41,42,65] to reduce the bandwidth of A.
4.3 Jacobian evaluation
In the previous section the main characteristics of the \Jacobian-free GMRES"
solver have been discussed. In particular we have seen that although the con-
struction of the Krylov space is based on a nite dierence approach (4.17)
at least an approximation of the Jacobian/tangent matrix is need as a pre-
conditioner. Since in this work all terms are handled by an implicit time
integration, the Jacobian includes contributions from the inviscid, the viscous
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and the source term. Similarly to the computation of the mass matrix or
the residual vector the linearization is performed on the element level; the
contributions from each element are then assembled to the global matrix.
Because of the compactness of the present Interior Penalty discretization
the resulting (global) Jacobian matrix has a block-sparse structure, withNn+1
blocks of size n = NNv per row. Nn denotes the number of neighbouring cells
of the element under consideration. While the o-diagonal blocks are related
to the coupling between adjacent elements, the diagonal blocks describe the
coupling between degrees of freedom inside the same element. A detailed
description of the data structure and the assembly of the Jacobian matrix can
be found in [33,88].
Except of the inviscid boundary conditions which are linearized by -
nite dierences, all the other terms are linearized analytically. For three-
dimensional RANS computations the analytical derivation of the viscous terms
is in our experience approximately 20 to 30 % faster than a rst order nite
dierence linearization.
In [88] Hillewaert et al. describe the ecient implementation of a BILU
preconditioner based on an approximate derivation of the viscous terms; the
inviscid terms are linearized exactly. While this method leads to a high-
performance algorithm for laminar ows, a suboptimal convergence is achieved
in the case of turbulent ows. Since the inviscid terms are treated in the same
manner as in [88], only the linearization of the viscous terms is discussed here.
The viscous volume term. According to chapter 3, the viscous vol-
ume term (3.50) is computed by Gaussian quadrature leading to the following
expression
DVim =
Z
T
ri Fvm d
 =
NqX
q=1
wq
 
jJT j
dX
k=1
dX
u=1
@i
@u
@u
@xk
Fvk;m
!
q
: (4.22)
The linearization of (4.22) reads
@DVim
@ujn
=
NqX
q=1
dX
u=1
dX
v=1

wq
@i
@u
@j
@v

q

 
jJT j
dX
k=1
dX
l=1
@u
@xk
Dklmn
@v
@xl
!
q| {z }
term I
+
NqX
q=1
dX
u=1

wq
@i
@u
j

q

 
jJT j
dX
k=1
dX
l=1
NvX
o=1
@u
@xk
@Dklmo
@un
@uo
@xl
!
q| {z }
term II
:
(4.23)
Notice that the above linearization (4.23) is valid since the viscous ux can
be written as a linear function of the solution gradients, cf. equations (2.3),
(2.10) and (3.37).
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In [88] only the rst term of the derivative (4.23) has been implemented,
while the second term has been neglected. In other words, the viscous Jacobian
tensor Dklmn was supposed to be constant. A straightforward calculation shows
that the linearization error committed by this approach is proportional to the
solution gradients rU. This explains the dierent behaviour of the original
preconditioner for the laminar and the turbulent case because much stronger
gradients are observed for turbulent ows.
An important aspect for the ecient implementation is the separation of
shape functions i and physical contributions (state functions, local-to-global
mapping,...). This allows to build the Jacobian matrix by adding, for each
quadrature point q and variable combination (m,n), precomputed parametric
subblocks Duvq and C
u
q with respective weights 
1;uv
q;mn and 
2;u
q;mn, i.e.,
@DVim
@ujn
=
NqX
q=1
dX
u=1
dX
v=1
Duvq  1;uvq;mn +
NqX
q=1
dX
u=1
Cuq  2;uq;mn: (4.24)
Since the parametric matrix Cuq is the same as for the linearization of the con-
vective volume term, their respective weights are added before assembling the
Jacobian subblocks.
Diusive interface terms. Remember that for the closed Lagrangian
interpolation used in this work, see section 3.2.1, only a subset of the element
shape functions has to be considered for the interface terms. In practice, we
compute these terms dening a set of local shape functions  k, which are
the restrictions of k on F 2 @T , together with the associated quadrature
rules (q, vq). q and vq denote the quadrature point and weight respectively
(1  q  N).
According to (3.60), the (direct) diusive interface term DI im and the
transpose term DT im can be expanded as
DI im =
I
F
JiKk Dklmn@uhn@xl

dS
=
NX
j=1
NX
q=1
vq
2
"
dX
k=1
dX
l=1
 i n
 
kD
kl
mn
 
@ j
@xl
u jn +
@+j
@xl
u+jn
!
jJF j
#
q
;
DT im = 
I
F
JuhnKk Dklnm@i@xl

dS
= 
NX
j=1
NX
q=1
vq
2
"
dX
k=1
dX
l=1

 j u
 
jnn
 
k + 
+
j u
+
jnn
+
k

Dklnm
@ i
@xl
jJF j
#
q
(4.25)
and similar expressions are obtained for the right state F+ (remember that
n  =  n+). As an example, only one of the (o-diagonal) Jacobian subblocks
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is detailed here. The linearization of the remaining three blocks can be realized
in a similar fashion. For the diusive interface term, we get
@DI im
@u+jn
=
NX
q=1
dX
u=1
 
vq
 
i
@+j
@u
!
q

 
jJF j
2
dX
k=1
dX
l=1
n kD
kl
mn

@u
@xl
+!
q| {z }
term I
+
NX
q=1

vq
 
i 
+
j

q

 
jJF j
2
dX
k=1
dX
l=1
NvX
o=1
n k
@Dklmo
@un

@u o
@xl
+
@u+o
@xl
!
q| {z }
term II
:
(4.26)
Here the derivation of the viscous Jacobian tensor has been computed accord-
ing to the chain rule
@Dklmo
@u+jn
=
@Dklmo
@un
@un
@u+jn
=
@Dklmo
@un
+j : (4.27)
The linearization of the transpose term reads
@DT im
@u+jn
= 
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q=1
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
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k=1
dX
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@u
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 !
q| {z }
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X
q=1
dX
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i
@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@u
!
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
 
jJF j
2
dX
k=1
dX
l=1
NvX
o=1
JunKk @Dklmo
@un

@u
@xl
 !
q| {z }
term II
;
(4.28)
where we use the shorthand notation JunKk =Pdj=1  j u jnn k + +j u+jnn+k .
As for the diusive volume term, only the rst contributions (\term I")
have been implemented in [88] while the linearization of the diusive stress
tensor (\term II") has been neglected.
Again, the Jacobian is assembled adding precomputed parametric matrices
dab;uq;ij and m
ab
q;ij with their respective weights, i.e.
@DIaim
@ubjn
=
NX
q=1
dX
u=1
dab;uq;ij  u;bq;mn +
NX
q=1
mabq;ij  abq;mn;
@DT aim
@ubjn
= 
NX
q=1
dX
u=1
dba;uq;ji  u;aq;nm + 
NX
q=1
dX
u=1
dba;uq;ji  a;uq;nm: (4.29)
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The superscripts \a" and \b" are wild card characters which may denote either
left or right states. To improve the assembly eciency, dab;uq;ij and m
ab
q;ij contain
only contributions of shape functions which are not identically zero on F . Note
that one parametric matrix is stored for every possible relative orientation of
two neighbouring elements.
The eciency is further improved by taking into account the symmetries
that exist between direct and transpose term. A closer look to equation (4.29)
shows for instance that for the rst term of the linearization, we have

@DIaim
@ubjn

term I
=
@DT bjn
@uaim

term I
: (4.30)
Accordingly, these contributions have to be computed only once. Attention
must however be paid to the system of RANS equations. Since we have par-
tially decoupled the continuity equation from the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence
model, see section 3.4, some blocks of the transpose term Jacobian are set to
zero during the assembly of the (global) Jacobian matrix.
Penalty term and source term. In contrast to the laminar case, where a
constant dynamic viscosity  and thermal conductivity  are assumed, the dif-
fusivity, and hence the penalty parameter, increases with the eddy/turbulent
viscosity t. To keep the linearization of the penalty term DP exact, we
have added a second contribution which takes into account the dependency
of the penalty parameter on the S-A working variable. The linearization of
the penalty term is processed together with the convective ux CI and the
diusive ux DI (\term II").
Moreover we have implemented the exact linearization of the S-A source
term (SV ). In contrast to [18] where only the production and the destruction
terms are treated in an implicit manner, we also have included the diusion
(source) term in the linearization process. Furthermore, in addition to the
derivative with respect to ~, the Jacobian takes into account the dependency
of the source term on the main ow variables , u...
The assembly of the source term Jacobian slightly diers from the viscous
DV and the inviscid CV volume terms described previously. Although we still
use precomputed parametric matrices, the block size of the respective weights
is smaller. Since for the test cases studied in this work only the turbulence
model includes a (non-constant) source term, we prefer to add row vectors to
the lines related to the S-A Jacobian, rather than large subblocks containing
a lot of zeros.
4.3.1 Eciency of the enhanced BILU preconditioner
The enhancement of the preconditioner resulting from the exact linearization
of the governing equations is illustrated by our two standard test cases, namely
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the turbulent at plate (Rex = 10
7 (at x = 2),M1 = 0:2) and the NACA 0012
aerofoil at zero incidence (Re = 1:85 106, M1 = 0:3), cf. section 3.5.1. For
the results presented here, turbulence modelling is based on the \clipped"
version of the Spalart-Allmaras model. We found however that the same
conclusions hold for the \modied" model. A BILU(1) algorithm is used as
preconditioner and the linear system is solved with a precision of 10 1.
In the case of small/moderate CFL numbers the quality of the precondi-
tioner has no eect on the non-linear/Newton convergence; see. Fig. 4.1(a). In
both cases, exact and approximate linearization, the same number of Newton
iterations is needed by the computation. This observation was to be expected
since (i) both approaches use a Jacobian-free GMRES solver resulting hence in
the same linear system; (ii) the small time step size reduces the impact of the
spatial discretization on the Jacobian matrix. Nevertheless, as a consequence
of the smaller number of GMRES iterations the enhanced preconditioning re-
duces the CPU time by  20%, despite the additional cost due to the exact
linearization, cf. \terms II" (Fig. 4.1(b)).
Next, we consider the impact of the linearization quality in the case of a
more \aggressive" CFL strategy by increasing the CFL exponent  and the
initial CFL number; see Fig. 4.1(c) and 4.1(d). To ensure the stability of the
non-linear solver we furthermore limit the CFL number during the start-up.
Although the convergence is less smooth than with smaller CFL values, the
computation is faster. As an example the CPU time is reduced by  18%
(passing from 294 to 243 seconds, kRk2 = 10 6) if the exact Jacobian is used.
An important dierence to the previous case is that for large CFL numbers
the preconditioner also aects the non-linear convergence; see Fig. 4.1(c). The
reason is that the linear system is solved only approximately, hence resulting
in dierent Newton iterates. Although (here) the total number of Newton
iterations is even larger in case of the exact linearization, the improvement
of the preconditioner is sucient to reduce the total computing cost. These
observations are conrmed by the ow along the at plate; Fig. 4.2.
We furthermore observe that the impact of the quality of the precondi-
tioner (exact/approximate linearizaton) increases with the polynomial order.
While for 1-st order polynomials, the approximate linearization is even slightly
faster, the computing time is more than trebled for 4-th order polynomials;
cf. Fig. 4.2(b). This is in accordance with the fact that the linearization
error committed by neglecting \term II" is proportional to the solution gra-
dients. Because for the underresolved p = 1 computation, the gradients are
rather small, taking into account the additional linearization terms does not
signicantly improve the quality of the preconditioner.
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Figure 4.1: Because the linearization error is proportional to the gradients
rU, the exact Jacobian signicantly improves the quality of the BILU(1)
preconditioner, resulting in a reduction of the computing time for turbulent
ows. Here, NACA 0012 aerofoil at zero incidence, Re = 1:85106,M1 = 0:3,
p = 2, Jacobian-free GMRES solver. The mesh is the same as in section 3.5.1;
cf. Fig. 3.9.
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Figure 4.2: The impact of the linearization error increases with the polynomial
order. Flow along a at plate at Rex = 10
7 (at x = 2) and M1 = 0:2,
structured quadrangular mesh with y+(1) = 16, p = 4, Jacobian-free GMRES
solver.
Remarks
 Single precision Jacobian. To reduce the cost of the solver, the Jacobian
matrix is stored in single precision. A straightforward calculation shows
that especially for 3D applications the memory needed for the Jacobian
exceeds by far the memory requirement of all the other data (solution
vector,...). As a consequence storing the Jacobian in single precision not
only signicantly reduces the memory footprint of the method; it also
should halve the CPU time to compute and inverse the Jacobian9. More-
over, since the Jacobian is only needed for preconditioning, a single pre-
cision approximation does not signicantly aect the Newton-GMRES
convergence [88].
 Stale/frozen Jacobian. Since the assembly and the inversion of the Jaco-
bian can represent a signicant computational cost attempts have been
made to employ a \frozen" Jacobian calculated at a previous time level
as preconditioner, e.g. [98, 99].
The eect of a frozen Jacobian on the Newton-GMRES convergence is
illustrated by two test cases: (i) a two-dimensional cascade ow10 (Re =
8:4  105 and Minlet = 0:68), see Fig. 4.3; and (ii) a three-dimensional
(extruded) NACA 0012 aerofoil. The cascade ow is initialized with
p = 3 before projecting the solution on p = 4 polynomials. For the
aerofoil, only one computational level has been used. The former is
9Single precision oating point operations are at least theoretically two times faster than
double precision operations on modern CPUs.
10We have chosen the cascade ow because it is (somewhat) more complex than the NACA
aerofoil without being too resources demanding which allows to easily test .
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Figure 4.3: Two-dimensional cascade ow (Re = 8:4105 and Minlet = 0:68):
computational grid and iso-Mach contours (p = 4). The mesh is composed
of 1293 triangles and 1183 (curved) quadrangles. Subsonic inow boundary
conditions (Tt = 293:15K, pt = 1:2  105Pa,  =  37:67) are imposed on
the right and the static pressure on the left (p = 1:01  105Pa). The ow is
periodic in the y-direction.
discretized by 4 layers leading to a total of 8280 (curved) hexahedra and
6372 prisms; the computation is performed on 20 processors.
We observe that for both applications the CPU time can be reduced if
the preconditioner is not computed at each Newton iteration, see Fig. 4.4
and 4.5, where the gain mainly depends on the relative cost of the pre-
conditioner compared to the GMRES iterations.
Given the \moderate" memory footprint of the 2D cascade ow, a BILU
preconditioner with dierent levels of ll-in has been tested. We found
that for the present ow conditions, the Jacobian should be updated after
2 or 3 Newton steps, regardless of the level of ll-in. On the one hand, the
increased number of GMRES iterations cancels out the savings related to
the preconditioner. On the other hand, the computation systematically
breaks down during the start-up if the preconditioner is frozen for more
than 3 Newton steps. Fig. 4.4 also clearly demonstrates the advantage
of a BILU preconditioner with a higher level of ll-in. Compared to the
BILU(0) preconditioning the use of BILU(1) reduces the total computing
time by  25%.
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Figure 4.4: Two-dimensional cascade ow (p = 4). Signicant savings of the
CPU time can be achieved when the preconditioner is not evaluated at each
Newton iteration. However, this approach may cause the breakdown of the
Jacobian-free Newton-GMRES solver.
Computations of the NACA aerofoil have been performed for two dier-
ent congurations: (i) p = 2 polynomials with a BILU(0) preconditioner;
and (ii) p = 3 polynomials with a block-Jacobi preconditioner. Compar-
ing gures 4.4 and 4.5(a) we observe that for the BILU(0) preconditioner
the savings are even more important than for the two-dimensional appli-
cation, i.e. the computing time can be halved by freezing the Jacobian.
Although a similar situation is observed for P 3-elements, the resulting
gain in CPU time is smaller, Fig. 4.5(b). One reason is the poor quality
of the Jacobi preconditioner. Despite a reduced CFL number many GM-
RES iterations11 are needed to solve the linear system which shrinks the
relative cost of the preconditioner. Furthermore, because of the smaller
CFL number, the solution and hence the Jacobian changes slowly during
Newton steps. Accordingly, the linear solver is less aected by freezing
the preconditioner12.
Although there is no general rule for updating the preconditioner, a good
choice seems, according to our numerical experiments, to evaluate the
Jacobian every 3 to 4 Newton steps.
11In the present case (CFL = 5104, p = 3), 300 to 400 GMRES iterations are needed at
the last stage of the computation, in order to reduce the residual norm of the linear system
by one order of magnitude. For comparison, only 70 to 90 iterations are required in case of
the BILU(0) preconditioner (CFL = 105, p = 2).
12Note that the computation diverged if the Jacobian is evaluated at each Newton iteration.
Stable results could however be obtained by increasing the penalty parameter by a factor
two.
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(a) 3D NACA 0012: p = 2, BILU(0)
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Figure 4.5: Whereas freezing the Jacobian can reduce the CPU time by up to
 50% in case of the BILU(0) preconditioner, similar savings as for the two-
dimensional cascade ow are observed with the Jacobi preconditioner ( 20%).
The superscript '' indicates that in order to avoid the breakdown of the
computation, we had to double the penalty parameter.
4.4 Conclusions
Explicit and implicit time integration schemes have been introduced and the
beasic features of the Generalized Minimum RESidual algorithm (GMRES)
have been presented. As for any iterative Krylov method the performance of
the GMRES solver strongly depends on the conditioning of the linear system.
Although in this thesis a \matrix free" variant of the Newton-GMRES solver is
used in order to reduce the rather large memory footprint of the DG method,
at least an approximation of the Jacobian matrix is needed for preconditioning
purposes.
Based on the work of Hillewaert et al. [88] we have implemented the ex-
act linearization of the Navier-Stokes/RANS equations in a computationally
ecient way separating shape functions and physical terms. Our numerical
experiments have clearly shown a signicant reduction of the total computing
time for turbulent ows, if the preconditioner is based on the exact lineariza-
tion. We found that the benet increases with the polynomial order. As an
example, for the at plate with 4-th order polynomials the exact Jacobian
leads to more than three times faster results.
Finally, the computing time can be reduced further by freezing the pre-
conditioner during some Newton steps. Depending on the type of the precon-
ditioner, the space dimension and the polynomial interpolation order, savings
between 20 and 50 % have been observed. In our experience best performance
is obtained if the Jacobian is evaluated every 3 to 4 Newton steps.
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Turbulent boundary layer
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This chapter focuses on the grid resolution that is needed to correctly
compute a turbulent boundary layer. Based on grid convergence analyses in
function of interpolation order and element type (triangle and quadrangle) on
the one hand, and grid spacing and stretching on the other, clear guidelines on
the choice for boundary layer resolution for practical applications are provided.
First straight boundaries are considered in section 5.1 by means of the tur-
bulent ow along a at plate with zero pressure gradient. The corresponding
results have been submitted for publication in [52].
Next the inuence of the position of the interpolation nodes on the accurate
estimation of the shear friction is investigated in section 5.2.
Finally the eect of boundary curvature is studied for the ow around the
NACA 0012 aerofoil in section 5.3.
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5.1 Straight sided elements: the turbulent at plate
In this section we perform a grid convergence study for the computation of
a at plate turbulent boundary layer, using dierent interpolation orders p
and dierent types of straight sided elements. The Reynolds number at the
center of the plate (x = 1) is Rex = 5 106 whilst the Mach number is given
by M = 0:2. The plate leading edge is preceded by a symmetry plane, and
constant pressure is imposed on all boundaries, except at the inlet, where
free-stream conditions are imposed, in particular ~1 = 1=10.
In the following, both triangular and quadrangular grids are considered.
Seven grids with dierent o-wall spacings and a stretching coecient of  =
1:6 have been generated (here,  represents the ratio between the heights of
two adjacent elements). The o-wall spacing has been chosen in order to
get a prescribed non-dimensional height y+(1) = y(1)u= at x=1, where
y(1) denotes the (geometrical) height of the rst element; see Table 5.1. The
reference friction velocity u 
p
w= is estimated by the Schultz-Grunow
formula [155]
Cf  w1
2U
21
= 0:370(log10Rex)
 2:584; (5.1)
where Cf and w denote the friction coecient and the wall shear stress re-
spectively.
Grid y+ nb elements leading edge spacing
A 4 (5+16)  15 4:9 10 3  2:2 10 5
B 8 (5+16)  14 4:9 10 3  4:2 10 5
C 16 (5+16)  12 4:9 10 3  8:7 10 5
D 32 (5+16)  11 4:9 10 3  1:7 10 4
E 64 (5+16)  10 4:9 10 3  3:5 10 4
F 96 (5+16)  9 4:9 10 3  5:2 10 4
G 128 (5+16)  8 4:9 10 3  6:9 10 4
Table 5.1: Grid specications, (x1+x2)  y : with x1 and x2 the number
of elements in x-direction upstream and on the plate respectively and y the
number of elements in y-direction. The stretching coecient for all grids is
set to  = 1:6.
The present section is divided into three parts. In the rst part (sec-
tion 5.1.1), we investigate the grid resolution needed for an accurate computa-
tion of the boundary layer as a function of the interpolation order p. Further-
more, we propose a correction of the computed wall friction which allows the
use of considerable coarser meshes. In the second part (section 5.1.2), we com-
pare the solution accuracy in terms of p for a given problem size1. Finally, the
1The total number of degrees of freedom is kept constant.
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inuence of a hybrid discretization, that combines a low-order interpolation of
the S-A model with a high-order interpolation of the Navier-Stokes equations,
is discussed in section 3.5.3.
5.1.1 Underresolution eects
An accurate prediction of the friction coecient requires the resolution of
strong gradients of the solution very close to the wall. For a standard nite
volume method this implies that the rst element must lie in the viscous
sublayer (0  y+  5) with y+(1)  1 and that the grid normal stretching 
is in the order of 1.05 to 1.15. These severe restrictions not only lead to an
important computing cost but also increase the numerical stiness.
In the following, we will see that high-order DG methods allow to correctly
compute a turbulent boundary layer using grids with y+(1) up to 64 (p = 4).
Hence, the rst interpolation point is located 16 times farther from the wall
than for standard low-order methods. A comparison of the results is performed
in terms of wall friction as well as velocity and viscosity proles.
Physical versus numerical friction
According to Fig. 5.1(a), a perfect agreement is observed between the ex-
perimental data of Wieghardt [181] and the calculated diusive ux (p = 4,
quadrangles) as long as y+(1)  8. This means that at least half of the element
must lie within the viscous sublayer. As discussed before, one can consider
that the 4th order polynomial (or equivalently 5th order accurate) interpolation
on the quadrangle/hexahedron provides an equivalent resolution, correspond-
ing to a subdivision of the element by 4 in all directions. Hence, the o-wall
spacing of the rst interpolation point remains comparable to the one used
by 2nd order accurate nite volume methods. For y+(1) = 16, the friction
coecient is already underestimated by  4%.
However, a much better estimate of the skin friction can be obtained by
considering the numerical ux F^vk;m =
D
Dklmn
@uhn
@xl
E
+JuhmKk which is the sum
of the physical or consistent diusive ux Fv and the penalty term JuhK, see
Fig.5.1(b). A comparison of the physical ux, Fig. 5.1(a), and the numerical
ux, Fig. 5.1(b), shows that
(i) the solution jump vanishes when the grid resolution is increased, and
(ii) the penalty term corrects the diusive ux in such a way that the numer-
ical ux is in equilibrium with the external ow even for large o-wall
spacings.
Observation (i) was expected as it has been demonstrated by Cockburn [37]
that the jump JuhK is directly related to the residual over the element inte-
gral T . Observation (ii) is a consequence of the conservativity of the present
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(a) Physical ux: diusive term
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(b) Numerical ux: diusive + penalty
term
Figure 5.1: Skin friction for the at plate (Rex = 5 106 at x=1, M1 = 0:2):
comparison between the physical ux Fv = hDruhi and the numerical ux
F^v = hDruhi+JuhK for dierent structured quadrangular grids, h distance
to the opposing node. Taking into account the penalty term considerably
improves the skin friction.
DG method. By denition a numerical ux  ^(uh;ruh) is conservative if it
is single-valued on the element interfaces  . An important property of a con-
servative scheme is that for any union 
 of elements, the following relation
holds Z


S dV  
I
@

 ^n dS = 0; (5.2)
where S is a source term. In particular i can be chosen to be constant in the
IP-DGFEM residual (3.60), so we getZ


S dV =
I
@

H dS +
I
@

(n  hDruhi+ JuhK) dS (5.3)
since JiKi=1 = 0 except on @
. From (5.2) and (5.3) it follows that the
numerical diusive ux is given by the sum of the diusive and the penalty
term. Note that a similar denition has been used by Hartmann et al. [81]
within the context of adjoint-based error estimation, leading to the following
expression for the enhanced target quantity J(uh):
~J(uh) = J(uh) +R(uh; ~zh): (5.4)
Here, ~zh is the discrete adjoint solution.
Inuence of the penalty coecient
In chapter 3, the inuence of the penalty coecient  = CIP =h on the al-
gorithm stability has been discussed. In particular, we have seen that the
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new denition of the penalty length for anisotropic meshes (cf. \distance to
the opposing node") improves the stability of the (modied) S-A turbulence
model. However, the penalty parameter does not only aect the stability of
the method but also might have an inuence on the steady solution, especially
on the skin friction. This will be examined in the present section.
First, we focus on the denition of the characteristic length scale h. Com-
paring the results for the dierent types of grids, it turned out that the choice
of h has no eect on ne grids (y+(1)  16). This is not surprising since the
solution jump vanishes in these cases. For large o-wall spacings, the (consis-
tent) diusive ux computed with h equal to the \distance to the opposing
node" is slightly closer to the experimental results. However, the dierence
between the two approaches becomes almost insignicant if we consider the
numerical ux; see Fig.5.2.
Next, in order to demonstrate the reliability of the numerical friction as
well as its independence from the choice of the penalty coecient, we pro-
gressively increase the penalty constant CIP . As illustrated by Fig. 5.3(a),
the higher the jump penalization, the closer the consistent contribution of the
diusive ux to the exact solution. The principal drawback of such an ap-
proach is the important increase of the condition number of the underlying
system, which considerably deteriorates the convergence of the method. In
contrast to the consistent ux, the numerical friction dened in section 5.1.1
is almost independent of CIP ; cf. Fig. 5.3(b). Finally, important oscillations
are observed, when the penalty constant approaches the stability limit. This
is the case if the CIP is divided by a factor  2.
Inuence of the element type on the numerical friction
Fig. 5.4 compares the friction coecient of the turbulent at plate obtained
with triangular and quadrangular grids for dierent o-wall spacings and in-
terpolation orders. For clarity of the gures only friction coecients with
y+(1)  32 are presented for triangles. Probably the most important dif-
ference between triangles and quadrangles is that the latter lead to a much
smoother skin friction, whereas the use of triangles causes oscillations which
rapidly grow if the grid is coarsened. Separating out the eects of the dierent
uxes shows that these oscillations are mainly due to the penalty term.
In particular, comparing the results obtained with rst order elements
(p = 1), we notice that the jumps of Cf along the plate almost disappear for
quadrangles. The reasons for this dierent behaviour are
(i) Since Cf is proportional to the gradient normal to the wall  @u=@y,
quadrangles will always provide a skin friction which is one order above
the one provided by triangles;
(ii) While neighbouring quadrangles along the plate typically share a com-
mon face, adjacent triangles on the plate usually only have one node in
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Figure 5.2: Inuence of the type of the penalty term  = CIP =h on the
skin friction along the at plate (Rex = 5 106 at x=1, M1 = 0:2) with 4th
order polynomials. Left, structured quadrangular grid (y+(1)=64, ref. \grid
E"); right, structured triangular grid (y+(1)=16, ref. \grid C"). Choosing the
\distance to the opposing node" slightly reduces the impact of the penalty
term on the numerical ux.
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(a) Consistent friction: y+(1)=64, p=4
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Figure 5.3: Inuence of the penalty constant CIP on the skin friction along
the at plate (Rex = 5  106 at x=1, M1 = 0:2) with 4th order polynomials
(y+(1)=64, ref. \grid E"). Left, consistent friction; right, numerical friction.
Increasing the jump penalization increases the contribution of the consistent
diusive ux but has virtually no inuence on the computed numerical friction.
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common. As a consequence, they are not considered to be neighbours
and jumps between them are not penalized.
(iii) the penalty term is proportional to the solution, and hence is much richer
in content than the physical skin friction.
One of the consequences is that in the case of quadrangles larger o-wall
spacings can be used.
Velocity proles
The non-dimensional velocity proles u+(y+) are shown in Fig. 5.5. When
analyzing these results, we should rst of all consider that boundary conditions
are imposed weakly. This results in the non-compliance to the no-slip condition
for underresolved computations. Furthermore, the reference velocity u is
based on the computed skin friction and hence the non-dimensional free-stream
velocity depends on the resolution.
As a function of resolution, we can clearly see that at equal number of
degrees of freedom, the solution drastically improves with the interpolation
order. The mesh resolutions leading to a good correlation with the exper-
iments furthermore clearly correspond to the ones based on the numerical
friction as discussed in the previous section. This means that although it con-
tains an important jump contribution, one can probably rely on the numerical
value, and a very strict compliance with the no-slip boundary condition is not
required.
For underresolved computations we furthermore clearly see an increase of
the boundary layer thickness, which at rst sight may be attributed to the
underresolution, but also to a larger spread of the eddy viscosity as illustrated
in following section.
Non-dimensional viscosity proles
The non-dimensional viscosity proles (y+) = ~(y+)=(100) at section x =
0:97 are presented in Fig. 5.6.
We observe that independently of the interpolation order the element size
has no eect on the behaviour of  close to the wall. The reason is that the
working variable ~ of the Spalart-Allmaras model has been designed to vary
almost linearly from the wall to the log-layer. The slope in this region is
approximately equal to the von Karman constant  = 0:41.
In contrast, the accuracy of the viscosity prole in the log layer is strongly
improved by high-order elements. Even for grids with a relative small o-
wall spacing, imposing a constant grid stretching of about 1:6 will inevitably
lead to large elements in the log-layer, which means that the viscosity peak is
discretized by a few elements only. An illustration of the element size through
the boundary layer for a quadrangular grid with y+(1) = 64 (\grid E") is given
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in Fig. 3.23. The dotted vertical lines represent the mesh, the grid stretching
in the wall normal direction equals 1.6. We nd that, although this mesh is
extremely coarse (the viscosity peak is mainly discretized by three elements),
good results are obtained with 4th order polynomials, whereas the problem is
clearly underresolved for p = 1 or p = 2.
Inuence of the grid normal stretching
So far, all meshes have been generated with a grid normal stretching of  = 1:6.
Note that for standard nite volume methods,  commonly is in the order of
1.05 to 1.15. Although it is likely that higher-order methods allow higher
grid stretchings, the value of 1.6 has been chosen somewhat randomly. The
inuence of  on the grid resolution is the subject of the present section.
First, we try to single out if there is a relation between the grid normal
stretching and the maximum allowed o-wall spacing. Thereto, we compare
the results obtained with 2nd order polynomials and an o-wall spacing of
y+(1) = 32 for dierent stretching coecients between 1.1 and 2. As shown
in the previous sections, this computation is clearly underresolved for P 2-
elements and a stretching of 1.6. The corresponding skin friction distributions
along the plate are displayed in Fig. 5.7(a). According to these results, the grid
normal stretching has only a minor eect on the skin friction. In particular,
reducing the stretching does not improve the computed friction, which mainly
depends on the height of the rst cell close to the wall; see Fig. 5.7(b).
Next, we want to determine the maximum grid stretching for a given o-
wall spacing. Thereto, we have chosen P 4-elements and an o-wall spacing
of y+(1) = 64, which approximately corresponds to the minimum required
mesh resolution for this interpolation order. The stretching coecient varies
between 1.1 and 2. Again, as illustrated by Fig. 5.7(c) and 5.7(d), there is
virtually no impact on the friction coecient Cf . These observations are
conrmed by the velocity proles (see Fig. 5.8), which in the case of  = 2,
present a small acceleration at the outer boundary of only  0:2% compared
to the freestream velocity.
5.1.2 Convergence analyses with equal number of degrees of
freedom
In the preceding section we have compared the velocity/viscosity proles and
the skin friction coecient for a large number of grids. The main focus was (i)
to demonstrate the improvement of the estimation of the skin friction by the
penalty term and (ii) to determine the maximal o-wall spacing in function of
the interpolation order p and the element type. Therefore, the same grids were
used for P 1-, P 2- and P 4-elements. Now, we want to compare interpolation
orders in terms of accuracy for an equal number of degrees of freedom, and
evaluate the mesh convergence for a given order.
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(a) triangle: p=1
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(b) quadrangle: p=1
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(c) triangle: p=2
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(d) quadrangle: p=2
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(e) triangle: p=4
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(f) quadrangle: p=4
Figure 5.4: Skin friction based on the numerical ux F^v for the at plate
(Rex = 5 106 at x=1, M1 = 0:2): comparison between triangles and quad-
rangles, h distance to the opposing node. Regardless of the interpolation
order, quadrangular grids lead to smoother skin friction than the equivalent
triangular grids. As a consequence, o-wall spacings, which are 2 to 3 times
larger, can be used.
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(a) triangle: p=1
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(b) quadrangle: p=1
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(c) triangle: p=2
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(d) quadrangle: p=2
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(e) triangle: p=4
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(f) quadrangle: p=4
Figure 5.5: Normalized velocity prole for the at plate (Rex = 5106 at x=1,
M1 = 0:2): comparison between triangles and quadrangles. The skin friction
used to normalize the velocity is based on the numerical ux, h distance to
the opposing node. As boundary conditions are imposed weakly, the no-slip
condition is not satised by all the grids. This is particularly true for coarse
quadrangular grids.
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(b) quadrangle: p=1
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(d) quadrangle: p=2
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(e) triangle: p=4
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(f) quadrangle: p=4
Figure 5.6: Non-dimensional viscosity prole  = t=(100) at section x=0.97
for the at plate (Rex = 5  106 at x=1, M1 = 0:2): comparison between
triangles and quadrangles.
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(b) y+(1)=32, p=2 (zoom)
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Figure 5.7: Inuence of the normal grid stretching  on the skin friction along
the at plate (Rex = 5 106 at x=1, M1 = 0:2) with quadrangular grids.
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Figure 5.8: Inuence of the normal grid stretching  on the skin friction along
the at plate (Rex = 5 106 at x=1, M1 = 0:2) with quadrangular grids.
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To both ends, each grid of table 5.1 is rened two times by dividing every
element face in half. This leads to a sequence of grids suitable for convergence
studies. Henceforth, we call \level 1" the non-rened grid, \level 2" the same
grid rened once and \level 3" the grid rened two times.
Convergence in function of interpolation orders
In order to compare dierent orders, whilst keeping computational cost con-
stant (in terms of degrees of freedom), the turbulent plate is computed on
renement \level 1" for p = 4, \level 2" for p = 2 and \level 3" for p = 1
respectively.
Triangles. In the case of grids A to C (y+(1)  16 at level 1) an excellent
agreement is observed between the dierent interpolation orders on the one
hand, and the experimental/theoretical results of Wieghardt/Van Driest (resp.
Schultz-Grunow) on the other hand. This is particularly true for the normal-
ized velocity prole u+(y+) (not represented here), whereas the inuence of
the interpolation order is more important on the skin friction Cf . Regarding
the (physical) diusive ux only (Fig. 5.9(a)), all three curves slightly dif-
fer from the experimental measurements. Notably P 1-elements lead to less
smooth results. This is due to the fact that in contrast to the velocity prole,
the skin friction does not only depend on the solution variables but also on
their gradients which are constant for P 1-elements. Taking into account the
penalty term (Fig. 5.9(b)) improves the results for p=2 and p=4 but causes
important oscillations for p=1, reecting the linear variation associated to the
friction.
A further increase of the o-wall spacing (y+(1)  64) hardly aects the
velocity prole but blows up the oscillations of the friction coecient. This
explains the dierent values of u+ far from the wall.
Quadrangular grids. As already observed before, the main dierence be-
tween triangles and quadrangles is that the latter lead to a smoother skin fric-
tion. Regarding the diusive term we notice that the element type particularly
aects P 1-results which no longer behave stepwise. But also the oscillations of
the penalty term which constitute the principal limitation for a further increase
of the o-wall spacing vanish (compare Fig. 5.9(b) and 5.11(a)). The superior-
ity of high order polynomials is illustrated by Fig. 5.11(b) and Fig. 5.10(b). A
comparison with Fig. 5.10(a) reveals however that coarse grids triangles imply
a better respect of the no-slip boundary condition. An additional argument
for the use of quadrangles is the memory consumption. As nodes are doubled
at the interface between adjacent elements, the ratio of the total number of de-
grees of freedom between triangles and quadrangles is given by (p+2)=(p+1).
This ratio tends to 1 as the interpolation order is increased. Furthermore, tak-
ing into account that op rates of the matrix-vector products should increase
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Figure 5.9: Skin friction for the at plate (Rex = 5 106 at x=1, M1 = 0:2)
with structured triangles (grid C): comparison between physical and numer-
ical ux, h distance to the opposing node. Low order triangles suer from
oscillations of the penalty term. These disappear in the case of quadrangular
grids or higher polynomials.
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(a) Triangle (grid E: y+(1)=64 at x=1)
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(b) Quadrangle (Grid E: y+(1)=64 at x=1)
Figure 5.10: Normalized velocity prole for the at plate (Rex = 5  106
at x=1, M1 = 0:2) with structured triangular grids. The skin friction used
to normalize the velocity is based on the numerical ux, h distance to the
opposing node.
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(a) Grid C: y+(1)=16 at x=1
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(b) Grid E: y+(1)=64 at x=1
Figure 5.11: Skin friction (based on the numerical ux) for the at plate
(Rex = 5 106 at x=1, M1 = 0:2) with structured quadrangles, h distance
to the opposing node. Especially for coarse grids, better results are obtained
by increasing the interpolation order rather than the number of elements.
with the number of nodes per element, quadrangles are expected to give faster
results.
Convergence in function of mesh resolution
Finally, a convergence study based on the total skin friction (diusive ux +
penalty term) is realized; see Fig. 5.12. In order to avoid the singularity at
the leading edge of the plate as well as boundary condition eects, the skin
friction is integrated for 0:1  x  1:75. The reference solution is composed of
(40+128)  160 triangles (p = 4). Its accuracy is improved using a Richard-
son extrapolation. Note that in the absence of the exact solution, only the
convergence of the skin friction to the asymptotic value is presented here.
The advantage of high order methods becomes obvious when comparing
the friction error for dierent interpolation orders. Except in the case of very
coarse grids with a large o-wall spacing, high order elements on level i give
better results than lower order elements on level i + 1 and that, as already
mentioned, for a lower memory cost. in the case of 1st and 2nd order elements
the formal convergence order is achieved for all the grids (not shown here).
Remember that the order of accuracy of a scheme is guaranteed only at the
limit of grid renement. This is also true for 4th order elements on coarse grids
(for instance grid D where y+(1)=32). As for rather ne grids, the convergence
rate is underestimated. A likely reason is that the reference solution is not
ne enough and the error on CF becomes comparable to the error on C
Ref
F .
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Figure 5.12: Integrated skin friction CF with 0:1  x  1:75 for the at plate
(Rex = 5  106 at x=1, M1 = 0:2), h distance to the opposing node. The
reference solution is computed with (40+128)  160 triangles (p = 4), which
corresponds to y+(1) = 0:5. In order to get comparative results, the friction
cocients are calculated on renement \level 1" (not rened) for p=4, \level
2" (rened once) for p=2 and \level 3" (rened twice) for p=1 respectively.
4, structured triangles; , structured quadrangles;   , reference solution.
5.2 Quasi-straight elements
In the previous section, we have determined the required mesh resolution as
a function of the polynomial degree (p  4) in order to accurately compute
a turbulent boundary layer. Given the simple geometry of the at plate, the
simulations have been carried out with straight sided elements and a linear
mapping has been dened between the parametric and the physical function
spaces. As in this work, the interpolation points are equally spaced in the
canonical/reference element, a linear mapping also implies an equidistant dis-
tribution of the interpolation points in the physical space.
However, the question arises if for a given problem size, one cannot improve
the accuracy of the computed results by clustering the interpolation points in
the vicinity of the wall, where the strongest gradients are observed. Note
that such an approach does not aect the formal order of accuracy of the DG
method, which only depends on p. The optimal position of the interpolation
points and its inuence on the wall friction will be investigated in the present
section.
5.2.1 Position of the interpolation points
A simple but ecient way to move the interpolation points closer to the wall,
which does not require to modify the existing shape functions i, consists
in stretching the computing cell in the wall normal direction. This can be
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achieved by using a non-linear geometrical representation of the cell (q  2)
and by applying a stretching i to the internal (high-order) nodes, in the same
way as the inter-element stretching  dened in the previous section; cf. sec-
tion 5.1.1. In the remainder of this thesis, we distinguish between the interpo-
lation order p and the order of the geometrical representation (the mapping) q.
To illustrate this concept, we consider the second order mapping of the
physical edge x 2 [0; L] to the segment  2 [ 1; 1], which is the reference
element in 1D, i.e.
x() = c0 + c1 + c2
2: (5.5)
The constants c0, c1 and c2 are determined by imposing the desired position
of the interpolation points in the physical space,
x( 1) = x0 = 0;
x(0) = x1 = L=(1 + i);
x(1) = x2 = L; (5.6)
leading to the nal expression of the mapping
x() =
L
1 + i
+
L
2
 +
L(i   1)
2(1 + i)
2: (5.7)
It is easily seen that with the above conditions (5.6), the following relation
holds (x2 x1)=(x1 x0) = i. Furthermore, setting i equal to 1 results in the
standard linear element (with equally spaced interpolation points), whereas x1
approaches the wall for i > 1; see Fig. 5.13(a). The wall is supposed to be
located at x = 0.
While increasing i moves the rst interpolation point closer to the wall,
we must ensure that (5.7) still denes a unique mapping between x and .
Thereto, i must be chosen such that
J 1  @x=@ 6= 0 8 2 [ 1; 1]: (5.8)
In the case of the above second order mapping, a straightforward computa-
tion shows that the internal stretching must lie in the range of i 2 [0:3; 3];
see Fig. 5.13(b). Black regions indicate a negative Jacobian and thus an
invalid mapping. Figure 5.13(b) also demonstrates that by stretching the
computing cell, an invalid mapping rst appears at the ends of the segment
( =  1 if i > 1). Similarly, a numerical analysis leads to a maximal allow-
able stretching of maxi  4:88 (q = 3) and maxi  2:62 (q = 4).
Finally, as the rst interpolation point in the reference space is located at
1 =  1+2=p and by choosing i = 3 in equation (5.7), one nds that x1 can
not lie closer than L=p2 o from the wall; compared to x1 = L=p in the case of
straight (linear) elements. As a consequence, if one wants to keep the position
of the rst node unchanged, the element height can at most be coarsened by
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Figure 5.13: In order to ensure a unique second order mapping (q = 2) between
the physical and the parametric spaces, the internal stretching i must lie in
the range of [0:3; 3]. Black regions indicate an invalid mapping. '' denotes
the interpolation nodes.
a factor p. Bearing in mind that an o-wall spacing of y+(1)  64 has been
found for straight-sided P 4-elements, a theoretical mesh resolution of at best
y+(1)  256 is to be expected.
5.2.2 Convergence analyses
The eect of the position of the interpolation points on the wall friction and
in particular the consequences on the mesh resolution are studied by means
of the ow along the at plate (cf. section 5.1). To facilitate comparison with
linear elements (q = 1), we use the same meshes as in the previous section,
i.e. the same number of grid points in x  and y direction, and an element
stretching of  = 1:6. The analysis is limited to quadrilateral elements.
Stretching approaches. Before looking into details, which o-wall spacing
is needed, dierent stretching approaches are compared, namely
(i) uniform stretching : a stretching of i =  is applied to the internal
nodes of all layers of elements;
(ii) rst layer stretching : only the rst layer of elements next to the wall is
stretched imposing i = ;
(iii) equidistant stretching : since imposing i =  inevitably leads to a situ-
ation, where the distance between the last internal nodes xnM 1 and x
n
M
at layer n is larger than the distance between the rst internal nodes
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xn+10 and x
n+1
1 at the next layer n + 1, we compute 

i <  such that
xnM   xnM 1 = xn+11   xn+10 .
To investigate the inuence of the above approaches, we have carried out a
large number of simulations including several mesh resolutions y+(1) as well
as degrees of polynomial and geometrical interpolation 2  p; q  4. Further-
more, to exclude numerical integration errors, results have been compared for
dierent rules of Gaussian quadrature ranging from O(3p) to O(5p).
As already observed in section 5.1.1, where we have analysed the inuence
of the grid normal stretching, it results from the present study that the friction
coecient mainly depends on the height of the rst grid cell, and in particular
on the position of the rst interpolation point x1 o the wall. Two represen-
tative examples are shown in Fig. 5.14. Both cases clearly demonstrate the
potential/interest of approaching the interpolation points to the wall, leading
to a signicant improvement of the skin friction. The dependency on the posi-
tion of the interpolation points becomes even more obvious if we compare the
three strategies. Thereto, we should remember that the \uniform" stretching
and the \rst layer stretching" both lead to the same location of x1. Since the
two approaches result in (exactly) the same friction, whereas slightly distinct
values are observed for the \equidistant" stretching (i < i () x1 > x1), we
conclude that the dierence is related to the location of x1. As a consequence,
in the remainder of this section, only the rst layer next to the wall will be
stretched because a displacement of the interpolation points in the fareld
would require a higher Gaussian quadrature rule while no improvement of the
accuracy is to be expected in this region.
Inuence of the internal stretching on the o-wall spacing. To anal-
yse the impact of the high-order nodes stretching, i has been adapted to the
element height such that for enlarging computing cells, the rst interpolation
point x1 remains at a xed distance to the wall. In particular, based on the re-
sults for straight sided elements (cf. section 5.1.1), we have chosen y+(x1) = 8
for p = 2, y+(x1) = 12 for p = 3 and y
+(x1) = 16 for p = 4.
It follows from the numerical experiments, that no clear improvement of
the wall friction is observed if a low-order polynomial interpolation (p  2)
is used. More precisely, compared to the non-stretched case, the computed
friction is in somewhat better agreement with the reference solution as long as
the stretching remains small (i . 1:4); although this eventually implies that
y+(x1) > 8. However, as the stretching becomes important (in order to respect
the desired location of the interpolation point), the accuracy of the computed
friction rapidly deteriorates. In particular, for y+(1) = 24, even better results
are obtained by (simple) linear elements, provided that a Gaussian quadrature
rule of O(4p) is employed.
Two likely explanations for this behaviour are (i) the increased numeri-
cal errors as i tends to 
max
i ; and (ii) the dierence between 
p and ~p,
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(b) p = 4, q = 3, y+(1) = 128
Figure 5.14: The wall friction mainly depends on the position of the rst
interpolation point. Hence, no dierence is observed between a \uniform"
stretching and a stretching of the \rst element layer" only. To avoid numer-
ical integration errors, the Gaussian quadrature has been chosen to exactly
integrate a polynomial of degree 4p.
y+(1st cell) 16 24 32 64
i(q = 2) 1.0 2.0000 3.0000  
i(q = 3) 1.0 1.5840 2.0613 3.4495
i(q = 4) 1.0 1.4142 1.7321 2.6458
Table 5.2: Stretching to be imposed to the high-order (mesh) nodes in the case
of p = 2 such that the rst interpolation point x1 is located at y
+(x1) = 8.
Note that the second order mapping q = 2 becomes invalid as the element
height exceeds y+(1) = 32, cf. section 5.2.1.
cf. Riviere [143]. Whereas the former denotes the space of polynomials of
degree less than p dened on the reference element Tref (see section 3.2.1),
the later denotes the spaces of polynomials dened on the physical space.
Although the approximation results for p and ~p are the same on linear tri-
angles/parallelograms, they dier in the case of general quadrilaterals (q  2).
For instance, a ow eld, which is linear in the physical space, becomes of
order q in the parametric space.
The values of the stretching coecient are resumed in table 5.2. Since in
the case of 2nd order polynomials, only one interpolation point lies inside the
computing cell, important stretchings are necessary, which explains the poor
results.
In contrast to the low-order P 2-elements, the eect of the internal stretch-
ing changes, if a high-order polynomial interpolation (p  3) is used; see
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y+(1st cell) 64 80 96 128 192
i(q = 2) 1.0 1.3077 1.5714 2.0000  
i(q = 4) 1.0 1.1509 1.2782 1.4883 1.8089
Table 5.3: Stretching to be imposed to the high-order (mesh) nodes in the case
of p = 4 such that the rst interpolation point x1 is located at y
+(x1) = 16.
Fig. 5.15. It is worth noting that even in the case of straight quadrilater-
als, cf. Fig. 5.15(a) and 5.15(b), the inuence of the Gaussian quadrature
grows as the element size is increased. This behaviour is however to be ex-
pected because the eddy viscosity is dened by a rational function2 (close to
the wall); see section 2.3.3. Accordingly, it cannot be integrated exactly by
numerical quadrature. Nevertheless, we observe that the default quadrature
rule used within this thesis O(3p) leads to an acceptable compromise between
accuracy and computational cost even for coarse meshes up to y+(1)  64
(p = 4).
A comparison of gures 5.15(a) to 5.15(f) clearly demonstrates the inter-
est of moving the interpolation nodes toward the wall. Indeed, almost grid
independent results are obtained up to an element height which is more than
doubled compared to the linear quadrilaterals (q = 1, y+(1) = 64), leading
to a signicant reduction of the memory footprint of  30%. In addition, the
non-dimensional velocity prole is almost not aected by moving the interpo-
lation nodes toward the wall, although for the coarsest mesh, a huge part of
the boundary layer ranging from the viscous sublayer up to the log-layer is
discretized by one element only; see Fig. 5.16. For completeness, we should
however mention that due to the poor mesh resolution in the outer bound-
ary layer we had to increase the penalty constant by a factor two, in order
to avoid a breakdown of the computation in the case of y+(1) = 192. The
corresponding stretching coecients are summarized in table 5.3.
Finally, numerical experiments using p = 3 polynomials (not shown here)
have conrmed the above considerations, whereby the use of a third order
mapping (q = 3) has turned out to be the most ecient, leading to grid
independent results up to y+(1) = 96. While the quality of the second order
mapping (q = 2) suers from large values of i close to 
max
i , it seems that
choosing q > p also deteriorates the accuracy of the results.
2The eddy viscosity t is related to the working variable ~ of the S-A turbulence model
by t = ~(~=)
3=[(~=)3 + c3v1]. Hence, although t is a rational function, it behaves like a
polynomial of degree p suciently far from the wall.
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(a) q = 1, O(3p)
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(b) q = 1, O(4p)
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(c) q = 2, O(3p)
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(d) q = 2, O(4p)
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(e) q = 4, O(3p)
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Figure 5.15: Skin friction coecient (p = 4, y+(x1) = 16): Moving the in-
terpolation points toward the wall, signicantly improves the computed skin
friction and allows to more than double the height of the rst computing cell
compared to standard linear quadrilaterals.
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Figure 5.16: Non-dimensional velocity proles (p = 4, q = 4, y+(x1) = 16,
Gaussian quadrature O = 4p): Grid independent velocity proles are obtained
up to an element of y+(1stcell)  192, in which case a signicant part of the
boundary layer ranging from the viscous sublayer to the log-layer is discretized
by a single element only.
5.3 Curved boundary cells: turbulent NACA 0012
aerofoil
In this section, we investigate the eect of curved boundary cells by means of
the ow around the NACA 0012 aerofoil at an angle of attack of  = 3:59
and a Reynolds number of 1:86  106. The free-stream Mach number is set
to M1 = 0:3. This standard test case is taken from the \Experimental Data
Base for Computer Program Assessment" [2]. Note that the experiments in
the wind tunnel have been realized for an angle of attack of  = 4. However,
by taking into account the wall eect, the corrected angle of incidence is given
by 3:59, which corresponds to the value used for the numerical simulations.
The traditional denition of the aerofoil has been modied such that the
trailing edge (x = 1) has zero thickness, leading to the following analytical
description
y(x) = 12
20

0:2969
p
x  0:126x  0:3516x2 + 0:2843x3   0:1015x4

; (5.9)
where x = x=(1:00893c) is the normalized chord length. The leading edge of
the aerofoil is located at x = 0.
In order to determine if similar mesh resolutions in terms of grid spacing
and stretching can be achieved as for linear straight sided cells, two conver-
gence studies are performed.
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5.3.1 Chordwise resolution and high-order boundaries
An important aspect of high-order methods is the generation of curved grids
because even a high-order polynomial approximation will inevitably lead to
poor results, if the mesh is too coarse to correctly represent the geometry.
Hence, in order to take full advantage of these methods, curved boundaries
must be used and it is therefore not surprising that the generation of high
aspect ratio curved meshes is still a subject of intense research.
In this section, attention is focused on the discretization of curved bound-
aries. Thereto, we generate a family of ve hybrid meshes which dier in the
number of elements along the chord c. Grid points are clustered near the ends
of the aerofoil leading to a chordwise spacing x=c (measured along the pro-
le) which varies between 1:7 10 2 (grid I ) and 1:7 10 3 (grid V ) at the
leading edge, and between 5:5 10 3 (grid I ) and 1:9 10 3 (grid V ) at the
trailing edge, respectively. To eliminate all eventual perturbations resulting
from an insucient discretization of the boundary layer, the grid spacing in the
wall normal direction is set to 1:510 5 times the aerofoil chord, which corre-
sponds to a small non-dimensional height of y+(1)  1. The outer boundary
is located 30 chords away from the aerofoil; unstructured triangles are used as
discretization elements in the fareld, whereas the wake and the near aerofoil
regions are discretized by several layers of double sided curved quadrangles.
The stretching parameter in the grid normal direction equals 1.6 for all grids.
The grid specications are summarized in table 5.4.
To ensure the positivity of the Spalart-Allmaras variable ~, all simula-
tions have been performed using the \clipped" S-A model. Except mentioned
dierently, the penalty coecient is based on the \distance to the opposing
node". On the aerofoil, the no-slip adiabatic boundary condition is imposed,
whereas at the inlet plane (left), the whole state vector is dened (cf. \fareld
boundary condition"). Along the rest of the boundary, the pressure is set to
the freestream value.
To investigate the inuence of the geometrical representation, computa-
tions have been performed using a 2nd, 3rd and 4th order polynomial inter-
polation of the aerofoil. As an example, a q = 4 interpolation of grid II is
shown at Fig. 5.17(a) and 5.17(b). The corresponding iso-Mach contours using
a p = 4 approximation of the solution are displayed in Fig. 5.17(c).
The computed lift and drag coecients, Cl and Cd, respectively, for each
grid (I to V with q 2 [2; 4]) and interpolation order p are compared in
Fig. 5.18. Both coecients include the physical/consistent ux as well as
the penalty contribution. In the present case, the latter is however negligible
which is due to the small normal grid spacing of y+(1)  1. The ne mesh res-
olution in the wall normal direction also explains the little dierences between
p = 2, p = 3 and p = 4 results.
For clarity of the gures, the aerodynamic coecients obtained using a
p = 1 approximation are not shown here. Note however, that despite impor-
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(a) Full grid (q = 4)
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(b) Near aerofoil region (q = 4)
(c) Iso-Mach contours (p = 4)
Figure 5.17: NACA 0012 aerofoil mesh (grid II ) with  2500 cells and iso-
Mach number contours (0-0.4788,  = 0:0106). The aerofoil is dicretized by
2 19 fourth order quadrangles (q = 4).
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Grid leading trailing nb elmts chord
y total nb elmtsz
I 1:68 10 2 5:50 10 3 3+9+3 1462 + 730
II 6:62 10 3 1:97 10 3 6+14+4 1802 + 766
III 5:17 10 3 1:97 10 3 7+19+4 2006 + 798
IV 2:10 10 3 1:61 10 3 11+24+5 2380 + 836
V 1:71 10 3 1:94 10 3 17+34+9 3570 + 1080
y Number of elements close to the leading edge x  0:05c, in the middle
of the aerofoil and close to the trailing edge x  0:95c, respectively.
z Total number of curved quadrangles and triangles, respectively.
Table 5.4: Grid specications for the NACA 0012 aerofoil (Rec = 1:86 106,
M1 = 0:3,  = 3:59). The grid spacing in the wall normal direction is set to
1:5 10 5 which corresponds to y+(1)  1.
tant jumps in the streamwise direction, which are related to an insucient
discretization of the aerofoil chord, even the 1st order interpolation leads to a
satisfying estimation of the integrated lift and drag. Depending on the grid,
the latter lie in the range of Cp=1l 2 [0:390; 0:396] and Cp=1d 2 10 2 [1:1; 1:5].
Not surprising are the instabilities encountered on most grids if we use a
p = 1 interpolation together with 4th order discretization of the aerofoil. Since
the aerofoil geometry is described by a 4th order interpolation, our standard
quadrature rule for turbulent ows, which allows to exactly integrate polyno-
mials up to degree O(3p), is insucient on highly curved mesh cells. Increasing
the integration order to O(4p) avoids the aforementioned instability. Further-
more, one should bear in mind that all computations in this chapter use the
facewise denition of the penalty parameter (see chapter 3). The latter was
found to be less stable than the recently proposed elementwise viscosity scale.
Highly curved grid cells. According to Fig. 5.18, not only the order of
the polynomial approximation p but also the geometrical discretization q seem
to have only a minor eect on the aerodynamics coecients, provided a su-
ciently small normal grid spacing. A closer look at the skin friction distribution
reveals however important oscillations of the computed friction in the case of
q = 2. The oscillations are mainly observed at the rst part of the aerofoil,
where the laminar-to-turbulent transition takes place3. Boundary cells in this
region are characterized by the highest curvature. Note that the oscillations
of Cf disappear as a higher order geometrical representation (q  3) is used;
see Fig. 5.19. Hence, p = 4 polynomials provide satisfying results even on the
3Remember that the trip term has been omitted in the current implementation of the
S-A model. Accordingly, the laminar-to-turbulent transition is caused by purely numerical
eects. The exact location of the transition might thus be mesh dependent.
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coarsest mesh (cf. grid I with 2 15 elements along the aerofoil) if q = 4. For
low-order p = 2 polynomials, at least grid III is required in order to ensure a
smooth skin friction distribution, where it is again preferable to choose q  3.
A comparison of Fig. 5.19 and 5.20 clearly demonstrates the dependency
of the wall friction on the accurate discretization of the aerofoil geometry. The
deviations of the interpolated aerofoil from the exact geometry are displayed
in Fig. 5.20(a). Not surprisingly, best results are achieved by the 4th order
interpolation, which leads to a smooth wall friction, even on grid I. The corre-
sponding 1st and 2nd order derivatives for the dierent geometry interpolations
are calculate as
@y()
@x
=
@y=@
@x=@
@2y()
@x2
=

@2y
@2
@x
@
  @y
@
@2x
@2

@x
@
 3
: (5.10)
Details of the third grid cell (x=c 2 [0:05; 0:12]), where the largest friction
jumps are observed, are given in Fig. 5.20(b) and 5.20(c). Although the C1
continuity of the discrete aerofoil is not guaranteed, it is signicantly improved
as q is increased.
In contrast to previous works, e.g. [107, 125], where curved grid cells have
been obtained by an ad hoc meshing tool, the meshes used within this thesis
have been generated in two steps by the GMSH grid generator [70]. Starting
from a straight sided mesh, we set up a Lagrangian interpolation with uni-
formly distributed nodes in both the reference and the physical space. On the
domain boundaries, the high-order nodes are placed so as to match the aerofoil
geometry. Next, linear elastic material properties are applied to the grid cells
and an iterative solver is used in order to minimize the deformation energy of
the mesh. Here, the higher the aspect ratio of the grid cells, the more layers
of grid cells must be curved to avoid singular mappings. Treating the mesh
as an elastic material inherently results in a nal grid where the curvature
is progressively reduced, leading to linear elements in the fareld. So far, no
eort has been made to optimize the position of the high-order mesh nodes.
The latter could be used to minimize dierences between the interpolated and
the exact geometry, or to ensure continuous normal vectors between adjacent
grid cells. Furthermore, the inner-element stretching described in section 5.2
is not yet implemented for complex geometries.
High aspect ratio grid cells. The previous section has revealed that a
high-order representation signicantly improves the computed friction, in re-
gions where the grid curvature is important. Surprisingly, the q = 4 interpola-
tion causes small oscillations of the wall friction at the middle of the aerofoil,
which are not observed with q = 2; see Fig. 5.21(a). Contrary to the leading
edge, grid cells in this region are characterized by a high aspect ratio, whereas
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Figure 5.18: NACA 0012 (Re1 = 1:86  106, M1 = 0:3,  = 3:59, p = 4):
Given the small element height in the wall normal direction, y+(1) = 1, a good
estimation of the integrated lift and drag coecients is obtained, even on grid
I (2 15 elements along the aerofoil chord).
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Figure 5.19: NACA 0012 (Re1 = 1:86106,M1 = 0:3,  = 3:59, p = 4, grid
I ): The low 2nd order interpolation of the aerofoil geometry causes important
oscillations of the skin friction distribution near the leading edge, where the
grid curvature is important.
the curvature is rather unimportant. Although the amplitude of these uc-
tuations decreases rapidly as the the mesh is rened, the same behaviour is
found on grids I, II and III (p = 4). On grid III, the relative local error is
less than kCfk=kCfk < 0:25%.
The origin of the local friction error is all the more mysterious as the 4th
order representation is very close to the exact aerofoil geometry. As illustrated
by Fig. 5.21(b), even the second order derivative is almost continuous at the
interface between adjacent boundary cells (q = 4), whereas large jumps are
observed for q = 2. To exclude a poor element quality as the origin of the loss
of accuracy, we have computed the inverse of the mapping Jacobian J 1 
(@x=@) 1 for the boundary cell presenting the largest deviations, i.e. x=c 2
[0:68; 0:79]; see Fig. 5.22. The presented non-dimensional values are obtained
by dividing the Jacobian by two times the volume of the associated straight-
sided element. Fig. 5.22(a) and 5.22(b) clearly show that, independently of
the geometrical interpolation order, the Jacobian is nearly constant in the
wall normal direction. This indicates a (desired) uniform grid height along
the prole and suggests a \correct" curvature of the 2nd, 3rd... element layers.
In addition, despite a decrease at the ends of the grid cell, the variations of
the Jacobian remain small in the chordwise direction and in particular, the
mapping is far from being singular; see Fig. 5.22(c) and 5.22(d). Although the
causes for these oscillations are not yet understood, we can exclude numerical
integration errors, since the same behaviour is observed with an extremely
accurate Gaussian quadrature rule of O(5p). Assuming that the friction error
is not due to deviations from the aerofoil geometry, another explanation could
be a reduction of the formal order of accuracy of the DG method, if curved
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Figure 5.20: Details of the leading edge (grid I ): The signicant improvement
of the geometrical representation by increasing q results in a much smoother
skin friction in regions, where the grid curvature is important.
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Figure 5.21: Despite a nearly continuous second order derivative of the inter-
polated geometry, small oscillations of the skin friction appear at the middle
of the aerofoil as q is increased. The grid cells in this region are character-
ized by a high aspect ratio. The dashed vertical lines represent the element
boundaries.
elements are used; cf. section 5.2.2. A reduction of the order of accuracy has
for instance been reported by Todd et al. [128], who studied the laminar ow
around a cylinder using a q = 2 and q = 3 interpolation of the geometry.
5.3.2 Inuence of the grid curvature on the boundary resolu-
tion
We nish our analysis of the ow around the NACA 0012 aerofoil with a
few words about the possible inuence of the element curvature on the grid
spacing in the wall normal direction. The latter has been studied extensively
for straight-sided meshes at the beginning of this chapter. The goal of this
section is to determine whether similar grid spacings can be achieved as in the
case of the ow along the turbulent at plate. Based on the previous results,
see section 5.3.1, we have chosen grid II as reference grid for computations
using p = 4 and grid III for p = 2. The normal spacing y of the rst node o
the wall varies between 5 10 6c and 7:5 10 4c. The aerofoil is discretized
by a 3rd order polynomial interpolation.
The inuence of the o-wall spacing on the skin friction using a p = 4
approximation is illustrated in Fig. 5.23. All results are in good agreement
and a discernible dierence in the peak friction appears for =c  50 10 5
only; see Fig. 5.23(a). According to Fig. 5.23(b), this value corresponds to a
non-dimensional height of roughly y+(1)  60, roughly the same upper limit
we already encountered for the turbulent at plate.
A second similarity to previous at plate results is that for triangular grids
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Figure 5.22: Inverse of the mapping Jacobian for the boundary cell presenting
the largest oscillations of the skin friction, i.e. x=c 2 [0:68; 0:79]. The nearly
constant Jacobian in the normal direction indicates a uniform element height
and suggests a \correct" curvature of the 2nd, 3rd... boundary layers. Despite
small variations at the ends of the element, the Jacobian changes little in the
chordwise direction.  indicates the interpolation nodes.
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Figure 5.23: NACA 0012 (Re1 = 1:86  106, M1 = 0:3,  = 3:59, p = 4,
q = 3, grid II ): Roughly the same non-dimensional height as for straight-sided
boundary cells, i.e. y+(1)  60, is required to ensure a grid independent skin
friction (consistent and penalty term).
(not shown here) the element height close to the wall should be reduced by
a factor 2 to 4 in order to avoid oscillations of the skin friction. Whereas
the pressure distribution is almost unaected, we observe important jumps of
the skin friction if =c  25. The corresponding pressure distributions for
hybrid grids are compared to the experimental data in Fig. 5.24. Although
the measured and the computed pressure are in excellent agreement on the
pressure side, the computation slightly overestimates the peak value on the
suction side. The most likely reasons for this small discrepancy are the wall
eect in the wind tunnel, which has been partially taken into account by cor-
recting the ow incidence angle, the exact location of the laminar-to-turbulent
transition, and the turbulence model. Remember that the present study has
been realized without the trip term of the S-A turbulence model. Hence, the
turbulence transition takes place due to numerical reasons which introduces a
certain grid dependency of the results; cf. section 2.3.3. We also should bear
in mind the minor modication of the aerofoil prole, which ensures a zero
thickness of the trailing edge.
5.4 Conclusions
The high-order RANS solver has been applied to two classical test cases,
namely a turbulent at plate and a NACA 0012 aerofoil at an incidence of
 = 3:59. Given the simplicity of the ow, the at plate computations were
used to investigate the inuence of the interpolation order on the required
grid resolution on the one hand, and the behaviour of dierent element types
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Figure 5.24: NACA 0012 (Re1 = 1:86 106, M1 = 0:3,  = 3:59): Pressure
coecient along the aerofoil for dierent wall distances of the rst cell layer.
Despite a small discrepancy of the peak value on the suction side, the computed
pressure distribution agrees well with the experimental data.
(triangles, quadrangles) on the other hand. The computation of the turbulent
ow around the NACA aerofoil has been performed to verify these conclusions
in the case of curved geometries.
The study has clearly shown
 an important reduction in the number of degrees of freedom with re-
spect to a classical nite volume method, both in terms of spacing and
stretching. Especially the high stretching and the smooth transition
of the solution in the case of structured-unstructured connections can
greatly simplify mesh generation in complex geometries;
 the importance of including the penalty contribution in the skin fric-
tion; this furthermore implies that a strict imposition of the no-slip wall
boundary condition will probably degrade the solution accuracy;
 the advantage of using regular quadrilateral regions in the boundary
layer. Besides a lower number of degrees of freedom, they give smoother
results which allows the use of 2 to 4 times larger o-wall spacings com-
pared to equivalent triangular meshes;
 the insensitivity of the solution with respect to the penalty parameter;
 the improved accuracy of the shear friction by approaching the interpo-
lation nodes close to the wall. To avoid a deterioration of the solution
caused by a large inner-element deformation/stretching, best results were
obtained by choosing q  p;
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 the high-sensitivity of the DGFEM method to the quality of the curved
boundary representation. Although the required o-wall spacings are
similar as in the case of straight boundaries, the C1 continuity of the
discrete geometry is of utmost importance.
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In this chapter two ow simulations are presented to demonstrate the ap-
plicability of the high-order interior penalty method to more complex applica-
tions. By that means we further validate the implementation of the Spalart-
Allmaras turbulence model. The rst test case is the two-dimensional L1T2
three-element aerofoil which has been extensively studied in the literature and
for which experimental measurements are available (section 6.1). As a second
test case we compute the ow in a three-dimensional compressor cascade fea-
turing secondary ow and hub stall (section 6.2). A comparison with two
state-of-the-art nite volume solvers is provided.
6.1 L1T2 three-element aerofoil
In this section we consider the turbulent ow around the L1T2 three-element
aerofoil at take-o conguration (Rec = 3:52  106, M = 0:197 and an angle
of attack  = 20:18). The L1T2 case consists of a main element, a slat
forward of the main element (deection angle of 25) and a Fowler ap aft of
the main element (deection angle of 20). This application is a typical test
case for high lift congurations (see e.g. [60,85]) and has recently been studied
by Hartmann et al. [81] within the European research project ADIGMA [104].
The ADIGMA project is intended for the development of adaptive higher-order
variational methods for aerospace applications. In addition to the various
numerical studies that exist in the literature, experimental measurements have
been performed in the early 1970s by the former British Aerospace Company
(BAC) [121].
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Figure 6.1: Global view of the 3rd order curved hybrid mesh ( 6000 elements)
for the turbulent ow around the L1T2 three-element aerofoil (Rec = 3:52 
106, M = 0:197 and  = 20:18).
Fig. 6.1 shows the initial coarse mesh (grid I ) generated for this test case.
The hybrid computational mesh consists of 3986 (unstructured) triangles and
1970 third order curved quadrilaterals in the boundary layer. The element
height of the rst layer surrounding the aerofoil equals =c = 1:510 4 (slat),
=c = 2:5  10 4 (main element) and =c = 1:88  10 4 (ap) respectively.
The square outer boundary is located at 36 chords away from the aerofoil.
Additionally, a second mesh (grid II ) has been generated using an isotropic
renement. To this end, every element face is divided in half.
The p = 4 solution on the coarse mesh (grid I ) is presented in Fig. 6.2.
As the L1T2 aerofoil is a take-o conguration, there is no considerable ow
separation, which limits turbulence modelling errors. Although we were not
able to decrease the non-linear residual to machine precision on the coarse grid,
the computed lift coecient of Cl = 4:04 agrees well with the experimental
measurements and other computations; see table 6.1. The reason we could not
reach machine precision is the poor grid resolution close to the leading edge
of the slat. In this region the boundary layer is extremely thin and therefore
captured by a single element only. In combination with a strong wall curvature
and an important acceleration of the ow (up to Mach  1), the high-order
solution was found to be extremely oscillatory; see Fig. 6.3. Problems with the
meshing tool prevented us from reducing the element height, whilst keeping
unchanged the chordwise mesh resolution. To improve the stability and to
better account for the high-order spatial discretization future work should
therefore concentrate on curved grid generation, and adaptive mesh renement
techniques (see e.g. [81]) should be investigated.
Table 6.1 summarizes the lift and drag coecients for dierent interpo-
lation degrees on grid I and grid II. Whereas Cl rapidly converges to the
experimental results, all simulations overestimate Cd. However, predicting
the drag in a high-lift conguration is an extremely dicult task [147]. An
uncertain transition location and an insucient mesh resolution in the wake
region of the slat (cf. Fig. 6.5 and 6.6) may explain the high drag values.
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(a) Mach number
(b) Pressure
(c) Turbulent eddy viscosity
Figure 6.2: p = 4 approximation on the coarse 3rd order mesh (grid I with
 6000 elements) for the L1T2 high lift conguration (Rec = 3:52  106,
M = 0:197 and  = 20:18).
Nonetheless, even on the coarse grid the p = 4 interpolation performs rather
well and furthermore outperforms the p = 2 solution on the ne grid, whilst
demanding less degrees of freedom.
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Cl Cd
p = 1, grid I (coarse) 3.53 0.144
p = 4, grid I (coarse)y 4.00 0.084
p = 1, grid II (ne) 3.71 0.118
p = 2, grid II (ne)y 3.80 0.089
p = 3, grid II (ne)y 4.05 0.082
p = 4, grid II (ne) 4.04 0.077
Hartmann [81] (DGFEM) 3.96 0.071
Rumsey [149] (k   ! EARSMz, FV) 4.08 0.068
Rudnik [147] (k   !, FV) 4.01 0.071
Experiment, corr 4.11 0.068
y The non-linear residual could not be decreased to machine precision.
z Explicit algebraic Reynolds stress models.
Table 6.1: Summary of the computed aerodynamic coecients for the L1T2
high lift conguration (Rec = 3:52 106, M = 0:197 and  = 20:18). Cl and
Cd both include the conservative and the penalty contribution.
Figure 6.3: Details of the iso-Mach number contours on grid I close to the
leading edge of the slat for the L1T2 high lift conguration (Rec = 3:52106,
M = 0:197 and  = 20:18), p = 4.
The pressure and friction distributions are presented in Fig. 6.4 and 6.5.
Whereas the p = 1 solution on the coarse grid is clearly under-resolved, the
pressure distribution for p = 4 is very similar on both meshes. Except in
the mixing region between the slat and main wing boundary layer, Cp is in
good agreement with the experimental data. Not surprisingly the dierences
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are more visible on the shear friction distribution Cf (see Fig. 6.5), whereby
the oscillations on the ap are - at least partially - a consequence of the poor
quality of the available aerofoil geometry used for the mesh generation.
Finally the iso-Mach number contours around the slat are compared in
Fig. 6.6. As stated previously, the region aft of the slat should be further
rened to accurately capture the slat wake. In addition, the thickness of the
boundary layer strongly depends on the mesh resolution.
p= 4 on fine mesh
p= 4 on coarse mesh
p= 1 on coarse mesh
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Figure 6.4: Surface pressure distribution for the L1T2 high lift conguration
(Rec = 3:52  106, M = 0:197 and  = 20:18) for dierent 3rd order curved
hybrid meshes. The single (blue) line represents the p = 1 solution on grid I.
The p = 4 solutions on grid I (red) and grid II (black) are nearly superposed.
'' denotes the experimental data.
6.2 Turbulent three-dimensional high lift cascade
ow
To validate the 3D implementation of the S-A turbulence model and to demon-
strate the robustness of the DG method, the turbulent ow in a highly loaded
low aspect ratio compressor cascade featuring secondary ow and hub stall is
computed; see Fig 6.7.
The blade has a chord length of c = 46:3mm and a span of l = 100mm.
The pitch to chord ratio equals t=c = 0:72. The stagger angle is  = 19:7.
According to the experimental measurements, a total temperature of Tt 
293K and a total pressure ranging from pt = 93745Pa (end-wall) to pt =
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Figure 6.5: Friction distribution in x direction for the L1T2 high lift cong-
uration (Rec = 3:52 106, M = 0:197 and  = 20:18) for dierent 3rd order
curved hybrid meshes: p = 1 solution on grid I (blue), p = 4 solution on grid
I (red) and p = 4 solution on grid II (black).
120000Pa (half span) are imposed at the inlet boundary. The corresponding
temperature and pressure proles are displayed in Fig. 6.8(a). The inlet ow
angle is  = 34:8. At the exit plane, located at one chord length away from
the blade, the static pressure is set to p = 101000 Pa, leading to an inow
Mach number of M1 = 0:63. The corresponding chord Reynolds number
based on inlet quantities is Rec = 6:40  105. On the blade and on the
end-walls, adiabatic no-slip boundary conditions are prescribed. Because the
stationary ow is symmetric in the spanwise direction, only half of the blade is
simulated, while symmetric boundary conditions are imposed on the mid-span
plane. Furthermore, the ow is assumed to be periodic in the \circumferential"
(vertical) direction. An overview of the ow parameters is given in Fig. 6.8(b).
Due to the low aspect ratio of the cascade and the rather small pitch to
chord ratio, the ow through the compressor cascade is characterized by strong
three-dimensional eects including secondary ow, a horseshoe vortex near the
trailing edge and a separation bubble on the blade suction side.
Computations have been performed using two hybrid O-type grids. Grid I
involves 21981 (straight sided) prisms and 20111 (2nd order curved) hexahedra;
1547 of them are located on the blade. The height of the rst element o the
end-wall / blade equals 10 2mm / 2  10 2mm, respectively. Grid II is
composed of 18428 prisms and 9520 (q = 2) hexahedra, with 1190 cells on
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(a) Zoom on grid I ( 6000 elements) (b) Mach number (p = 4, grid I )
(c) Mach number (p = 1, grid II ) (d) Mach number (p = 4, grid II )
Figure 6.6: Comparison of the iso-Mach number contours (M 2 [0; 1],  =
1=30) around the slat for the L1T2 high lift conguration (Rec = 3:52 106,
M = 0:197 and  = 20:18).
the blade. The corresponding grid spacings are 4  10 2mm (end-wall) and
210 2mm (blade). Both meshes are generated by extrusion in the spanwise
direction (17 layers) of a 2D mesh. Besides the element height close to the
end-wall and an increased grid size in the fareld, the meshes mainly dier in
the boundary layer surrounding the blade (chordwise resolution and normal
extension). While in case of grid I, the 4 element layers close to the blade have
a constant height (before increasing progressively), the stretching parameter
equals 1:65 in case of grid II ; cf. Fig. 6.9. As a comparison, the element
height of the coarsest nite volume mesh equals 3  10 2mm resulting in a
mean y+ of 1 to 2 with a maximum of y+  10. A mesh convergence study has
shown that this grid spacing delivers acceptable results. The ne FV meshes
(=c = 2:15 10 5) involve approximately 3 106 grid points.
The non-linear convergence history for p = 3 polynomials on grid II is
shown in Fig. 6.10. We notice that the residual norm of the turbulence model
decreases very fast compared to the Navier-Stokes equations. This can be
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Figure 6.7: Turbulent ow in a highly loaded three-dimensional compressor
cascade (Rec = 6:40 105, M1 = 0:63): global view on grid II (27948 cells).
explained by the large initial value of the eddy viscosity ~= = 233, which
signicantly reduces the stiness of the S-A source term. The computation is
started with a uniform ow eld and a quite small CFL number of 10. The
latter improves the stability during the growing of the boundary layer along the
end-wall. Otherwise, instabilities were encountered due to the large element
size at the inlet boundary in addition to a ow inversion at the rst Newton
steps. The ow inversion is a consequence of the adverse pressure gradient
because the total inlet pressure in the vicinity of the end-wall is smaller than
the initial static pressure inside the cascade.
To reduce the computing time, the simulation is started with a p = 2
approximation, which - once suciently converged - is projected onto p = 3
polynomials. Up to p = 3, a BILU(0) preconditioner is used; for p = 4 the
latter is replaced by a block-Jacobi preconditioner. For a further gain of CPU
time, the preconditioner is updated every 3 Newton iterations only.
The pressure distribution on the blade using a p = 3 (left part of the
blade)/p = 4 (right part of the blade) approximation is shown in Fig. 6.11
for grids I and II, respectively. Whereas no discernible dierence is observed
on the pressure side, the computation is slightly underresolved on the suction
side if grid II is used with p = 3 polynomials.
Details of the surface pressure and axial shear stress distributions at dif-
ferent locations in the spanwise direction are compared to the nite volume
results in Fig. 6.12. The latter have been obtained by two state-of-the-art nite
volume ow solvers, namely the Argo software package from Cenaero [67] and
the elsA software from Onera [26,27]. Despite the coarser grid resolution used
in this work, all three methods lead to a very similar surface pressure. The
small dierences between Argo (nite volume) and elsA are probably due to a
distinct implementation of the S-A model. A closer look to the suction side on
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Figure 6.8: Total temperature/pressure proles at the inlet plane and overview
of the stator cascade parameters for the turbulent ow in a highly loaded
three-dimensional compressor cascade (Rec = 6:40  105, M1 = 0:63.) The
parameters used for the computation are c = 46:3mm, t=c = 0:72,  = 19:7
and  = 34:8.
Figure 6.9: Details of the meshes used for the turbulent compressor cascade,
top: grid I (2476 elements/layer), bottom: grid II (1644 elements/layer).
Both meshes are extended by 17 layers in the spanwise direction; the cor-
responding grid normal spacings at the end-wall are 10 2mm (grid I ) and
4  10 2mm (grid II ). The outlet plane is located at one chord length away
from the blade.
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Figure 6.10: Non-linear convergence histories for the turbulent compressor
cascade (Rec = 6:40 105, M1 = 0:63.) using a p = 3 approximation on grid
II. The fast convergence of the turbulence model can be explained by the large
initial value of the eddy viscosity ~= = 233. To further reduce the computing
time, the simulation is started with p = 2.
(a) Suction side (grid I ) (b) Suction side (grid II )
(c) Pressure side (grid I ) (d) Pressure Side (grid II )
Figure 6.11: Surface pressure distribution for the turbulent compressor cascade
(Rec = 6:40  105, M1 = 0:63.): Cp 2 [ 0:28; 0] (suction side) and Cp 2
[ 0:2; 0:05] (pressure side) using p = 3 (left part of the blade) / p = 4 (right
part of the blade).
grid II reveals however some oscillations of the DG results near the peak value
(x=c  0:4). Although the oscillations are reduced by increasing the polyno-
mial interpolation order p, they do not totally disappear. The perturbations
are even more visible when regarding the shear friction; see Fig. 6.12(d) and
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6.12(f). In particular, in addition to the numerical transition, an important
peak of the shear friction occurs at x=c  0:036 (grid II ) and a slightly smaller
at x=c  0:039 (grid I ). Since the height of the rst element layer o the blade
is the same for both meshes, they must be related to the chordwise resolution.
At rst glance, this may surprise, given the rather large number of elements
on the blade and the high degree of p. However, the same phenomenon was
already encountered for the ow around the 2D NACA 0012 aerofoil (see
chapter 5). Due to diculties to generate high-order (q  3) meshes, the cas-
cade geometry is only discretized by a second order polynomial representation
q = 2. As a consequence, the continuity of the element normal vectors cannot
be guaranteed and hence, as p is increased, the mesh discontinuities become
resolved, leading to a local vortex generation and the pressure drops observed
in Fig. 6.12. According to the previous 2D simulations, much coarser meshes
can be used if a polynomial representation of at least q = 3 - a necessity to
aord the C1 continuity of the discrete geometry - is employed.
A second dierence between both meshes concerns the prediction of the
separation bubble, which is sharper for grid I ; cf. Fig. 6.12(b) and 6.12(d).
As illustrated by Fig. 6.13, a ow separation occurs at the trailing edge on
the suction side. We should however bear in mind that the shear proles
displayed in Fig. 6.12(b) and 6.12(d) lie within the end-wall boundary layer.
This region is characterized by important ow gradients and hence, the proles
highly depend on the spanwise location. For instance, at 5% of the span, the
shear prole computed with grid II are nearly identical to the one shown in
Fig. 6.12(b).
Finally, the total pressure contours at the outlet plane on grid II are
shown in Fig. 6.14. Despite the relatively large element size, even the p = 2
interpolation leads to a smooth variation of the total pressure.
6.3 Concluding remarks
The results of both numerical applications were found to be in good agree-
ment with either the available experimental measurements or other nite vol-
ume/element computations. Again the validation study has demonstrated the
advantage of a high-order interpolation, leading to superior results than a
low-order interpolation on ner meshes. However, the simulations have also
illustrated the extremely high sensitivity of the DG method to the mesh qual-
ity as p increases. The C1 continuity of the discrete geometry is therefore of
utmost importance, and hence at least a q = 3 representation should be used.
Finally, to fully benet from the high-order interpolation, future work should
concentrate on the generation of unstructured curved grids. As the compressor
cascade has been simulated using extruded 2D meshes, an excessive number
of degrees of freedom was required compared to a completely unstructured
computation.
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Figure 6.12: Surface pressure distribution and axial shear stress at dierent
spanwise locations for the turbulent compressor cascade (Rec = 6:40  105,
M = 0:63). Especially the shear stress suers from the absence of C1 con-
tinuity of the discrete aerofoil, as a consequence of the low-order (q = 2)
geometrical representation.
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(a) Global view of the shear stresses computed with grid II (p = 4)
(b) p = 3 (c) p = 4
Figure 6.13: Norm of the shear stresses for the turbulent com-
pressor cascade (Rec = 6:40  105, M = 0:63, grid II ). Despite
a signicant improvement of the computed friction using p = 4
polynomials, an important jump is observed near the leading edge
(x=c = 0:036). The friction jump is caused by the poor geometri-
cal representation (q = 2) leading to discontinuous normal vectors
between adjacent elements.
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(a) p = 2 (b) p = 3
(c) p = 4
Figure 6.14: Total pressure contours (ptot 2 [5:4  104, 1:2  105] Pa,  =
1467 Pa) at the outlet plane on grid II. The green lines represent the mesh.
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This chapter is intended as a rst step towards the use of discontinous
Galerkin methods for large eddy simulations. The principal aim is (i) to
validate our numerical implementation of the subgrid-scale (SGS) models de-
scribed in chapter 2 and (ii) to determine the resolution requirements of LES.
To this end, two numerical applications are considered.
In section 7.1 we compare the LES results for the Taylor-Green vortex at
Re = 1600 using either the Smagorinsky or the WALE model. The decay
of kinetic energy and the dissipation rate constitute useful indicators in or-
der to quantify the (numerical) dissipation and the resolution power of the
discretization scheme.
In section 7.2 LES computations of decaying homogeneous isotropic tur-
bulence are presented. Besides a mesh convergence study, subgrid ltering as
well as the inuence of the model coecient and of the penalty parameter are
investigated.
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7.1 Nearly incompressible Taylor-Green vortex
The Taylor-Green vortex [170] is probably the simplest ow to investigate
(i) the creation of small eddies by three-dimensional vortex stretching and
(ii) the non-linear transfer of kinetic energy among distinct spatial scales.
Hence, at suciently high Reynolds numbers, the decay phase, which follows
the breakdown of the initial vortex, presents various characteristic features of
fully developed turbulence [17]. The evolution of the kinetic energy and the
dissipation rate are useful indicators1 to quantify the accuracy of the numerical
discretization scheme.
7.1.1 Flow conditions for the Taylor-Green vortex at Re = 1600
The ow is computed within a square box    x; y; z   and periodic
boundary conditions are imposed in all three space directions. The initial
velocity eld is dened by a two-dimensional single-Fourier mode of the form:
u(x; 0) = V0 sin(x) cos(y) cos(z);
v(x; 0) =  V0 cos(x) sin(y) cos(z);
w(x; 0) = 0: (7.1)
The initial temperature eld is taken uniform T (x; 0) = 1 whilst the pressure
is given by the solution of the pressure Poisson equation, i.e.
p(x; 0) = 1 +
0V
2
0
16
[cos(2x) + cos(2y)] [cos(2z) + 2] : (7.2)
The velocity is chosen as V0 = 0:1 in order to render the ow nearly incom-
pressible. The resulting Mach number equals M  0:085. The Reynolds
number is set to Re = 0V0L= = 1600 (with 0 = 1 and the reference length
taken as L = 1).
7.1.2 Numerical results
Hereafter, we present the LES simulations performed using p = 4 polynomi-
als and two distinct meshes composed of 163 and 243 structured hexahedra
respectively. Turbulence closure is achieved by either the Smagorinsky or the
WALE subgrid-scale model; cf. section 2.4.1. The system of ordinary dif-
ferential equations is integrated in time by means of an explicit 4th order
Runge-Kutta scheme. The results are compared to the DNS data obtained by
the dealiased pseudo-spectral code developed at Universite catholique de Lou-
vain (UCL) [53, 66]. The DNS reference solution is computed on a 5123 grid
and hence captures exactly all Fourier modes up to the 256th harmonic with
1The Taylor-Green vortex is one of the test cases proposed by the 1st International
Workshop on High-Order CFD Methods [61].
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respect to the domain length. Using a p = 3 interpolation, DG simulations
on a 963 mesh were found to be already in good agreement with the spectral
results; on a 1283 hexahedra mesh full DNS resolution is reached. The break-
down of the initial vortex into successively smaller structures is illustrated in
Fig. 7.1.
The eect of SGS ltering on the time evolution of the integrated2 kinetic
energy E in case of the coarse 163 mesh is shown in Fig. 7.2(a) . To this end the
resolved ow eld is projected onto low-order p = 2 polynomials by a Lagrange
interpolation. Whereas the standard LES (\all-all") is clearly too dissipative,
the ltered Smagorinsky model (\small-small") agrees well with the DNS data.
Similar results have been observed for the WALE model. Compared to the
coarse mesh, the ne 243 mesh slightly improves the prediction of the kinetic
energy for 6  t  10. At this phase, an important part of the energy is
conned to the small structures. Note also that even an implicit LES (ILES),
without any SGS model, performs quite well on the 243 grid, see Fig. 7.2(b).
Since no numerical scheme can - with a nite number of grid cells - capture
the singularity of the Taylor- Green vortex core, the temporal evolution of the
enstrophy E(t) constitutes a good indicator to measure the resolving capability
of the numerical scheme [159]. The enstrophy is dened as
E(t)  1


Z


!! d
; (7.3)
where ! denotes the vorticity. For incompressible ows, the enstrophy is
furthermore directly related to the dissipation rate (t) of the kinetic energy
by E = =(2). To further investigate the eect of the SGS model on the
resolved scales, we compare the decay of the kinetic energy  dE=dt to the
dissipation rate (t) computed as the sum of a resolved resolved and a SGS
sgs contribution, i.e.
 =
1


Z


ijsijd
  1


Z


prud
| {z }
resolved
+
1


Z


 sgsij ~s
s
ijd
| {z }
sgs
: (7.4)
Since a low Mach number has been chosen in order to facilitate the comparison
with the DNS results, compressibility eects are negligible and thus the con-
tribution of the pressure work pru is small in (7.4). The relative importance
of the resolved and the SGS dissipation for the unltered Smagorinsky model
is illustrated in Fig. 7.3. A detailed comparison between the dissipation rate 
and the decay of the kinetic energy  dE=dt for several (ltered) SGS models
is shown in Fig. 7.4 (163 mesh) and Fig. 7.5 (243 mesh). At the beginning,
the dissipation rate is small, because the ow is composed of a \single" large
Fourier mode. The vortex stretching due to the non-linear terms generates
successively smaller scales, which increases . At t  8, an important part of
2E(t) = 1


R


1
2
kuk2d
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(a) t = 8 (163 hexahedra) (b) t = 8 (243 hexahedra)
(c) t = 16 (163 hexahedra) (d) t = 16 (243 hexahedra)
(e) t = 20 (163 hexahedra) (f) t = 20 (243 hexahedra)
Figure 7.1: Time evolution of the velocity norm kuk for the Taylor-Green
vortex at Re = 1600 (p = 4, \small-small" Smagorinsky model using a 2nd
order Lagrange lter). kuk is between 0 (blue) and 0.1 (red). At t  8, the
dissipation of the kinetic energy reaches its maximum.
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(a) 163 hexahedra (Smagorinsky model)
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Figure 7.2: Time evolution of the normalized kinetic energy E(t)=
 for the
Taylor-Green vortex at Re = 1600 (p = 4). Whereas the standard model is
clearly too dissipative, the subgrid-scale lter signicantly improves the LES
results, which are in good agreement with the DNS data even on coarse meshes.
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Figure 7.3: Comparison between the resolved and the subgrid-scale dissipation
for the Taylor-Green vortex at Re = 1600 (p = 4, 163 hexahedra). The SGS
stress tensor is modelled by the unltered Smagorinsky model. The \total"
dissipation rate is computed according to (7.4) as the sum of the resolved and
the SGS dissipation. The discrepancy with  dE=dt is related to the numerical
dissipation of the method.
the kinetic energy is contained in the small eddies, leading to a peak of the
dissipation rate. The ensuing decrease of  is a consequence of the growing
amount of (kinetic) energy that has been removed by viscous eects.
According to our numerical experiments, the Smagorinsky and the WALE
model lead to similar results for pure vortical ows such as the Taylor-Green
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problem. In particular, the standard unltered variant (\all-all") of both
models is too dissipative at the beginning of the simulation, when the ow
is still laminar; cf. also Fig. 7.3. Separating the resolved scales signicantly
improves this behaviour. In addition, ltering the strain rate tensor ~sij seems
more eective than computing the subgrid-scale viscosity by the small scales
only. Indeed nearly identical dissipation rates are observed for the \small-
small" and the \all-small" models, whereas the time evolution of the \small-
all" model resembles the unltered one.
Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5 demonstrate the overall good agreement between the
LES computations and the reference DNS. Whereas the peak value of dE=dt
is comparable for all computations, the maximum is slightly shifted if the
coarse 163 mesh is used. It is important to notice the discrepancy between
 dE=dt and the dissipation rate (t) computed by (7.4). Whereas the maxima
of both quantities are nearly identical for the standard unltered LES (see
Fig. 7.3), they dier in case of ltered and implicit LES. The dierences are
due to the numerical dissipation of the discretization scheme. In particular, the
penalty term and the transpose term are not included in (7.4). Both increase
the numerical dissipation, if the ow eld is underresolved by the polynomial
approximation. It is therefore not surprising that the dierences are the most
visible close to the peak dissipation, since at this time a signicant part of
the energy is contained in the badly resolved small scales. In chapter 5, we
have seen that including the penalty term signicantly improves the predicted
shear friction. The present results suggest, that a similar approach should be
applied to estimate the dissipation rate.
Finally, the inuence of the lter order ~p on the dissipation rate (t) is
shown in Fig. 7.6. The computations are performed on the coarse 163 mesh
using the ltered Smagorinsky model. The lter order ranges from ~p = 2 to
~p = p = 4. The latter case corresponds to an implicit LES, since all resolved
eddies are included in the large-scale space and the SGS model - based on
the high wavenumber modes - is thus inactive. As expected, the higher the
lter order ~p, the lower the \physical" dissipation rate (t) (7.4). However,
because for higher ~p an increasing part of the kinetic energy is removed by the
numerical dissipation of the scheme, the time derivative dE=dt remains similar
in all three cases. The main drawback of implicit LES is that we cannot control
how the energy is dissipated. The inuence of ltering on the energy spectrum
is further investigated in section 7.2, by means of the decaying homogeneous
isotropic turbulence (HIT).
7.2 Decay of homogeneous isotropic turbulence
In this section we present simulations of decaying homogeneous isotropic tur-
bulence within a periodic box of size 2; see Fig. 7.7. An initial correlated
turbulent ow eld with a specied energy spectrum is generated using the
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(b) Dissipation: Smagorinsky
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(c) Energy decay rate: WALE
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Figure 7.4: Time evolution of the normalized energy dissipation rate for the
Taylor-Green vortex at Re = 1600 (p = 4, 2nd order Lagrange lter, 163 hexa-
hedra). The abbreviations \A" and \S" refer to ltering and denote \all" and
\small", respectively. Whereas the amplitude of the (numerical) dissipation
peak dE=dt is rather well predicted, the location of the maximum is shifted
compared to the DNS reference.
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Figure 7.5: Time evolution of the normalized energy dissipation rate for the
Taylor-Green vortex at Re = 1600 (p = 4, 2nd order Lagrange lter, 243
hexahedra). Compared to the coarse 163 mesh, the 243 mesh improves the
prediction of the time, when the dissipation rate reaches its maximum.
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of dierent lter orders ~p for the Taylor-Green vortex
atRe = 1600 (p = 4, Smagorinsky model, Lagrange lter, 163 hexahedra). The
higher the lter order, the more important the contribution of the numerical
dissipation, which might explain a similar evolution of dE=dt independently
of ~p.
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de-alised pseudo-spectral code developed at Universite catholique de Lou-
vain [53,66]. The spectrum is purely solenoidal (divergence-free) and does not
present any uctuations of the thermodynamic variables. The correspond-
ing Taylor microscale Reynolds number equals Re  136. To initialize the
DGFEM simulations we rst truncate the velocity eld to p  N=2 Fourier
modes. Here, p and N are the degree of the polynomial approximation and
the number of elements per coordinate direction respectively. Based on this
eld a truncated pressure is computed. Finally, both elds are projected on
the high-order DG nodes using a Lagrangian interpolation.
Figure 7.7: Vorticity magnitude of the initial homogeneous isotropic turbu-
lence spectrum truncated to 64 Fourier modes (p = 4, 323 hexahedra).
Since in the absence of solid walls similar results are expected for the
Smagorinsky and the WALE model (cf. section 7.1), only the former is con-
sidered here. The compared methods are implicit LES, the standard/unltered
Smagorinsky model as well as dierent variants of the ltered VMS model. To
validate our LES solver, the decay of the kinetic energy is benchmarked against
DNS results computed with the pseudo-spectral code on a 5123 mesh, thus rep-
resenting exactly 2563 Fourier modes. As for the Taylor-Green vortex studied
in the previous section, the system of dierential equations is integrated in
time by an explicit 4th order Runge-Kutta scheme. All computations are per-
formed using a CFL number of CFL = 1 and a maximum allowable time step
of t = 0:001. The latter was shown to deliver time accurate results by an a
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priori convergence study3.
Furthermore, the resolution requirements are investigated by three struc-
tured meshes involving 8, 16 and 32 hexahedra per coordinate direction, re-
spectively. The degree of the polynomial interpolation is set to p = 4.
7.2.1 Implicit LES of homogeneous isotropic turbulence
Before validating the LES solver, we start with some preliminary ILES com-
putations (without any SGS model). The aim is to determine the inuence of
the truncation of the initial spectrum as well as the role played by the penalty
term.
Truncation of the initial spectrum. As the computational grid is too
coarse to resolve all turbulent scales of the DNS spectrum, an initial solu-
tion is generated by truncating the DNS ow eld (velocity and pressure) to
the large Fourier modes. The resulting eld is then projected onto the DG
shape functions using a Lagrange interpolation. Although the Lagrange pro-
jection acts itself as a low-pass lter, the a priori cut-o in the spectral space
provides a better control of the resolved scales and hence facilitates the com-
parison with ltered DNS. Indeed, since the Lagrange interpolation does not
constitute a top-hat lter in the spectral space, the question arises of how
many Fourier modes should be included in the truncated reference DNS in
order to be comparable to a DG approximation of polynomial degree p .
The decay of the kinetic energy E(t) and the corresponding dissipation
rates dE=dt on the coarse mesh N = 8 using dierent truncated initial elds
are compared in Fig. 7.8. The ltered DNS includes k3 = (p  N=2)3 = 163
modes. If k = pN=2 the integrated (kinetic) energy E(0) is very close to the
ltered DNS results and the initial energy spectrum seems thus adequately
resolved; see Fig. 7.8(a). The deciency of the Lagrange interpolation be-
comes obvious by pushing the cut-o frequency towards larger wavenumbers.
Indeed, if k > 16, we observe an important drop of the kinetic energy at the
very beginning of the computation. This indicates that the resulting initial
ow eld is under-resolved. ILES computations with a ner N = 16 mesh con-
rmed these observations. In the reminder we therefore choose k = p  N=2
as the standard initial solution. Fig. 7.8(a) also shows that the energy decays
much more slowly than the one of the reference DNS. We conclude that the
numerical dissipation of the discretization scheme is insucient and that a
SGS model must be used. Finally, the time derivative dE=dt is compared to
the DNS data in Fig. 7.8(b). All derivatives are calculated using a 2nd order
accurate nite dierence approximation. Contrary to the Taylor-Green vortex
(see section 7.1), the time derivatives are not smooth. We had observed a
similar phenomenon if the initial pressure eld of the Taylor-Green problem
3On the N = 16 mesh, 4 to 5 intermediate time iterations are necessary at each time step
in order to respect the CFL condition.
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Figure 7.8: Inuence of the initial (truncated) solution on the decay of the ki-
netic energy E(t)=
 and on the dissipation rate for the homogeneous, isotropic
turbulence (p = 4, N = 8). No SGS-model is used for these simulations. The
ltered DNS is truncated to k = 16 Fourier modes. The uctuations in the
time derivative dE=dt are probably due to an \incompatibility" between the
projected velocity and pressure elds.
does not satisfy the pressure Poisson equation. We therefore suppose that the
oscillations are related to an \incompatibility" between the velocity and the
pressure elds. In fact, although the DNS velocity eld is purely solenoidal,
we cannot guarantee that the same holds for the truncated, projected velocity.
In addition, there is no reason for the projected pressure to satisfy the Poisson
equation. As expected, the uctuations disappear once the ow has been suf-
ciently smoothed by viscous eects. Moreover, they have not been noticed
on the ner meshes N = 16 or N = 32. In [173] van der Bos and Geurts made
use of an alternative face-based projection in order to smooth the initial eld
compared to the element-based projection employed in the current work.
Inuence of the penalty parameter. In chapter 5 we have investigated
the inuence of the penalty parameter  within the context of two-dimensional
RANS computations. Our numerical studies have shown that although the
inclusion of the penalty term signicantly improves the computed wall friction,
the latter is insensitive to value of  when the penalty term is included. In [173]
van der Bos and Geurts have shown that the numerical dissipation has a similar
eect as the SGS model (see also Grinstein et al. [75]). This observation has
been conrmed numerically by the Taylor-Green problem in section 7.1. Since
the dissipation of the IP formulation is directly related to the interface jumps,
the question arises in which measure it is inuenced by the penalty parameter.
To answer this question we have performed several ILES computations of
decaying isotropic turbulence using distinct values of  ranging from 0.5 to 10
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times the reference value; see Fig. 7.9. To better emphasize the inuence of
the penalty term, very coarse meshes (N = 8 and N = 16) are adopted.
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Figure 7.9: Inuence of the penalty parameter  on the decay of the kinetic
energy E(t)=
 and on the dissipation rate for homogeneous, isotropic turbu-
lence (p = 4). No SGS-model is used for these simulations. The ltered DNS
is truncated to k = pN=2 Fourier modes.
As illustrated by Fig. 7.9(a) and 7.9(c), increasing the penalty parameter
results in a faster smoothing of the ow during the rst time steps, if the
simulation is poorly resolved (N = 8). After this short transition, the kinetic
energy evolves quite similarly whereby the amount of energy remains slightly
higher for larger values of . On the intermediate grid N = 16 (see Fig. 7.9(b)
and 7.9(d)), the results are almost insensitive to the penalty parameter. Fur-
thermore, as already suspected by the decay of the kinetic energy, the penalty
parameter has only a minor eect on the energy spectrum; see Fig. 7.10. The
latter will be further discussed in the next section. In conclusion, changing the
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Figure 7.10: Inuence of the penalty parameter  on the kinetic energy spec-
trum for homogeneous isotropic turbulence (p = 4). No SGS-model is used
for these simulations. The spectra are computed at t = 1 by a fast Fourier
transform (FFT) using a structured grid with 4pN points in each direction.
jump penalization does not allow - in any of the presented cases - to modify
the numerical dissipation in order to recover the correct dissipation rate. The
use of a SGS model is thus obligatory.
7.2.2 Explicit LES of homogeneous isotropic turbulence
The time zero initial condition is the same as for the previous ILES computa-
tions, i.e. a truncation of the developed DNS turbulence eld including pN=2
Fourier modes. Figure 7.11 shows the evolution of the Reynolds number Re
based on Taylor microscales over the course of the simulation.
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Figure 7.11: Time evolution of the Taylor microscale Reynolds number Re
for the decay of homogeneous isotropic turbulence.
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Resolution and spectra. In the following we present the convergence study
that has been realized to determine the resolution requirements for LES com-
putations of homogeneous isotropic turbulence using a 5th order accurate
(p = 4) DGFEM discretization. Thereto, we performed several computa-
tions using distinct structured meshes with N = 8, N = 16 and N = 32
hexahedra in each coordinate direction, respectively. The compared methods
are the standard (unltered) Smagorinsky model as well as dierent variants
of the VMS approach4. In the latter case, scales are separated by a Lagrange
projection of the resolved eld onto lower-order polynomials of degree ~p = 2.
The decay of kinetic energy E(t) and its corresponding time derivative are
presented in Fig. 7.12. It is important to notice that at N = 32, there is
virtually no dierence between the DNS and the ltered DNS obtained by a
top-hat lter in the spectral space. Accordingly, any simulation, that accu-
rately computes the rst 64 Fourier modes, lies in the DNS rather than in the
LES range. Even at N = 16, dierences between ltered and unltered DNS
are small. However, so far we only have assumed that a polynomial interpola-
tion of degree p is able to accurately represent up to pN=2 Fourier modes.
Numerical dispersion and dissipation errors inherent to the DG scheme and
the Lagrange interpolation could make (at least) the N = 16 mesh unsuitable
for DNS.
A comparison of the dierent SGS approaches shows that the standard
Smagorinsky model (\all-all") is again the most dissipative and leads to an
excessive energy decay at the beginning of the computation. Beyond t 
1:5 it matches the DNS data quite well. Although most pronounced on the
coarse mesh, this behaviour is independent of the grid resolution. A similar
observation has been reported by Hughes et al. [91]. In contrast, without any
SGS model (cf. ILES) the numerical dissipation is insucient to prevent the
energy from being accumulated in the small scales. The results of the \all-
small" and \small-small" VMS methods are very close and - at least at the
early stages - in good agreement with the DNS data. Whilst the initial slope
coincides with the one of the DNS data, it deviates beyond t  1 for N = 8.
Although the dissipation rate - calculated here as the time derivative of the
kinetic energy  dE=dt - does not compare as favorable, it globally agrees with
the DNS results.
The kinetic energy spectra at t = 1 are presented in Fig. 7.13. Whereas
the LES results are close to the DNS spectrum in the low frequency range,
they systematically overestimate the energy content of the small \resolved"
scales. The origin of this phenomenon is not yet fully understood but might
be related to the projection of the truncated DNS eld at the beginning of the
computation. Indeed as illustrated by Fig. 7.14, the initial Lagrange projection
slightly alters the wavenumbers beyond k  N . Although the energy excess
4Part of these simulations, and notably all presented N = 32 results, have been realized
by R. Luccioni during his internship at Cenaero.
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persists on the ne mesh, its amount is much smaller, which shows that the
LES results (rapidly) converge to the DNS data as the mesh is rened.
Finally, it is apparent that the standard Smagorinsky model is again the
most dissipative, aecting not only the small but all resolved scales. In con-
trast, the high-frequency spectrum of the implicit LES is essentially deter-
mined by numerical errors5. The error pile-up in the high-frequency range is a
consequence of the small numerical dissipation of the present 5th order accu-
rate DGFEM discretization. The \all-small" and \small-small" VMS methods
lead to nearly identical energy spectra.
Filtering. In the previous study, the resolved scales were separated by pro-
jecting the polynomial space of degree p = 4 onto a subspace of lower-degree
~p = 2 using a Lagrange interpolation. Here, the Lagrange and the L2 l-
ters are compared and the inuence of ~p on the VMS method is investigated.
Obviously, the lower ~p the more wavenumbers are included in the small scale
space and hence, the more important is the SGS modelling.
Fig. 7.15 shows the decay of kinetic energy and the corresponding energy
spectra at t = 1 using the \small-small" Smagorinsky model with grid N =
16. On the one hand, neither the decay rate nor the energy spectrum are
signicantly aected by the lter type, which both lead to nearly identical
results. On the other hand, increasing the lter order ~p slightly improves
the initial slope of E(t) which matches the DNS results very well. Beyond
t  0:75, the decay rate is the same for all cases but diverges from the DNS
data. Regarding the energy spectra, increasing the lter order to ~p = 3 shifts
the cut-o frequency from k  16 to k  20. Whereas the tendencies are the
same, the inuence of the lter type/order is more pronounced as the mesh
resolution is decreased (N = 8). According to the work of Sengupta et al. [156]
who used a spectral multidomain method with p  8, the choice of the lter
is more visible on the pressure and density uctuations than on the kinetic
energy decay. For the inuence of subgrid-scale ltering on mean velocity
proles and shear stresses we refer to the validation study of Blackburn and
Schmidt [15].
Inuence of the Smagorinsky constant. To nish the discussion of the
homogeneous isotropic turbulence, we briey investigate the inuence of the
Smagorinsky coecient Cs. In this context, we want to recall that a constant
value of Cs = 0:027 was used for all simulations, independently of the subgrid
lter. However, there is no a priori reason why this choice should be opti-
mal for both, ltered and unltered, models. Indeed, in [91], Hughes et al.
5Care should be taken by interpreting the very high frequency range. As the spectra
are computed by a Fast Fourier transform using a nite number of grid points, the last
wavenumbers are spoiled by numerical errors. Results in this range should therefore be
viewed as qualitative rather than quantitative.
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estimate the \small-small" model coecient to be approximately 1.28 times
larger than for standard LES. Furthermore, the correction of the characteris-
tic grid spacing dened as  = (VT )
1=3=p in order to take into account the
polynomial degree p of the solution was also chosen somewhat arbitrarily6.
Recently, van der Bos and Geurts [173] have realized a computational error
analysis of the Smagorinsky constant using standard LES in combination with
a low-order p = 1 and p = 2 DGFEM discretization.
In order to asses a \good" value of Cs for the \small-small" model, we
performed several computations with Cs ranging from 0:018 to 0:054. The
ltering is achieved by a Lagrange projection onto low-order polynomials of
degree ~p = 2. The decay of the resolved kinetic energy and the associated
spectra at t = 1 are presented in Fig. 7.16 and Fig. 7.17, respectively. It may be
seen that increasing Cs mainly aects the initial slope but has only little eect
on the further decay rate. Accordingly, the choice of Cs seems to be less critical
than what could be expected. Furthermore, even the standard value Cs =
0:027 calibrated for unltered LES provides a good rst estimate for ltered
SGS models. Although the LES computations still overestimate the energy
content of the \resolved" scales, the spectra clearly show the eectiveness of
the ltering, which restricts the modelling to the small eddies. Indeed, while
increasing the SGS dissipation attenuates the high-frequency spectrum, it does
not aect the small wavenumbers in the range k  N .
7.3 Conclusions
To validate our implementation of the Smagorinsky and the WALE subgrid-
scale model we have studied two numerical applications: the Taylor-Green vor-
tex (Re = 1600) and decaying homogeneous, isotropic turbulence (Re  136).
The compared methods are implicit LES, standard unltered LES and dier-
ent VMS methods. All results are benchmarked against DNS data computed
by a pseudo-spectral code involving 5123 grid points.
A grid convergence study has shown that the LES results rapidly converge
to the DNS data as the mesh is rened. Whereas the ltered (\small-small"
and "all-small") VMS methods generally were in good agreement with the
reference DNS, the unltered (\all-all") model was found to be too dissipa-
tive, leading to an excessive decay of the kinetic energy at the beginning of
the simulation. Despite the overall good agreement, a detailed analysis of the
kinetic energy spectra revealed a systematic energy excess in the small \re-
solved" scales. The origin of this phenomenon remains unclear and will be
further investigated.
Although the penalty term has a direct inuence on the numerical dissi-
pation of the IP method, the (implicit) LES simulations are insensitive to the
6Here, VT denotes the cell volume.
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value of the penalty parameter . As a consequence, our numerical studies
suggest that tuning  does not replace turbulence modelling.
Whereas we have not seen any (signicant) dierence in the decay rate
and in the energy spectra using either the Lagrange or the L2 projection,
both lters eectively restrict the turbulence modelling to the small eddies, as
demonstrated by changing the Smagorinsky constant Cs.
In a future work, the next validation step of the presented LES solver is
its application to wall-bounded ows. One of the most popular benchmarks
in DNS and LES literature is the turbulent channel ow, e.g. [96, 119, 122].
Furthermore, a major drawback of the presented LES method is the a priori
denition of the model constant in the subgrid terms. Although a value of
Cs = 0:027 turned out to be a good choice for the decay of homogeneous,
isotropic turbulence (p = 4), a dierent value may be optimal for other ap-
plications, lters, interpolation order. To overcome this limitation, a dynamic
procedure [69] to evaluate the model constant should be implemented. Finally,
more sophisticated lters which provide a sharper cut-o in the spectral space
should be investigated.
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Figure 7.12: Time evolution of the kinetic energy E(t)=
 and its dissipation
rate for decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence, p = 4. The ltered DNS
is truncated to k = pN=2 Fourier modes.
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of the kinetic energy spectra for decaying homoge-
neous isotropic turbulence at t = 1. The spectra are calculated by a fast
Fourier transform. To this end, the p = 4 approximation is projected on a
structured grid with 4  p  N=2 (N = 8 and N = 16) and p  N (N = 32)
nodes in each direction, respectively.
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Figure 7.14: Kinetic energy spectrum for decaying homogeneous isotropic tur-
bulence at t = 0. Before projection onto the computational grid, the initial
DNS eld is truncated to p  N=2 Fourier modes (p = 4). The vertical lines
represent k = 8 (solid), k = 16 (dot-dashed) and k = 32 (dashed), respectively.
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Figure 7.15: Inuence of the SGS ltering on the decay of kinetic energy and
the corresponding spectra at t = 1 for homogeneous isotropic turbulence using
the \small-small" Smagorinsky model, p = 4.
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Figure 7.16: Inuence of the Smagorinsky constant Cs on the decay of ki-
netic energy for homogeneous isotropic turbulence using the \small-small"
SGS model. Filtering is achieved by a Lagrange projection of the resolved
scales (p = 4) onto polynomials of lower degree ~p = 2.
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Figure 7.17: Inuence of the Smagorinsky constant Cs on the kinetic energy
spectra at t = 1 for homogeneous isotropic turbulence using the \small-small"
SGS model. Filtering is achieved by a Lagrange projection of the resolved
scales (p = 4) onto polynomials of lower degree ~p = 2.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and perspectives
The presented research constitutes a further step towards the use of high-order
discontinuous Galerkin methods for the simulation of compressible turbulent
aerodynamic ows around complex geometries. In the past the team of Jean-
Francois Remacle (UCL) and the CFD Multi-Physics Group of CENAERO
have developed a DG-based solver for laminar ows, called Argo. Within this
thesis dierent RANS and LES turbulence models have been implemented into
Argo with as long-term objective the capability to perform e.g. LES or DES
computations of a complete fan. To this end all turbulence models have been
implemented following a hybrid MPI/OpenMP parallelization strategy.
The main contributions of this work are improvements in the robustness
of the coupled RANS solver necessitating several adaptations of the interior
penalty discretization, the establishment of clear guidelines for resolved high-
order boundary computations as well as dierent proposals to increase the
accuracy of the estimated wall friction without aecting the problem size.
Furthermore, the eciency of the iterative Newton-Krylov solver has been
signicantly improved by replacing the former approximate Jacobian matrix
by an exact linearization of the coupled RANS system.
8.1 Summary and conclusions
The following sections summarize the main ndings of this work. More detailed
concluding remarks can be found at the end of each chapter.
Interior penalty discretization. In contrast to other discontinuous Galer-
kin high-order RANS solvers using either LDG [107], BR2 [8, 107, 129] or
CDG [125] schemes (see chapter 3), we have opted for an interior penalty
approach. Since the IP formulation does not use lifting operators, the com-
putational eort to evaluate the non-linear residual is reduced by up to 30 %
compared to the popular BR2 scheme. In addition the IP formulation im-
plies only direct neighbours of a computing cell and is thus well adapted for
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massively parallel computations. Nonetheless, some stability issues had to be
solved.
A rst was caused by the transpose term, if the Navier-Stokes equations
and the turbulence model are treated as a single block. We therefore propose
to neglect some entries of this term in order to partially decouple the conti-
nuity equation and the turbulence model. In our experience this modication
signicantly improves the stability of the RANS solver.
A second diculty is related to the denition of the penalty parameter 
which strongly aects the performance of the IP method. Following the same
approach as Shahbazi [158] we have generalized the denition of  in order
to take into account mesh anisotropy on the one hand, and a fast changing
viscosity on the other hand. Both issues are currently encountered in turbulent
(boundary layer) computations. A coercivity study for the Poisson equation
led to six expressions of  resulting from two choices of the length scale and
three choices of the viscosity scale. Whereas the length scale seems to have
a minor inuence, the choice of the viscosity scale was found to be of utmost
importance. Hence, in case of merely resolved meshes, our new \elementwise"
denition of the penalty parameter, which takes into account the polynomial
character of the S-A variable, outperforms by far the standard \facewise" and
the \maxMin" denition (cf. chapter 3).
Iterative solver. In this work we use a matrix-free Newton-GMRES algo-
rithm to solve the non-linear system of RANS/LES equations. Although the
Jacobian matrix is only needed by the BILU preconditioner, a non-negligible
reduction of the total computing time was observed in the case of an ex-
act linearization of the diusive terms (see chapter 4). Thereby, precomputed
parametric subblocks help to minimize the additional cost caused by the exact
linearization (as opposed to the approximate linearization which was imple-
mented for laminar ows). Finally, the computational eciency has further
been improved by freezing the preconditioner over some Newton steps.
Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. High-order polynomial shape func-
tions are prone to Gibbs oscillations in regions of sharp gradients and low mesh
resolution. This situation is currently encountered at the outer boundary layer
where it can cause unphysical negative values of the turbulent viscosity. To
overcome this problem we have compared two adaptations of the S-A turbu-
lence model (chapter 2 and chapter 3). The \modied" model is inspired by
the work of Oliver [129]. It aims to improve the computational robustness
through changes in the diusive and source terms whilst conserving the C1-
continuity. This modication has been compared to a \clipped" model. Less
intrusive than the one used by Landmann et al. [108] (since it does not aect
the solution vector) the clipped model was found to be faster and even more
stable, and this despite the loss of C1-continuity. Furthermore, numerical re-
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sults obtained by combining a high-order discretization of the Navier-Stokes
equations with a low-order turbulent viscosity (cf. chapter 5) suggest that the
clipping should not deteriorate the overall accuracy.
Turbulent boundary layer resolution. In chapter 5 and 6 several RANS
applications of increasing complexity have been considered. Whereas the the-
oretical order of convergence of DG methods has already been investigated in
the past, none of these studies provides clear guidelines for the choice of grid
resolutions for practical applications. Given its simplicity we have chosen the
turbulent ow along a at plate in order to investigate the inuence of the
polynomial order on the required grid resolution on the one hand, and the be-
haviour of dierent types of discretization elements on the other (chapter 5).
Computations of the turbulent ow around a NACA 0012 aerofoil have been
performed to verify these conclusions in case of curved geometries.
All these studies clearly show that a much better estimation of the wall
shear friction is obtained if it includes the penalty contribution. In addition,
the accuracy can further be improved by clustering the (internal) high-order
interpolation nodes in the vicinity of the wall. Thereby, only the boundary
elements (in contact with the solid wall) have to be adapted.
In comparison with classical low-order methods, an important reduction
of the number of degrees of freedom was found, both in terms of stretching
and spacing (cf. also chapter 6). Especially the high stretching and the in-
sensitivity of DG methods to structured-unstructured connections can greatly
simplify grid generation. Nonetheless, the representation of curved boundaries
has an important inuence on the accuracy of the method and causes unphys-
ical oscillations if the continuity of the normal vectors is not ensured. For that
reason a geometrical representation which is at least third order (q = 3) is
advisable.
Using regular quadrilateral regions in the boundary layer is benecial. Not
only quadrilaterals result in a shear friction which is one order more accurate,
but also the jump penalization between neighbouring cells along the boundary
signicantly smooths the solution.
Finally, our computations suggest that the need for using a high-order in-
terpolation for both the Navier-Stokes equations and the S-A turbulence model
is more related to the robustness of the RANS solver than to the accuracy of
the results.
Large-eddy simulations. To validate the implementation of the Smagorin-
sky and the WALE subgrid-scale model, the results for the Taylor-Green vor-
tex and decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence have been benchmarked
against DNS data computed by a pseudo-spectral code (chapter 7).
First, we should mention the rapid convergence of the LES results to the
DNS reference as the grid is rened. A comparison between standard LES and
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VMS conrmed previous studies and showed that unltered LES (\all-all") is
most often too dissipative, whereas implicit LES does not replace dedicated
turbulence modelling. In contrast, the results of the ltered VMS methods
were generally close to the DNS data. Despite the overall good agreement, an
excess in the energy spectrum of the small resolved scales has been observed.
Its origin remains unclear and should be further investigated.
According to our numerical results, no dierence has been observed be-
tween the Lagrange and the L2 lter that have been implemented into Argo.
The eectiveness of subgrid ltering has been tested by increasing the turbu-
lent dissipation through the Smagorinsky constant.
Finally, as for the RANS computations, the method is insensitive to the
choice of a specic value of the penalty parameter. As a consequence optimiz-
ing this coecient does not replace turbulence modelling.
8.2 Future work
The numerical applications presented in chapter 5 and 6 clearly demonstrate
the sensitivity of DG methods to a smooth representation of curved bound-
aries. This is a challenging task and remains subject of active research. How-
ever, in order to avoid excessive grid renements related to geometrical repre-
sentation purposes, future work should concentrate on meshing algorithms.
In addition, another way of reducing CPU and memory requirements would
be the use of h=p-adaptation techniques. Especially for time-dependent large
eddy or detached eddy simulations, a signicant gain of degrees of freedom
is to be expected, and hence adaptation strategies should be integrated into
the ow solver. Automatic adaptation algorithms are for example described
in [81,129].
Within this work all RANS computations have been performed using the
one-equation Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. Although the S-A model
has been shown to give acceptable results for a wide range of applications,
more sophisticated models (e.g. k   !, k   , Reynolds stress) should also be
considered. Furthermore, it would be interesting to analyse whether a low-
order interpolation of these models has a similar eect to the case of the S-A
model.
Concerning the Smagorinsky and WALE models, only ows within a three-
dimensional periodic box have been considered so far. The next validation
should be their application to wall-bounded ows, e.g. a turbulent channel
ow. Furthermore, a drawback of the presented LES method is the a priori
denition of the model constant in the subgrid terms. To overcome this limi-
tation, a dynamic procedure to evaluate the model constant should be imple-
mented. Finally, more sophisticated subgrid lters providing a sharper cut-o
in the spectral space should be investigated. Within this context it would be
interesting to program the exact analytical Fourier transform. By eliminating
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the numerical noise in the high wavenumber range, the exact Fourier transform
allows a more accurate comparison of subgrid models and ltering techniques.
Whilst work has begun to implement detached eddy models based on the
software developed in this thesis, these models have not yet been tested in
practice.
Finally, since many applications of engineering interest are supersonic,
shock limitation should be included into Argo.
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